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Abstract

Wideband Spread-Spectrum Digital Communications for Portable Applications

by

Samuel Wei Sheng

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University ofCalifornia, Berkeley

Professor Robert W Brodersen, Chair

Overthe past several years, wireless communications have seen dramatic advances in two dis

tinct areas. On one hand, the demand for portable voiceband services has completely inun

dated the capacity of existing analog cellular communication systems, resulting in intense

research efforts to improve performance and increase capacity through digital technologies.

Such systems focus on wide-area narrowband communications, providing services to individ

ual users in a portable fashion. On the other hand, the need for more flexible computer net

works hasled to the advent ofwireless LAN's, such as the MotorolaAltair. Such systems focus

on local-area wideband communications, providing services to computers but usually con

suming far too much power to beeasily portable. However, the distinction between these two

israpidly blurring - as greater and greater mobile computing resources are placd in the hands

of individuals, wireless technologies capable of providing wide-area, wideband services will

clearly be needed.

This thesis addresses the design and implementation ofan indoorwireless system to support

multimediacommunication, with emphasis on abroadband downlink capable of supporting

digital video. In particular, the development of integrated analog RF front-end and baseband

digital interface circuitry, as well as thesystem simulations driving the design, have been ex

amined. An ultimate per-user data rate 2 Mbps is the target; to achieve the required capacity,

a picocellular system architecture will be employed, using cells on the order of 5m in size.



In examining multiple access strategies for such an application, direct-sequence spread-spec

trum, or code-division multiple access, possesses many advantages. For this system, a symbol

rateof 1 Mbaudwith a chipping rate of 64 Mchip/sec is used; for the spreading code, a

Walsh-PN hybrid loosely based on the existing IS-95 digital cellular standard is chosen. Be

yond providing multiple access, the ability to resolve multiple arrivals and detect adjacent

channels in the digital baseband circuitry also affords manybenefits that other systems, such

as time-division or frequency-hop, cannot easily provide. Taking advantage of the broadcast

mode transmission of the downlink, each cell is keyed to a pseudorandom pilot tone, which

tremendously simplifies timing recovery and detection in the mobile

Lastly, the implementation of a high-performance, monolithic RF transceiver has been ad

dressed. It is evident that an all-MOS RF system operating in the 1-2 GHz range isquite fea

sible, given technologies that arecurrently available. The benefits of integration are

enormous: reduced parasitic effects, greater manufacturability, and minimized power require

ments to drive off-chip loads. Likewise, by examining the basic architecture used in the trans

ceiver, the underlying digital natureof the signal can be used to simplify the resulting circuit

considerably: homodyne demodulation using passive sampling techniques is one important

example of how this can be achieved. Bytakingadvantage of these techniques, factors of 10-

20x reduction in the power consumed by the analog RFcircuitry in conventional designs can

be achieved, at the expense of increased digital process. In some sense, the analog front-end

has been reduced to its most basic functionality: amplification, filtering, frequency conver

sion, and analog-to-digital conversion.

Lastly, by exploiting dedicated parallel and pipelined techniques, a low-power spread-spec

trum receiver has beendesigned in spiteof the tremendous chippingrate of the system

(64 Mchip/sec). Byscaling the supplyvoltage, and employing multiple supplies into the chip,

optimal voltages can be chosen to meet throughput requirements and minimize powercon

sumption in the baseband digital logic. A prototype receiver has been developed; due to

technology limitations, data rate is limited to 32 Mchip/sec; total powerconsumption of the

prototype, implemented as a two customASIC solution, is 154 mW.
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1 Introduction

Over the past several years, wireless communications have seen dramatic advances in two dis

tinct areas. On one hand, the demand for portable voiceband services has resulted in intense

research efforts to improve performance and increase capacity through digital transmission.

Such systems focus on wide-area narrowband communications, providing low-bandwidth

network services to individual users in a portable fashion. On the otherhand, the need for

more flexible computer networks has led to theadvent ofwireless LAN's such as the Motorola

Altair. Such systems focus on local-area wideband communications, providing networking

services to individual computers but usually not easily portable.

However, the distinctionbetween these two systems is rapidly blurring. As laptopcomputers

place mobile computing resources in thehands of individuals, wireless technologies capable

of providing wide-area, wideband services will beclearly needed. With this merging of com

putation and communications, individual users will have instantaneous and portable access to

fixed information networks via alightweight mobile unit. Furthermore, users willbe capable

of transferring data to other users and accessing fixed computing resources without any con

straints on where orwhen such access takes place. As shown in figure 1.1, the mobile unit will

support amyriad of services, including full-motion digital video and high-quality audio, and

combines the functionality of today's analog mobile telephones, radio pagers, andlaptop per

sonal computers.

Since portability places severe constraints on the physical weight of the terminal, the available

battery power isquite limited. Thus, power minimization iscrucial; power reduction in both

the digital and analog hardware mustbeachieved. To this end, the terminal should onlycarry

the minimum of computing resources necessary to support its functionality; user computa-



High-Speed Fiber Backbone

Wireless Multimedia

Terminals
• X-terminal

• Video Display
• Audio Input/Output

Figure 1.1: Infopad System Overview

tion should be mainly performed by large, non-portable computing facilities, with the high

speed wireless link serving as the terminal's means of accessing the fixed computation servers

and data networks. Direct point-to-point wireless communication is not allowed; the link

only provides the final interface into the wired data network, much as a conventional tele

phone handset serves as the link into the telephony system. Whereas the capability of moving

massive amounts of digital data within networks already exists, the problem of easily getting

data in and out of those networks is now addressed.

Although placing all computation services back in the wired network has immediate benefits

in terms of reducing power consumption, it provides another advantage: data that is highly

sensitive to corruption will not be transmitted over the wireless network. Existing distributed

2



computation environments are crucially dependent onthe fact that data transmitted over the

network has high integrity - i.e., bit-error rates onwired Ethernet are typically on the order of

1 per 10nbits and further protection is gained by packet retransmit in the case ofan error.

However, on wireless networksthis is not true; evenafter extensive error-correctioncoding, it

is still difficult to attain error rates even remotely as low as this. User "computation" data,

such as spreadsheets or simulation results, simply cannot beallowed to sustain any corrup

tion. For wireless systems, this translates into an inordinate amount of transmission overhead

in terms ofcoding and data retransmission to compensate. On the other hand, user "multi

media" information, such as voice andimage data, is relatively tolerant ofbit errors - an error

in a single video frame or an audio sample will notsignificantly change themeaning or use

fulness of the data. Thus, the portable unit described above is truly a terminal dedicated to

multimedia personal communications, and notsimply a notebook computer with awireless

LAN/modem attached to it.

With theshift from computation inside the mobile unit to communications outside, evident

lythe development ofawideband link capable ofsupporting the required user bandwidth be

comes paramount. If the system is to support digital video, a minimum user data rate of2

Mbps is required after error correction and coding, even utilizing the best data compression

available today [MPEG90]. Due to these high bandwidth requirements, carrier frequencies

must beplaced in or above the low microwave bands, owing to spectrum congestion at fre

quencies below 1 GHz. Likewise, since one major objective ofpersonal communications lies

in granting each person individual access, a large number ofusers need to be accommodated

by the system simultaneously, densely packed into a small physical area; continuous network

access by 1 user every 4 to 10square meters is typical for anoffice environment. Ostensibly, a

microcellular or even picocellular reuse system must beemployed to come remotely close to

the required capacity [Lee89]; however, even with cellular reuse and a limited number of us

ers per base station, the required aggregate channel data rates will be in the tens to hundreds

of megabits per second.



It isextremely important to note that, in this system, broadband video dataisonlysupported

in the downlink to the mobile; the uplink is used only for low-rate (32- 128 kbps/user)

speech and control data. Although thesystem isstill full-duplex, this asymmetry must beac

counted for in the design, as the bandwidth requirements for maintaining the uplink are con

siderably less than those for the downlink. Several commercial solutions already exist

[Prox94, Symb95] that can satisfy thelimited requirements of the uplink; it isthedownlink -

especially the high-bandwidth, low-power receiver in the mobile - that presents the greatest

research challenges.

Thus, the following constraints are imposed upon any transmission scheme that is to be used

for such a personal communication system:

• The analog circuitry must perform reliably at variable carrier frequencies above 1

GHz,while supporting a sustained per-user data rate in excess of 2 Mbps.

• The system mustsupport simultaneous access bya large number of users,

within a small physical area.

• The mobile transceiver cannotconsume excessive amounts of power, as the porta

ble terminal must be powered bybatteries, nor can it be excessively large.

Existing commercial solutions fall far short of this - thebest wireless LAN's of today offer an

aggregate channel data rate of 1Mbps, with power consumption around 1watt. The ultimate

goal is to achieve a thousandfold improvement in the power-throughput ratio over existing

hardware - for the receiver, 1 milliwatt perMbps, while supporting a raw channel capacity in

excess of 100 Mbps. The key contribution of this work has been the development of tech

niques bywhich such a thousandfold improvement can beachieved: system- level designs

that inherently favor complex digital signal processing, and minimize analog complexity and

power consumption.

1.1. Thesis Overview

In this thesis, thesystem design and implementation of the broadband downlink will be de

scribed, discussing issues ranging from low-level analog design, where a novel receiver struc

ture using passband sampling is presented, up to the multiple access schemes utilized and its
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impact on the transceiver system. Since such asystem will first be utilized as astep beyond

conventional wireless LAN's, an indoor microcellular environment will be of primarycon

cern, although many ofthe techniques are applicable to both the outdoor and indoor envi

ronments.

In chapter 2, an overview ofthe system itself is presented, beginning with a briefdescription

of the indoor radio-frequency (RF) environment and its various impairments, followed by a

discussion ofmultiple access strategies. It will beshown that a design utilizing spread-spec

trum, code-division multiple access is ideally suited for such a system, not only as a means to

multiplex thevarious users, but also to relax hardware performance requirements and to ulti

mately minimize power consumption in the receiver. The actual system specification follows

in chapter 3, documenting design decisions made on carrier frequency, channel bandwidth,

modulation, multiple access, and spread coding, along with verification bysystem-level simu

lation.

In the remainderof the thesis, the actual hardware designed to implement the link will be ex

amined. Chapter 4 examines the base-station transmitter, including a custom integratedcir

cuit that performs usermultiplexing, spectrum spreading, and channel pulse-shaping. The

analog RF transmitter section is also described, consisting of a semicustom boarddesign to

upconvert the signal for transmission. Chapters 5 and 6 describe the custom analog circuit

developed for the mobile receiver, consisting of a low-noise amplifier, quadrature homodyne

demodulator that utilizes passband sampling to achieve frequency conversion, a multi-stage

variable-gain amplifier, and an extremely high-speed analog-to-digital converter. Low power

and high integration are emphasized here, in achieving a "single-chip" monolithic CMOS so

lution for the analog front-end - the tremendous impactof the useof code-division multiple

access will be madeapparent. Following this, chapter7 examines the digital aspects of the re

ceiver - the custom spread-spectrum digital demodulator circuitrequired to perform data and

timing recovery, and the low-power techniques employed in its implementation. Lastly, con

clusions and a description of future work are presented in chapter8.



2 Modulation, Multiple Access, and
How Radio Waves Behave Indoors.

In thedesign of any RF communications system, three distinct factors must beconsidered:

the propagation environment in question, themultiplexing and modulation of user data

streams, and the complexity ofhardware required to implement the desired link. None of

these threecan be allowed to dominate; forexample, implementation issues place constraints

on answering "How many users?" and "How much bandwidth?", whereas the choice of mod

ulation and multiple access can have dramatic impact on the questions of "Howmany tran

sistors?" or "Howmuch power?". To being answering these questions, the system design of

thehigh-speed downlink will be discussed in this chapter and the next. First, a description of

the indoor radio propagation environment will be presented, followed by a short exposition

of the available multiple-access strategies, describing the advantages and disadvantages of

each. Second, the actual system specification will be given - in terms of numberof users per

base-station, transmit bandwidth, modulation strategies - and a discussion of how this speci

fication was arrived at.

It should be mentionedhere that verification of the various design tradeoffs was done using

the U.C. Berkeley Ptolemy simulator [Buck93]; details of the simulation code are contained

in the appendix following this chapter.

2.1. Cellular Reuse and the Indoor Propagation Channel

Since the system must support independentfull-motion digital video streams to each user,

spectrum usage becomes ofgreat concern, requiring a per-user datarate of2 Mbps. Also, this

data rate is clearly not needed on a continuous basis; when regular computation tasks are be

ingperformed, such as using a word processor or a spreadsheet, the screen changes only



slightly on a frame-by-frame basis andover only a small region, usually on the order of a sin

gle character or a few pixels. Hence, it iseasily possible that the peak data rate required bya

user is much larger than the overall time-average data rate, and minimizing overall system

bandwidth consumption while supporting a large number of users accessing data simulta

neously is of paramount importance. One technique, applied at the system level, is to utilize

cellular networking techniques to achieve spatial frequency reuse.

The advantages in improved spectral efficiency afforded bycellular systems have long been

known; having been employed extensively in present-day analog mobile radiotelephony, the

large-scale cells utilized only exploit these advantages to a limited extent. By scaling down cell

sizes, tremendous increases in spectral efficiency can beachieved. In this section, an analysis

of these gains is presented, along witha description of the cellular concept as realized in an in

door environment. A statistical characterization of the indoor picocellular transmission envi

ronment and the corresponding model are then described.

2.1.1. Cellular Systems

As shown in figure 2.1, a simple cellular scheme consists ofdividing theentire service area for

the personal communication system into "cells" of radius R,with a single base station serving

all mobile users within that cell; each cell utilizes its own distinct set of system resources, dif

ferent from its surrounding neighbors. As an example of such resource allocation, conven

tional analog cellular, being a frequency division multiple-access system, allocates different

frequency bands to each cell. There is a clear correlation between themethod of resource allo

cation and the multiple access strategy, as we will see later: in time-division multiple access,

each cell could beassigned different time slots, andin code-division multiple-access, each cell

could be assigned different codes.

As users move from cell to cell, their transactions with the network are "handed off" from

base station to base station, reconfiguring the network dynamically as the need arises. Such

reconfiguration is thus accomplished locally, since the system itself is responsible for deter

mining where and when handoffs occur. Clearly, the complexity involved with cellular net-
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Figure 2.1: CellularTransmission System

work control is much greater than that required for a classical "umbrella" scheme, with one

base antenna for the entire service area, and much of the "intelligence" of the networkmust

be deployed within the base station and the mobile transceivers.

The key advantage to cellular systems is that theyallow the network to achieve spatial multi

ple access of the users. If two cells are separated bysufficient distance, each can use the same

channel resources at the same timewithout resulting in disastrous cochannel interference.

Figure 2.2 shows several classical reuse patterns [Lee89]; such patterns are typically character

izedby a reuse factor K, which represents the number of distinct setsof resources (eitherfre

quencies, or time slots, or codes) that need to be used to cover the entire service area.

From the point of view of spectrum usage, each user effectively consumes only B/N Hz of

bandwidth, where B is the raw physical bandwidth needed to support transmission within a

single cell, and N is the total numberof users in the system. Hence, cellular systems are said
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Figure 2.2: Typical Cellular Reuse Patterns

to bespectrally efficient. Clearly, minimizing the distance D between cells utilizing thesame

frequency yields the greatest frequency reuse, since the number of cells that can use the same

frequency bandin the service area is maximized, and hence thegreatest gain in spectral effi

ciency is achieved. This frequency reuse distance is geometrically related to K and R by

D=R/s/3k. In terms ofsystem capacity, supposing that the total service area serving the N us

ers is given byftp2, then thenumber ofcells is given by (p/R)2 andhence the total bandwidth

for the system has been reduced bya factor equal to (R/p)2K relative to an equivalent non-

cellular system. As shown in figure 2.3, the normalized bandwidth required bya cellular sys-
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tem is plotted as a function of R and K; since it is quadratically dependent on R, it is of great

est benefit that the cell radius be reduced. Clearly, when R=p and K=l, the original

"umbrella" scheme is yielded.

Ostensibly, theultimate limits on minimizing R (and hence D) lie in howmuch cochannel

interference thesystem can tolerate, and the required complexity in network control. An im

portant fact is that the level ofcell-cell cochannel interference is independent of the scaling of

R, since the transmit power in each cell scales with R and hence the relative interference stays

constant. Thus, cochannel interference is onlya function ofK. Conversely, complexity in net

workcontrol is only a function of R, since more handoffs will necessarily occur as R decreas

es. Both K and R are highly dependent on the transmission environment; however, these

massive gains in spectral efficiency clearly will beneeded to support the high-speed, high-

bandwidth requirements that a personal communications system stipulates.

11



2.1.2. The Indoor Picocellular Environment

Within an indoor environment, it is no longer feasible to have onlya single network trans

ceiver station serving all of the terminals in the building. Due to the 5 to 15 dB attenuation

through walls [Seidel91], the total microwave output power from all of the transmitters

would have to be inordinately (and dangerously) high. However, this attenuation can be tak

en advantage of by a cellular network. Each room then naturally becomes its own cell; like

wise, the cellular scheme now moves into three dimensions, since the floors also provide RF

isolation. Since the cells are nowextremely small, on the orderof a two to five meters, this cel

lularstrategy is commonly referred to as microcellular or picocellular networking. Hence, R is

usually dictated by the size of the room, and K can be as low as 3 to 4, depending on how

much attenuation is provided by the walls. If K is increased to 6 or 7, the assumption that co-

channel interference is negligible becomes reasonable for most indoor office environments.

T1
r

.8

-0

-0.

6 Normalized
4BW

0. 2

0

Figure 2.3: Normalized BWof Cellular System
Normalized with respect to the non-cellular case, assuming a constant number of users and data rate.
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In light of the above considerations, the total amount of spectrum that will be consumed to

provide the outlinedservices cannow beaddressed. After examination of the user density in a

typical office environment , such as those found in modern buildings withopen-area soft-

partitioncubicles, cells of 5 meter radius typically contain twelve to sixteen active users. A 2

Mbps data rate for full motion video (ourworst-case requirement), using a linear DQPSK

(differential quadrature phase-shift keying) modulation scheme and using design parameters

from existing systems [Feher87, Raith91], would require a transmission bandwidth of ap

proximately 1.6MHz per user using a 30%excess bandwidth raised-cosine pulse shape and a

25% loss for packetization, equalizer training, and other overhead. Assuming that, of the 16

users in the cell, halfof them are demanding the complete 2 Mbps data ratefor full-motion

digital video with the remainder utilizing 256 kbps each for lower data rateapplications, a

picocellular system with K= 7 would utilize approximately 100MHz of bandwidth. Although

100 MHz is a considerable amount of spectrum, this is amortized over large numbers of peo

pleusing this spectrum simultaneously withinmultiple buildings. Considering that the band

width of 100 MHz is designed to support full motion video and other multimedia network

services for all users, this allocation of spectrum is not unreasonable given the level of service

provided by the system, especially whencompared to the spectrum allocated for existing sys

tems such as NTSC television.

2.1.3. Statistical Characterization and Multipath Propagation

Unfortunately, the indoor environment also presents several additional transmission difficul

ties, the dominant one being the numerous reflections of the radiosignal off*walls, furniture,

and even people. A large number of pathsexist between transmitter and receiver; the received

signal is thus corrupted bysevere multipath distortion and inter-symbol interference, since

these reflections can still be significant several symbols later. Also, in a picocellular net, it is

likely that there is no direct line-of-sight propagation path due to shadowing, sowe become

critically dependent on the reflected waves. All of these effects, of course, vary slowly with

time; evenwith the remote unit fixed in place during operation, the motion of people can

1. Forexample, the EECS graduate studentresearch facility at this University.

2. 256 kbpsis reflective of data rates used in existing X-terminals; thisvalue maybeconsiderably lower depend
ing on the level of useractivity.
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cause significant variations in theenvironment. The critical statistical parameters to be deter

mined are: thenumber of paths, theexcess time delay for a single path, thepathloss, and the

time variation of the received signal, assuming a cell size of 2 to 10meters. Using measured

data collated from various sources [Seidel89, Seidel91, Ohrvi89], such a characterization of

the indoor propagation environment at 1 GHz isdetermined.

First, the pathloss in a multipath situation must be considered. It has been found experimen

tally [Ohrvi89] that the total received power at a particular distance d of a multipath profile

canbe modeled as a log-normal (normal in dB) distribution about a local mean path-loss law

given by d"n, valid for d approximately larger than A., where Xis the carrier wavelength at

1 GHz = c/f =0.3m. Values of n ranging from 1.5 to 6 have been reported, although typical

values range from 1.5 to 3. Figure 2.4 shows a measured path loss characteristic [Ohrvi89],

with the best-fit curve varying as d . It has also been found that, for a single path compo

nent, the received power has a log-normal distribution aboutan exponential path-loss law d"

n*T\ where Tis the excess delay time defined as tarr - tQ and tQ is the delay of the line-of-sight
path, with an obstructed topology exhibiting greater attenuation than a line-of-sight one as a

result of theextra pathdistances incurred byshadowing. Generally, the standard deviation of

the log-normal distribution is insensitive to T, and isapproximately 4 dB for line-of-sight to

pologies, and 5 dB for obstructed ones.

The problem of thestatistics of thenumber ofpaths and their arrival times at the receiver also

needs to be considered. Clearly, receiver sensitivity here iscritical, since more paths that can

be resolved bya receiver with higher sensitivity. For low-sensitivity receivers the number of

pathhas been measured to be approximately Poisson, with a mean of 4.4 paths and standard

deviation of 2.1, for a receiver threshold of 30 dB below a lOA. received power reference. As

receiver sensitivity increases, a Poisson distribution becomes a poorer model for the number

of paths, and a normal distribution with a mean of 22.4 paths and standard deviation of 8.6

paths provides agood statistical model for a48 dB threshold. Theother path-dependent fac

tor is the distribution of arrival times; having determined the behaviour of the number of

14
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(from [Ohrvi89])

paths, the probability of a path having an excess arrival timeTneeds to becharacterized. From

several measurements [Seidel89, Saleh87], the excess arrival times follow an exponential dis

tribution, with a mean time of 30 nsec for transmitter-receiver separations below 10 meters.

One important parameter related to the path distribution isthe total delay spread, orthe total

time between the first arrival and the last resolvable arrival due to multipath. The delay spread

characterizes the signaling rate below which the fading will be"flat"; in other words, if the

time for each transmitted bit is greater than the delay spread, there will be no intersymbol in

terference, since all of the reflections will have died away before the next bit occurs. In the fre

quency domain, this quantity is referred to as the coherence bandwidth, which can be

intuitively viewed as the interval (in Hz) between consecutive fading nulls in the channel im

pulse response. The relationship between delay spread Tjei and coherence bandwidth Cbw is

thatCgw isapproximately equal to l/T^. For indoor channels, atasensitivity of 48 below a
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10A. threshold, Tjei isapproximately 30 nsec, corresponding to a coherence bandwidth of33

MHz. As will be shown, it is desirable to either transmit at a data rate far below the coherence

bandwidth (hence resulting in no intersymbol interference and flat fading), or at a data rate

far above the coherence bandwidth, in the case of spread-spectrum.

Unfortunately, the difficulties presented bythe multipath environment are further com

pounded by the fact that the environment isalso time-varying, and hence results in fading,

where the environment varies such that destructive interference occurs at the receiver and

causes muchmore attenuation than predicted bypath loss alone. Since it is assumed that the

remote device isrelatively stationary, the typical Rayleigh-distributed fading patterns found in

analog mobile environments are not encountered. Instead, the primary cause of time-varia

tion is the movement of people in the propagation path. Foronly a few people, the distribu

tion has been found to be Rician more than Rayleigh; however, as the numberof persons

increases, the distribution becomes increasingly Rayleigh. From the measurements taken, a

typical fluctuation results in a signal deviation 10% of the time in excess of 4 dB away from

the median, and a deviation in excessof 8 dB 1% of the time [Ohrvi89].

Lastly, noise effects within the channel must beconsidered. From measurements taken of the

1-2 GHz frequency band, the additive white Gaussian noise present on the channel is essen

tially at the thermal noise floor (-110 dBm at 300°K over 1 MHz); hence, as far as Gaussian

noise is concerned, the noise contribution is dominated by the noise at the input of the re

ceiver. However, the low-microwave band also exhibits significant impulsive noise, resulting

from RF interference from such sources ascomputer systems, power microwave cavities in

cooking ovens, and common relay switches. It is extremely difficult to characterize these

sources, since the presence and characteristics ofsuch generators vary so widely, even within

the same building. From some recent measurements, it has been shown that the average noise

factor above the thermal noise floor for impulsive sources can be as high as 50dB [Black91].
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2.1.4. Channel Modeling

For multipath transmission, an early time-varying, wideband model proposed byTurin is giv

en as:

^akeiqks(t-tk) +n(t)
k = 0

where s(t) is the complex-valued, lowpass representation of the transmitted pulse, n(t) is the

noise component, q^ is the carrier phase shift, and a^ are theamplitudes ofeach arrival at

time tfc in the multipath profile. Since along each propagation path, the physical media is es

sentially "ideal" (i.e., represented by a simple attenuation constant), the impulse response of

sucha channel can thus be characterized by an expression of the form:

J<lk

k = 0

h(t) = ^ak8(t-tk)ej<

By using the statistical data described above, a model of this impulse response suitable for

simulation can be developed.

The path strength coefficients a^ are set to the local mean value given by d ~n> where n=2.6,

multiplied by thevariation that is normally distributed in dB. Also, since ofprimary interest

is a simulation model suitable for verifying the functionality and performance of the trans

ceiver downlink, the time-variation of the channel is sufficiently slow that we can assume it is

constant over the simulation time. Forour model the path attenuations are thus fixed at the

beginning of the simulation and remain invariant. Likewise, thenumber ofpaths and indi

vidual path delays are treated similarly. At the start of the simulation, the number ofpaths is

randomly determined, which is normally distributed as described in the previous section. For

each path, an exponentially distributed random value is assigned, corresponding to the path

delay.

If long-term error performance simulations are required, such as large Monte-Carlo estima

tions of the bit-error rate, the model can be adapted for such purposes, by simplyincorporat

ing time variability into the model. The only consideration thatneeds to be made is that over
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time, the amplitude and phase of each multipath component mustbecontinuously related to

the original randomly generated profile - the profile cannot be "randomly" updated. Statisti

cally speaking, the resulting fading behaves as aRician process; by folding in atime-series

model, time variability can be accounted for.

Two Ptolemy simulation blocks, or"stars" have been developed to generate statistical multi-

path models that correspond to the above; one of these stars, MPathlmpulse.s, models the

channel as a real-valued FIR filter, whose impulse response issimply given by {ak, k=0..n}.

This star is useful for testing analog modulator and demodulator structures, since it gives the

true passband response of thechannel. The other star, Multipath.s, gives an equivalent base

band representation of the channel in terms of real and complex components. This star is use

ful for examining the baseband digital modulation and demodulation strategies; essentially, it

encapsulates the analog passband modulation, channel effects, and passband demodulation

intoasingle model. The keydifference lies in the number of data points that thesystem must

process in order to simulate asingle transmitted symbol; in the case of mpathlmpulse.s, the

passband modulation is modeled, requiring an extremely fine timestep to capture the giga

hertz band carrier, whereas with multipath.s the timestep needs to onlycapture the baseband

phenomena, which is bandlimited to several megahertz.

To give an idea of how severe the fading environment can be, the impulse responses (both in

time and frequency) of two such randomly generated channels are shown in figure 2.5; they

are quite similar to impulse responses measured in the field. The magnitude frequency re

sponse of the channel, H(ju)), is plotted in a300 MHz bandwidth in the neighborhood of

1GHz. In comparing the two, the dynamic range due to indoor fading can easily exceed

30 dB, consistent with measured results. Unless suchnulls are combatted, signal degradation

and possibly complete link breakdown will result, since the signal-to-noise ratio has been

compromised by the null.

As an important application of this model, the effects of the multipath onan actual transmit

ted signal will be simulated, by generating an eye diagram of the received signal. Using asim

ple 4-PSK QAM modulation scheme with white input data, the effect of the multipath

distortion is examined for adata throughput of 1Mbps atacarrier of 1 GHz. As described
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above, the multipath star is used heavily in this type of simulation. A 50% excess-bandwidth

raised-cosine filter response isassumed for the combined transmitand receive bandlimiting

filters, with the filter partitioned equally between the transmitter and the receiver, i.e., the

transmit filter has a frequency response equal toVH(j(0), where H(ju)) is the transfer func

tion of the raised-cosine lowpass filter, andsimilarly for the receive filter. Also, the amplitude

of the transmitted signal is normalized to unity, since only the relative loss isof real interest.

In figure 2.6, the ideal (no channel) eye diagram ofthe in-phase received signal is shown after

a transmission of 100symbols; as expected, the "eyes" are fully open, and thesignal value

there is precisely contained in the set {-1,0,1}, indicating zero distortion and perfect recover-

ability. Thewaveform in between the sampling points is the response of the raised -cosine fil

ter; this also verifies that the filter responses were designed correctly, as the Nyquist zero-

forcing criterion is clearly achieved. In figure 2.7, the channel is now inserted between the

transmitter and receiver in the system, and the resulting eye diagram is shown. Demonstrat

ing thekey difficulty in transmitting within such anenvironment, theeye openings are now

relatively closed due to themultipath distortion. The"zero" level has clearly split into two;

this is to be expected, since when the in-phase symbol has value zero, thequadrature signal is

one. Due to the random phase shift caused by the channel, the in-phase signal is corrupted by

crossover distortion from the quadrature phase.

2.2. Modulation Techniques

When considering the design of the baseband signal modulation, it is important to note that

this discussion is essentially restricted to the digital domain, and hence complex filtering and

signal generation are nota problem. For example, simple frequency-shift keying, which uses

different frequency tones to encode the data, traditionally utilizes a low-frequency analog

voltage-controlled oscillator to generate the tones, and then modulates this signal up to the

passband. However, settling time, temperature stability, phase noise, andother nonidealities

in the baseband oscillator often complicate the system design. Today, a simple direct-digital

frequency synthesizer can easily generate the baseband signals, without any of thedifficulties

encountered with analog designs. The use ofdigital baseband processing allows one to limit

all of the analog hardware to the passband conversion circuitry, and opens the possibility of
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Figure 2.7: Simulated QPSK eye diagram, with multipath channel
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simplifying the analog hardware at the expense ofmore complicated baseband processing.

These concepts will be explored more fully in subsequent chapters; at this point, it is simply

important to realize the complexity inmodulation synthesis is no longer as great ofaconcern

as it once was, given ready access todigital signal processing. However, the hardware in the re

ceiver - required to recover the modulated signal - must still be minimized, given the need for

lowpower and high performance.

2.2.1. Quadrature Amplitude Modulation

QAM issimply the digital version of classical analog AM, using modulation on both the in-

phase and quadrature signals to achieve the same spectral efficiency as single-sideband modu

lation [Lee88]. Essentially, a sinusoidal carrier waveform is linearly modulated by

bandiimited signal of the form:

m,

k = 0

(0 =XAkTg(t"kT)

where {A^j} are the complex-valued transmit symbols corresponding to the user data, and

g(t) is a bandiimited baseband pulse. This results in a transmitted signal s(t) equal to:

oo

s(t) =2Re{ejWctn<t)} = £ 2Re{(AkTg(t - kT)) ej(0ct }
k o 0

The {A^-j*} data symbols are chosen from a symbol constellation, as shown in figure 2.8; each

group of bir- r be transmitted is encoded into the complex-valued symbol shown. Clearly,

th« I ;.-••: .lie constellation, the more bits are transmitted persymbol, and hence the required

transmission bandwidth is reduced. However, since the distance between constellation points

is reduced as the constellation size increases, the probability that a symbol error occurs also

increases. Under additivewhite Gaussian noise conditions, the probability of a bit error for a

QAM signal is approximately given by:
oo
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where q=(dmjn/2G), dmjn is the minimum distance between two nearest-neighbor constella

tion points, C is the noise power, M is the number of bits persymbol, and T| is a degeneracy

factor equal to the number of nearest neighbors at the minimum distance.

The primary advantage ofQAM isthat it is known to bespectrally efficient, which is ideal for

a personal communications system with itssevere bandwidth requirements; also, it is concep

tually simple to equalize out the effects of the channel since the use of adaptive linear equal

ization is possible. However, the receiver hardware complexity immediately comes into
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M=1'dmin =2a
o

Avg. Power= a*
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I I
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Figure 2.8: QAM Constellations (Cross-configuration)
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question, since coherent demodulation has traditionally been utilized requiring phase- and

carrier-recovery circuitry. For these high data rates at such high carrier frequencies, essential

components such as rejection filtering, carrier recovery, automatic gain control, and voltage-

controlled local oscillators become complex and expensive to implement. If QAMis to be

employed, methods of minimizing the receiver complexity must be developed if thespectral

efficiency of QAM is to be exploited; for example, the use of differential phase encoding, in

stead of absolute phase, obviates the need to perform coherent data recovery.

2.2.2. Continuous-Phase Modulation

Continuous-phase techniques present an interesting class of modulation schemes that have

the desirable property that they can be incoherently detected with minimal hardware com

plexity. They are characterized bya constant amplitude envelope, with all of the information

carried in the phase of the signal alone. The simplest form of CPM is FSK (frequency-shift

keying), in which two separate frequencies are used to distinguish "0" and"1" data bits

[Lee88]. The general form of the transmitted signal isgiven by [Ekel87]:
oo

(s(t) =V2(EsR)cos(C0ct +(p(t, a))), (p(t, a) = 27th V AkTq(t - kT)
k = o

t

where q(t)= I gCOdt , Es is the energy per symbol, and A^j are the transmitted data bits.
—oo

Since this is a constant envelope modulation scheme, CPM is power efficient at the transmit

ter, since a class-C nonlinear power amplifier can be used. Likewise, it is immune to channel

amplitude nonlinearities; for some schemes the receiver can simply hard-limit the signal with

outany loss ofinformation orsignal degradation, obviating the need for high-precision auto

matic gain control as needed by linear modulation schemes. Another important advantage is

that most CPM schemes can be demodulated incoherently, in that the absolute phase of the

modulation carrier need not beknown for reliable data recovery; forexample, to demodulate

FSK asimple band-pass filter bank can be used to detect the various frequency tones, thus re

covering the data without need for complex phase recovery.
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Conceptually, CPM schemes are the digital equivalent to analog FM, with the digital signal

first being low-pass filtered before frequency modulation, as shown in figure 2.9. The name

CPM comes from the requirement that the phase be continuous at all points, which implies

that no "jumps" in phase are allowed, as insimple FSK. This continuity requirement im

proves the spectral efficiency significantly, and itis the bandwidth ofthe low-pass filter which

determines the overall spectrum consumption ofthe system. A simple extension of FSK that

meets this continuity requirement is minimum-shift keying (MSK) [ProakB83]; it does so by

acareful choice of harmonically-related signaling frequencies and signal polarities. However,

it is not spectrally efficient; one related "spectrally efficient" CPM scheme is GMSK, or Gaus

sian Minimum-Shift Keying1 [Ekel87, Murota81]. The low-pass filter is specified to have a

Gaussian response, and it has been shown that to maximize the spectral efficiency the band

width of the Gaussian filter should be set to approximately 0.25R, where R isthe bit rate. To

compare with simple MSK, the 99% power containment bandwidth for GMSK can be

shown to be 0.86R [Murota81], as opposed to 1.2R for MSK.

However, constant-envelope schemes also have several serious disadvantages. First, on the

time-varying fading channel that the indoor environmentpresents, some form ofequalization

is usually required to neutralize the resulting intersymbol interference. Such equalization be

comes extremely difficultwith CPM schemes owing to the fact that the signal is not a linear

function of the data, making adaptive techniques nearly impossible. Second, the spectral effi

ciencyofCPM is not as good as that ofQAM - given the severe bandwidth constraints in the

irui
Data Bits

LPF (baseband
modulation)

Figure 2.9: General CPM Modulator

1. GMSK has been of the object of significant interest recently, since it is the modulation scheme thathas been specified
for usein the European GSM digital cellular system.
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desired link, thismakes CPM intrinsically unattractive as a modulation format. The question

immediately arises: QAM orCPM? Aquantitative analysis, considering the particular charac

teristics of the downlink in question, is given below.

2.2.3. Modulation Schemes: Comparison and Analysis

In figure 2.10, a comparison of the important properties ofseveral modulation schemes is

shown; the modulation schemes listed represent the majority of the practical systems in use

today. All the schemes are assumed to have the same transmit power P, . and bit rate R
' r transmit

bits/sec, and subjected to additive white Gaussian noise with noise power G^. For the class of

linear schemes, the baseband pulse shape g(t) isassumed to be a Nyquist raised-cosine pulse

with 50% excess bandwidth.

From the table, it is immediately evident that linear QAM schemes are more spectrally effi

cient than nonlinear CPM ones, since Q is assumed to be constant. Even for a small constel

lation such as QPSK, the spectral efficiency already surpasses that of an optimal GMSK

scheme. This argues strongly that for a high-datarate, wideband application like the personal

communications system a linear modulation scheme should be utilized. To date, nonlinear

modulation has been almost invariably favoured given its transmit powerefficiency and inco

herent reception capabilities. However, for a wideband microcellular system like the Infopad

downlink, where transmit power is already minimal by necessity and bandwidth is critical,

continuous-phase modulation is simply not practical. .

Consideringthe linearschemes, another evident point is that as the constellation size increas

es, the BERalso increases dramatically, since the complementary error function is a strong

function of its argument. Intuitively, one can understand this as the distance between the

constellation points isdecreasing since Ptransmjt isheldconstant. As the noise power also re

mains constant, the probability that a symbol is received incorrectly will increase. Plotted in

figure 2.11 is agraph ofthe required signal-to-noise ratio Pavg/(RN0), which is the ratio ofre

ceived energy per bit to the power spectral noise density at the receiver, versus the size of the

constellation for constant BER; superimposed is the bandwidthdecrease relative to the BPSK

case for a fixed data rate. Due to the sensitivity of this curve to SNR, small constellations are

normally used in RF systems, such as QPSKor BPSK. Although it seems that only a few dB
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Modulation
Scheme

Type Bits/

Symbol
99% Power

BW (Hz)

Spectral
Efficiency
(Bps/Hz)

Probability of
bit error (BER-1) Demodulation

BPSK Linear 1 1.5R 0.66 CoherentF (JQ/1.5)
err

QPSK Linear 2 0.75R 1.33 CoherentF C7Q/1.5)
err

DQPSK Linear 2 0.75R 1.33 IncoherentF (JQ/3)
err

8-PSK Linear 3 0.5R 2 CoherentF (JQ/2.75)
err

8-QAM Linear 4 0.35R 2.85 CoherentF (JQ/3.5)
err

128-QAM Linear 7 0.21 R 5 CoherentF (JQ/16.1)
err

MSK CPM 1 1.2R 0.833 IncoherentF CVQ/2)
err

GMSK CPM 1 0.86R 1.16 IncoherentF (JQ/2.38)
err

Figure 2.10: Comparison of Modulation Schemes (AWGN only)

Q =Pavg/ (RN0) (Efc/N0 ratio, thermal noise power only)

N0=Power Spectral Density of additive noise (wVHz)

R=Bit rate (bps); Pavg= Average transmit power (W)

BPSK = Binary Phase-Shift Keying

QPSK =Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying(4-PSK)

DQPSK =Differential Phase-Shift Keying (same constellation as QPSK, data is
encoded on phase difference).

MSK =Minimum-Shift Keying.

GMSK =Gaussian Minimum-Shift Keying (BW of Gaussian LPF=0.25R).

Data for MSK, GMSK from [Murota81]; theabove neglects theconstant multi
plier for BER, since it makes little difference athigh SNR.
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Figure 2.11: Required SNR vs. Constellation Size

8

in SNR can purchase a doublingin bandwidth (going from QPSK to 16-QAM), due to mul

tipath fading, cochannel interference, and distortion and noise in the receiver, mobile wireless

systems usually maintain alarger margin to preserve link under worst-case conditions. It may

be possible that alarger constellation size, combined with error-correction coding (e.g., trellis

coding), will provide greater spectral efficiency under the same fading conditions as asmaller

constellation without error coding; however, this discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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2.3. Multiple Access Strategies

Multiple-access techniques are methods bywhich many users can access thesystem simulta

neously, where users are separated from oneotherbyallocating a small slice of the available

resources to each user. Forexample, when cellular technology isemployed, a form ofspatial

multiple access is achieved, in which two users separated bya sufficient distance can indepen

dently use thesame frequencies at thesame time. Another classical scheme is frequency-divi

sion multiple access (FDMA), where users are separated from each other byassigning a

distinct frequency band to each. Hence, two sets of independent data can be transmitted at

the same time at the same location, without resulting in interference between the two users.

Below, a shortdiscussion is presented for three otherimportant schemes: time-division multi

ple access (TDMA), direct-sequence spread-spectrum (code-division) multiple access

(DS/SSMA, or CDMA), and frequency-hopped spread-spectrum multiple access (FH/SS-

MA), which is a variant of FDMA.

Of importance is thefact thatFDMA, TDMA, anddirect-sequence CDMA can all beviewed

as partitionings of the available signal space into N subsets, where N is the number of users

that are to be multiplexed. Optimally, N is equal to the dimensionality of the signal space,

which has been shown to be of dimension 2BT, where B is the total available bandwidth for

transmission, and T is the amount of time that is available for the N users to all transmit one

symbol. For example, in FDMA each user of the N users transmits in a bandwidth of B/N,

over the complete time interval T.As discussed below, forTDMA each user transmits in sep

arate bursts of time of length T/N, over thecomplete bandwidth B, and for direct-sequence

CDMA each user is assigned a one-dimensional subspace derived from oneof2BTorthogo

nal basis vectors for the signal space. The important realization here is that no one scheme is

inherently superior to anyother; it is onlyafter considering the transmission environment

and the required performance that advantages and disadvantages can bediscussed.

2.3.1. Time-Division Multiple Access

In TDMA, the users are separated on a common communications medium byensuring that

they simply transmit at different times. Perhaps the most obvious form ofmultiple access, it is

surprising simple in concept, andvariants have long been used in satellite communications
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Figure 2.12:TDMA Framing/Control Strategy (GSM)

and wired local area networks such as Ethernet. Transmitted bursts of "low data rate" user in

formation is multiplexed and interleaved into time-slices on a "high data rate" communica

tions channel, as shown in figure 2.12. Received TDMA data isput through a demultiplexor

to reverse the interleaving process, extracting onlythe timeslices that belong to that user. The

time slices of user data are typically placed into frames, where each frame contains overhead

acquisition information for timing andcarrier recovery (framing bits) in addition to the data

itself. From this, a considerable amount of overhead is clearly expended in reacquiring syn

chronization and training the adaptive equalizers from frame-to-frame; for the system of fig

ure 2.12, 1 in 3 of the bits transmitted is used only for control purposes.

TDMA multiplexing has been heavily favored for the pastseveral years for use in second- and

third-generation microcellular digital radiotelephony systems such as the European GSM

project [Raith91], mainly because of its simplicity and ease of implementation. However,
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problems have already been encountered with the use ofTDMA on microcellular channels;

to surmount the time-varying channel multipath distortion and fading necessitates the use of

an adaptive decision-feedback equalizer (DFE) [Sven90].

The usual design rule is that thenumber of taps in theequalizer structure should provide a

time-delay span approximately equal to thelength ofthechannel impulse response that needs

to beequalized. Forlow-data rate (100 kbps TDMA burst rate, 32 kbps average user rate)

voice telephony applications, this implies a 3-7 tap adaptive equalizer should besufficient,

where the number taps is the total of the forward filter and feedback filter [Proak83]. Interest

ingly, for the indoorpicocellular channel thatwe are considering, a 3-7 tap structure would

also suffice in spite of the higher data rate. From the analysis in section2.1.2, a 100 MHz

burstdata rate is needed to support the necessary throughput to all users in the downlink,

lOOOx faster than the typical voiceband cellular channel. However, the cell size hasalso

shrunk lOOOx, with a commensurate compression in delay spread, thus implying that the

equalizer structure will remain about the same complexity. The difference is howfast the re

ceiver digital circuitry has to operate: the equalizer needs to function at the full 100 MHz

bandwidth, which is not trivial even with todays technology. Furthermore, to enable these

equalizers to converge sufficiently quickly, use of the so-called "fast" RLS, modified LMS, or

the Kalman filter algorithm is needed. These algorithms are complex, and tend to be compu

tationally intensive in the receiver. Given the complexity and difficulties that have beenen

countered in forcing evensmall adaptive decision feedback equalizers (DFE's) to converge

quickly, it will be difficult to design an adaptive DFE that will meet the performance require

mentsof a downlink. The onlymitigating factor is that the multipath profile ischanging

slowly with respect to time, allowing slower convergence rates, as opposed to the typical fast-

fading patternencountered with operation of cellular transceivers in a moving vehicle.

These data values are for the European GSM system.
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2.3.2. Frequency-Hopped Spread-Spectrum Multiple Access

A variant of FDMA, frequency-hopped spread spectrum allocates each user a small slice of

the totalavailable spectrum, where each slice isequal to the users data bandwidth. Unlike

pure FDMA, the carrier frequency at which each user is transmitting is changing with time,

hence the name frequency-hopped. The spectrum is "spread" in the sense that the user ranges

over the entire transmit band due to the hopping, but onlyoccupies a small amount at any

given instant.

Although it would seem that FH/SSMA would besubject to the same disadvantages that

TDMA has, the transmitted bit rate for FH/SSMA is the same as the data rate, unlike TD

MA. Hence, the fading isnarrowband - thechannel transfer profile is approximately flat over

the bandwidth, and hence much less equalization is needed. In other words, relative to the

symbol rate the time-span of the multipath is much shorter than that ofTDMA, since we do

not need to transmit in high-frequency bursts. In figure 2.13, the simulated deep-fade trans

fer function from figure 2.5 is plotted again, except with the bandwidth occupancy of the

TDMA and FH/SSMA shown; the narrowbanding effect is evident. Of course, this narrow-

banding advantage would also be realized with pure FDMA - no mention of the necessity of

frequency hopping has been mentioned yet. Also shown in figure 2.13 is anexample hopping

pattern for FH/SSMA - on hop number 2, it drops directly into a 30 dB fading null. In all

likelihood, with such a deep null, thenarrowband signal will be completely engulfed by

noise, resulting in link breakdown. It is the fact thatit will quickly hop back outof the null

that makes FH/SSMAa viable multiple access scheme at all.

Themajor disadvantage ofFH/SSMA arises from the fact thatit simply must hop in frequen

cy, necessitating a frequency-agile wideband oscillator. Unfortunately, since thecarrier must

span the entire 100 MHz transmit bandwidth ofthe system at the gigahertz passband, direct-

digital synthesis becomes impossible, thus requiring an agile analog synthesizer. The frequen

cy settling time for accurate, low-phase noise phase-locked loops tends to be on the order of

microseconds [Stir87], or tens of symbol periods, resulting in a considerable resynchroniza-

tion delay every time ahop is performed. Likewise, all ofthe transceivers active within the cell
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must be synchronized in their hopping scheme, otherwise disastrous cochannel interference

will result if two transceivers randomly happen to occupy the same frequency band at the

same time.

2.3.3. Code-Division Multiple Access

Another multiple-access scheme employs code division, where the users are allowed to trans

mit simultaneously in thesame frequency band, without requiring them to beseparated

physically by a large distance. Instead, each user is assigned acode waveform from the set

{pj(t),j=l..Afy, where the set represents an orthogonal basis for the signal space and each
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Figure 2.13: Comparison ofTDMA and FH/SSMA under multipath conditions
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{pj(t)} occupies BHz ofbandwidth. Since the set {pj(t)} is assumed to be orthogonal, where 8
T

[pk(t) p.(t)dt =80. k)
o

is aKronecker-delta functions assumption is also made that theautocorrelation function of

each of the pj(t) is also adelta function, i.e.,
oo

J Pj(x)pj(t +T)dx = 8(t)

Thus, the transmitted waveform for user j is then given by:

2Re< ]T AkTpd-kTJe jtott

k = o

Since these signals are transmitted at the same time in the same frequency band, the received

signal at any receiver is just the linear superposition of these over all N users.

Now, after the signals havetraversed the channel and have been mixed down to baseband, the

rt-uv.c; ^ presented with the problem ofextracting that particular user's data from the super

position of the data from many users and additive noise, i.e.,
N

I
n = Ik = 0

^AkTPn(t-kT) +n(t)

However, this is simply accomplished: the receiver knows apriori which pulse pj(t) was used

to transmit. Hence, by simply correlating the received signal against the known pj(t), the cor

rect data can be extracted, since:

(k+ 1)T

J
kT

N oo

X X *"•Pn(t •kT)+n(t)
n « Ik = 0

(k+l)T

-p.(t - kT) dt =A£T + j p.(t - kT)n(t)dt
kT

Asthe noise signal is assumed to be nearly white, its power must be evenly spread outamong

each of the code waveforms, since these represent abasis for the signal space; hence, the pow-
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er in the noise term after correlation has been reduced byapproximately a factor of//. This is

an elegant scheme for achieving multiple access, since it simply performs a correlation in the

receiver against digital codes. In particular, the code space canbedesigned to consist of antip

odal sequences of{+1,-1} values. Such code sequences are easily synthesized in the transmit

ter;what ismore importantis that this implies that the multiplication required in the receiver

correlatorcan be performed easily with a minimum ofhardware expenditure, even at the

speeds required by the downlink.

Essentially, direct-sequence CDMA utilizes pseudo-noise spread-spectrum techniques to

achieve itsends, since the original user bandwidth has been expanded to occupy the entire

bandwidth available. Alternatively, this can beviewed as multiple high-data rate symbols be

ing sent in place ofone user symbol, which effectively is a form ofcoding redundancy. This

increase in error immunity is called the processing gain Pg, defined as the ratio ofthe spread

spectrum to the original spectrum, and is exemplified by the apparent reduction in the noise

power after the correlation despreading [Simon85, Cook83, Pick82]. However, beyond sim

ply providing a multiplexing technique, the coding and processing gains ofspread-spectrum

also yield two other interesting properties: spread-spectrum signals are low-probability-of-in-

tercept, since knowledge ofthe precise code used is required, and spread-spectrum signals

tend to be naturally immune to multipath distortion [Lee88, ProakB83]. Both ofthese are

excellent advantages considering the indoor environment that the transmission is taking place

in, and the immunity to multipath is especially important, since it implies that the complex

adaptive equalizer is not needed.

The immunity to multipath distortion can be understood by increased time-resolution ofa

spread-spectrum signal. Since the p.(t) spreading function is assumed to have anear delta-

function autocorrelation, thearrival time ofeach symbol can be determined precisely, byus

ing a"sliding correlator" to detect when the correlation is nonzero. For asingle transmitted

symbol at t=kT, this sliding correlation is given by:
oo

jAkTp(x-kT)p(x-t)ch
—oo

This is clearly nonzero only when t=kT, as expected. However, suppose the signal has been
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Figure 2.14: RAKE Receiver architecture (3rd order)

subject to multipath distortion. Then the sliding correlation yields a nonzero value not only

at t=kT, but also at all of the multipath arrival times thereafter as well. Hence, the arrival

times of the signal can beresolved precisely; it is onlywhen a multipath arrival time happens

to bea precise multipleofT is there interference. In fact, if multiplecorrelators are used, one

correlator per multipath arrival, the data in the multipath itselfcan be resolved to create a

form of time-diversity. Effectively, the multipath reflections are scaled and time-shifted copies

of the transmitted information; bycoherently combining these copies, theSNR of thesystem

can be improved. This is the basis of the RAKE receiver [Dixon84]; a basic RAKE structure is

shown in figure 2.14. For each multipath arrival a^, acorrelator isused to resolve the informa-

tion available. Bymultiplying each estimate against a^ and summing, the estimates are phase

coherent with respect to one another, and the receiver SNR has been increased by a factor

equal to:

SNRincrMSe(dB) =101og£
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Of course, this presupposes exact knowledge of the{aj multipath coefficients. Thespecific

performance improvements from employing RAKE combining will beconsidered in thenext

chapter.

Ofcourse, this is assuming that the pj(t) are continuous signals that possess adelta-function

autocorrelation. Inpractice, the pj(t) are digital signals, which take on only values in the set

{±1}, and are similar innature to Walsh functions. The chip interval T^p is the higher-fre

quency sampling rate for the pj(t) spreading function, and T .. is related to the symbol peri

od T by T ,. =T/Pg, where Pg is the processing gain given above, since abandwidth spread

ofPg yields the same increase in data rate. Thus, the multipath arrivals can be resolved to a

resolution given by T .. ; the number ofresolvable arrivals is related to the delay spread T^;

in particular, Nresojvab|e =T^j /Tchip. Clearly, the greater the spreading factor, the more paths
can be resolved and the better the immunity.

An immediate question that arises is how many users can practically be supported in a PN

spread-spectrum CDMA system. Assuming that error-control coding is utilized on top of

simple spectrum spread and the waveforms are perfectly orthogonal, it has been shown

[ProakB83] that the decoder error probability Perror is bounded by:

P <(MzVif ( 2pgRcdmin )terror <{ 2 JW (N_1} G>
ly Javg

where Mis the size of the code, Pg is the processing gain, R<. is the code rate, dmin is the min
imum code distance, Pavg is the average power of the user signal, and Orepresents the additive
Gaussian noise power in the receiver. For aspecified error probability Perror and N users, the

design space for the required coding gain, processing gain, and receiver noise inthe system is

thus constrained.

Traditionally, the use ofspread-spectrum has been hampered by an intrinsic set ofproblems:

synchronization required in the receiver, efficiency in spreading code design, and near-far

crosstalk. Surprisingly, each ofthese problems can be eliminated by the fact that the broad

band downlink signal is being transmitted from asingle point oforigin: namely, the base sta

tion in each cell:
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• In the above analysis, itwas assumed that the correlation performed in the

receiver is perfectly aligned with the incoming signal. If they are notsynchronous,

the scheme fails since the receiver only sees thepartial correlation, which is

designed to be small, and thus results in severe information loss. Since a base sta

tion is available, a pilot tone can be injected at the transmitter to aid the mobile

timing recovery, avoiding many ofthe difficulties with complex matched-filter

based algorithms.

• The design ofthe codes used, i.e., the set oforthogonal signaling waveforms, is

another difficult issue that has received extensive discussion in the literature

[Gold67, Sarwa80, Scholtz79]. Perfecdy orthogonal codes with perfect autocorre

lation are difficult to generate; hence, all practical codes always have some nonzero

correlation between the {pj(t)} transmit waveforms. Without the ability to achieve
code synchronization between all users, theavailable setoforthogonal codes is

fairly limited; Gold and Kasami sequences [Kasami66, Gold67] are the best

known candidates. The coding efficiency with such sequences is quite poor; for a

spreading factor of64, there are only 21 known Kasami sequences available, lead

ing to an efficiency of33%. However, with code synchronization between all

users possible in thebase station, the family ofWalsh functions [Walsh73] can be

employed, leading toaneffective code efficiency of 100% (64 codes for aspread

ing factor of 64).

• Nonzero cross correlation in conventional spread-spectrum systems leads to near-

far crosstalk problems, where a transmitter close to the receiver can corrupt the

datafrom one further away despite code orthogonality, since the received power

from thenearby transmitter is much higher, and hence the undesired correlation

may mask out the actual signal. However, since all signals are originating from a

single point, no near-far reception problems canoccur.

Lastly, ifdirect-sequence CDMA is to be employed, small constellations in the QAM modu

lation are dictated. The use oflarger constellations, while reducing symbol rates, significantly

decreases the tolerable signal to noise ratio at the receiver. The situation with CDMA is
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unique; as transmit power scales, so does the noise, since the vastportion ofthe noiseinterfer

ence comes from other users. Due to nonzero correlations and other nonideal effects, even

greater spreading factors and processing gain will berequired for large constellations, thusoff

setting the decrease in symbol rate. It has been found that QPSK provides a reasonable con

stellation configuration for use in direct-sequence CDMA [Simon85, ProakB83].

2.4. Toward an Indoor Transmission Scheme

With the above discussions ofmultiplexing and modulation, the various advantages and dis

advantages must be considered in light of the characteristics of the indoor picocellular propa

gation environment, and the data rates required by the personal communications system. The

real advantage ofCPM techniques, power efficiency in the transmitter, is negated by the fact

that the distances involvedwith a picocellular scheme are small, with very low transmit power

requirements. Given the poorer spectral efficiency ofCPM, QAM is thus the logical choice

for modulation, especially if differential phase encodingis employed to alleviate carrier recov

ery requirements. Under the same considerations, the equalization difficulties and overhead

costs that havealready been encountered with TDMA do not bode well for its use in asystem

that already requires user data rates of2 Mbps. FH/SSMA is an attractive compromise be

tweenTDMA and direct-sequence CDMA, possessing multipath immunity while only re

quiring minimal equalization in the received signal; however, it has severe analog oscillator

requirements in the receiver, as wellas significant overhead incurred by the need to resynchro-

nize after each hop. The natural immunity ofCDMA to multipath, and the intrinsically dig

ital nature of the spreading codes makes it an ideal choice for a broadband wireless indoor

communications system; we will seelater that the use ofCDMA, with its ability to intrinsi

cally reject additive noise, results in several significant reductions in analog hardware com

plexity, essentially for free.

Thus, with the transmission environment in mind, differential QAM (QPSK) coupledwith

code division multiple access is the candidate ofchoice for implementation in the downlink.

The exact link specification, based on these decisions, will be discussed in the next chapter.
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3 System Overview:
The Broadband CDMA Downlink

From thepreceding discussion, theability ofa synchronous CDMA system to "reject" addi

tive noise andmultipath interference, combined with potential reductions in implementation

complexity, makes it the multiple access strategy of choice for the broadband downlink. It

will become readily apparent that there isa tremendous amountof interdependency between

the various parameters in the link design; it is the goal of this chapternot only to describe the

parameters themselves, but also to make these interdependencies clear. In table 3.1, the link

specification isgiven. The userlayer parameters - a 2 Mbpsper-user data rate and a 2-5 meter

cell radius - areestablished by the functionality that wewish to achieve: an indoor mobile pi

cocellular system, capable of providing ubiquitous network access for users with sufficient

per-user bandwidth to sustain full-motion digital video. The directconsequences of this—the

physical layer and multiple access parameters - are addressed in depth below.

3.1. Physical Layer Parameters

3.1.1. Modulation

As discussed in chapter2, the spectral efficiency of QAMisextremely desirable; in light of the

need for noise immunity to maximize performance of direct-sequence spread-spectrum sys

tems, a constellation size of2 bits/symbol (QPSK) will be used. The fact that the data is en

tirely encoded on phase, with a single amplitude level, greatly simplifies the receiver design in

the sense that extremely accurategain control is not needed; the automatic gain-control loop,

comprising of a power detectorplusa VGA, needs to be accurate only to a few dB. Even if

only twoamplitude levels were permitted, a few dBwouldbe disastrous with regard to system

performance, especially with multipath fading taken into account.
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User Parameters

Per-user data rate 2 Mbps

Reuse pattern K=7

Reuse type PN code isolation from cell-to-cell

Cell radius 2-5 meters

Physical Layer Parameters

Modulation Differential quadrature phase-shift keying

signaling rate 1MHz

Carrier frequency 1.088 GHz

Transmit power OdBm

99% Power bandwidth 85 MHz

Transmit pulseshape 30% Excess bandwidth raised-cosine

Multiple Access Parameters

Multiple Access Direct-sequence, code division multiplex

Processing gain 64 (18 dB)

Aggregate downlink data rate 128 Mbps

Maximum users/base station 64

Spreading Code 64-length Walsh with pseudonoise overlay

Per-user power control Linear 6-bits (36 dB)

Pilot Tone 32768-length pseudonoise sequence

j Synchronization lock time 128 milliseconds, worst-case

Table 3.1: System link parameters

Furthermore, to simplify the receiver design further, we remove the need for absolute phase

recovery by employing a differential phase encoding; as shown in figure 3.1, the data is en

coded on transitions between symbols, noton the symbols themselves. So long as the channel

phase is slowly varying between consecutive symbols, incoherent detection can be accom

plished, without needing to know the absolute phase reference. In some sense, the system be

comes self-referential; the phase reference for the next symbol is the previous received symbol.

If incoherent detection is thus employed, a penalty for this isa 3 dB decrease in SNR, since

the noise energy from two consecutive symbols is now introduced at the slicer. With an in

door environment, thechannel phase rotation will definitely be varying slowly with respect to

the signaling rate. Channel variation occurs with the movement ofpeople and objects in the

environment, on theorder of seconds; the signaling rate will be at 1 MHz per user under

DQPSK, thuseliminating the need to perform phase recovery.
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Figure 3.1: DQPSK phase transition diagram

The interesting phenomenon is that, with a sufficiently high signaling rate, theneed for carri

er recovery is similarly eliminated. Carrier recovery is needed to resolve frequency mismatch

between the transmit local oscillator and the receive oscillator; by examining several families

ofcrystal-referenced oscillators, the error can be discerned. Readily available, ofT-the-shelf

crystal-based PLL-synthesized oscillators [Phil95, ZComm95] can be toleranced to aworst-

case error between 1part in 105 and 1part in 10 .At 1GHz, this translates to an error ofap

proximately 10 kHz between transmit and receive oscillators. With narrowband systems, with

a per-user signaling bandwidth of 20 kHz, it isobvious whycarrier recovery is necessary.

However, at a signaling bandwidth of 1 MHz, a 10 kHz errortranslates to a worst-case sym

bol-to-symbol differential phase offset of 1%, or about 3°. Compared to theinterference en

ergy due to multipath, thermal noise, and inter-cell interference, this is practically negligible.

Thus, carrier recovery, which is expensive in terms of hardware and power, canbe avoided in

the receiver.

3.1.2. PulseShaping and System Transmit Bandwidth

Given that wireless systems are intrinsically bandiimited, the decision on what transmit pulse

shape to use needs to bedetermined, and the system spectral usage. From the preliminary

analysis in chapter 2, an aggregate bandwidth of 100 MHz is expected; the exact value will

now bedetermined. From a K=7 reuse pattern with 8 users per cell requiring the full 2 Mbps
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video data rate (as discussed in chapter 2), under DQPSK encoding (1 Mbaud/user) the net

throughput for all users will be 56 Mbaud. Again, this required throughput will beindepen

dentof the multiple access strategy chosen; it is simply a function of the desired per-user

throughput and theexpected number of simultaneous links per base station. To provide some

margin for excess, as well as simplify spreading code generation (see section 2.2) for direct se

quence multiple access, an aggregate signaling rate of 64 Mbaud is chosen.

Since spectral efficiency is desirable in such abroadband system, minimizing the baud/Hz ra

tiobecomes paramount, and is adirect function of the excess bandwidth (defined as the frac

tion above 1 baud/Hz necessary to reliably transmit the signal) of the chosen transmit pulse

shape. A simple analog RC filter will notsuffice: to achieve even reasonable ISI performance,

it requires excess bandwidths well above 100%, which isnot feasible for this system. Fortu

nately, complex DSP is available as asynthesis solution for such a pulse; there are no real lim

itations from implementation complexity, beyond that of available die size. Clearly, the pulse

should achieve zero ISI; it has been shown [Lee88] that such pulses must satisfy the frequen

cy-domain Nyquist zero-ISI criterion:

T baud V 1baud'

The family of raised-cosine pulses, given in the frequency domain as:

71

P(jCO) =

1, 0 < |co| < (1 - a)
Tbaud

'Ibaudf| r,\ * "lYl M_^-J!L.<l™l<n+rYV_!o,(1_sin(^(N-fiL-))) (,-„,£.*M*<i-)
0, |co|>(l+a)(7c/Tbaud)

satisfies this, where a is the excess bandwidth and T |,auc[ is the baud interval. Indeed, the eye

diagram reveals that such pulses do satisfy the zero ISI criterion (figure 3.2). As an implemen

tation issue, as theexcess bandwidth approaches zero, therequired number of taps in the filter

increases rapidly, to minimize the effects of length truncation in the filter. A reasonable re

quirement is that the first out-of-band sidelobe due to truncation effects is below 40dB, sim-
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ilar to FCC specifications for other wireless transmission systems. With this in mind, a plot of

FIR filter complexity (at a4X oversampling ratio over T^jp) is shown infigure 3.3; from this,

a choice of 30% excess bandwidth was made, being the largest number of taps that could be

implemented in this process.

It shouldbe mentioned that anothercriterion for selecting the excess bandwidth isgiven by

the timing jitter sensitivity of the pulse shape (the horizontal "opening" of theeye) - timing

sensitivity increases with decreasing excess bandwidth, as shown in figure 3.3.Although the

eye width theoretically goes tozero for zero excess bandwidths [Lee88], theprobability ofthis

occurring is infinitesimally small given that the pulses have been coded using the combined

Walsh-PN sequences. Empirically, it was found that 30%excess bandwidth provided more

than sufficient timing jitter immunity: a 1.2 dB amplitude error given the T^p/8 worst-case

timing error in the receiver (chapter 7).

3.1.3. Transmit Power

Next, theallowed transmission power needs to be considered. Assuming that thecondition of

no cochannel interference is required, and a cellular reuse factor K of 7 with cells of 4 meter

radius, thefrequency reuse distance is thus 18.3 meters. Given that the 1meter reference path

loss at 1 GHz is approximately 30 dB forsmall dipole whip antennas, a conservative power

loss through 5 walls of20 dB, and using the median path loss coefficient of2.6, thepower in

the nearest cochannel cell is given by the link-power equation

Pcochannel = Ptransmit - 30 dB - 20 dB - 2.6-10 log (18.3/1)

Assuming a transmitter-receiver separation of5 meters, the power of the received signal is

equal to Ptransmit - 30dB - 2.6-10 log (4/1), or34.6 dB above the cochannel interference pow

er. Evidently, the isolation provided by the walls is significant in allowing such heavy frequen

cy reuse; without the wall isolation, the cochannel interference power would be only 16 dB

below thesignal level. The design condition chosen is intended to make thecochannel inter

ference power equal to the thermal noise power at the receiver, which as described below is

limited by the performance ofthe input amplifier. In this way, neither the cochannel interfer

ence nor the receiver noise is allowed to dominate, yielding a maximum SNR utilizing the
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Figure 3.2: Raised-cosine pulseshape eye diagrams.
Note the decreasingsensitivityto timing jitter with increasing

excess bandwidth.
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Figure 3.3: Transmit filter complexity versus excess bandwidth.

minimum transmission power. For ahigh-performance, low-noise amplifier, anoise figure as

low as 5 dB can be realized, relative to a50Qload, resulting in a noise power of-87.5 dBm

over abandwidth of 1 MHz. Using the link power equation above, this implies that Ptransmit

is optimal at -4.1 dBm, or 0.33 mW; an upper transmit power limit is thus set at 0 dBm, to

provide some margin for larger coverage areas. Even accounting for a±10 dB variation owing

to the crudity of the wall-attenuation assumption, this is significantly smaller than the +30

dBm used inconventional analog cellular. Asarather striking demonstration of the impact of

system design onhardware, this radically alleviates the design problems of achieving high-

power RF amplification, which has been acritical issue in traditional RF systems.
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3.1.4. Carrier Frequency

Lastly, a decision on carrier frequency needs to be made. Given that spread-spectrum is to be

employed, a contiguous block of85 MHz will need to allocated, in a spectral band that does

not already have significant energy. Given that the sheer channel capacity is already in ques

tion, clean spectrum will be needed; in-band interferers such as microwave ovens will simply

eat into available capacity, disastrously so given the extremely low transmit power in the sys

tem. The size of the required spectral band immediately eliminates anything below 1 GHz;

however, due to limitations in the available CMOS fabrication technology (a 0.8 micron

HP/MOSIS process), the carrier frequency cannot significantly exceed this. In figure 3.4, the

spectral energy is shown from 500 MHz to 1250 MHz. The significant received energy near

850 MHz is due to analog voiceband cellular; at 934 MHz, a nearby paging transmitter is

Figure 3.4: Spectral usage, 500-1250 MHz
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emitting extremely strong narrowband carrier tones. Between 902-928 MHz, the open spec

trum is the so-called ISM (industrial, scientific, medical) band - commercial microwave ov

ens radiate in this band, as well as digital cordless phones and wireless LAN s. Given that this

is unregulated spectrum, the ISM bandwould appear to be suitable for operation; however,

the number of potential local interferers, in addition to the small (26 MHz) size of the band,

makes it unfeasible. Above 975 MHz, however, thespectrum isquite clean. Thus, weplace

the transmit carrier at 1.088 GHz, achievable by the available fabrication technologies. Obvi

ously, FCC regulation needs to be considered if the system is to be deployed in the field; how

ever, for lab experimentation purposes, the low 1 GHz band is ideal, especially with output

power levels at or below 0 dBm. The specific value of 1.088 GHz will be made clear in chap

ter 5, where the useof sampling demodulationwill be discussed and its need for a harmonic

relationship between the baseband sampling frequency and the carrier.

3.2. Multiple-Access Parameters

3.2.1. Processing Gain and Walsh Spreading Codes

The key behind any direct-sequence CDMAsystem is the design of its spreading code; the

performance of the code determines how many users can beeffectively multiplexed, as well as

how robust the system is in the presence of multipathfading. In this system, since the trans

mit signal comes from a single point-of-origin (the base station), code synchronization ispos

sible between the various users, and this fact will be exploited to its fullest potential. The

coding scheme described below - a hybrid PN-Walsh code - is a scaled version of that em

ployed by the IS-95 digital cellular standard [Qual92]; it has been adapted to meet thepartic

ular data rate and transmission environment in question. From the system bandwidth

analysis, each user bears a signaling rate of 1Mbaud, with a minimum spread rate of

64Mchip/sec (64 chips are transmitted per user bit). The required spreading factor may be

higher thanthis, since coding inefficiencies, like those found in theGold codes, may require a

larger spreading factor to accommodate 64 users simultaneously.

Fortunately, a code with perfect efficiency - the Walsh functions - can beemployed for this

application, and thus thespreading rate for the system is 64Mchip/sec. TheWalsh functions

are binary antipodal {+1,-1} sequences that are designed, bydefinition, to beperfectly orthog-
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onal to one another. In figure 3.5, several Walsh functions are shown; theWalsh number giv

en for each corresponds to the frequency content, or"sequency", of that function. For

example, the zeroth Walsh function is aconstant DC value, whereas the 64th Walsh function

is alternating +1/-1, being of maximum frequency. Indeed, perfect efficiency is achieved: as

shown in figure 3.6, each user's data is spread by64, and then all of the spread data streams

are linearly combined.

The immediate question arises ofwhy these codes are not used in all direct-sequence CDMA

systems. The problem arises from the fact that these codes, while possessing perfect cross-cor

relation properties, are extremely poor in autocorrelation: they do not appear to be "white'

noise. The desirable property of multipath rejection, which depends so heavily on autocorre

lation performance, is completely lost. Furthermore, timing recovery in the receiver is exacer-

Walsh(63) 1.0

0.0

-1.0

Walsh(45) 1.0

0.0

-1.0

Walsh (2) 1.0

0.0

-1.0

Walsh (1) 1.0

0.0

-1.0

Walsh(O) 1.0

0.0

-1.0

10

Walsh Functions, length 64

20 30 40 50 60 time (Tchip)

Figure 3.5: Sample Length-64 Walsh Functions
Illustrates the poor autocorrelation properties of theWalsh functions, as well as the need for code-

to-code timesycnrhonization (Walsh(2) and Walsh(l) are indistinguishable under timeshift.)
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bated, since it becomes difficult to determine when each users baseband bit-timing without

employing large oversampling factors. Given that a base station is present in the downlink,

capable ofproviding synchronization all ofthe user Walsh sequences by maintaining a pilot

tone, these problems can be overcome.

3.2.2. PN Overlay Code, the PilotTone, and Cell-to-Cell Code Reuse

To restore autocorrelation performance to the overall code, a pseudonoise (PN) code is multi

plied against the spread Walsh sequence ona chip-for-chip basis after all of the user Walsh se

quences are combined, i.e., both the Walsh and PNsequences are time synchronous at

64 MHz (figure 3.6). Thekey property ofPN sequences is that they appear to be "white" in

nature: their power spectrum is flat, and their autocorrelation is nearly an impulse function

(figure 3.7). Furthermore, the resulting spectrum ofthe concatenated Walsh/PN code is also

white, to extremely good approximation. Intuitively, it is asimilar situation as the case ofsi

nusoidal modulation ofwhite noise: the periodicity of theWalsh codes, spectrally concentrat-
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Realizable 32768-Length PN Autocorrelation Function
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Figure 3.7: Realizable 32768-length PN sequences
(Implementation details of the PN code canbe found in chapter 4)

ed, does not significantly affect the randomness of the spectrally flat PN code. Multiplication

in the time domain by a periodic function results in a shiftin frequency, and shifting a white

spectrum results in the same. The result is an aggregate code that can simultaneously achieve

100% capacity, while still maintaining near-white spectral performance.

An importantpoint here is that the length of the PN code and the length of the Walsh se

quences neednot be the same. The spreading factor isset by theWalsh sequence length: 64.

On the other hand, the scrambling codecan besignificantly longer: as eachusers Walsh se

quence repeats from bit-to-bit, the scrambling sequence simply continues to progress. The

reason that this is important is that longer PN sequences have better autocorrelation proper

ties: the strengthof the autocorrelation peakis proportional to the sequence length N. So

longas the receiver has some means of synchronizing against thestart point of the PN se

quence, it can correctly "undo" the scrambling before correlating against the Walsh sequence

to recover the users data.
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This synchronization can easily be achieved, given the PN sequences autocorrelation proper

ties, and becomes the keyto the timingof the entiresystem. Since the transmitsignal in each

cell originates from a single point-of-origin, one channel canbeexpended asa timing tone, to

aid in timing recovery in the receiver. The zerothWalsh function- a constant DC - is desig

natedas a pilot tone, with no datamodulation. Examining the pilot tonesignal path in figure

3.6, the contribution to the output will simply be the constant pilot tonemultiplied by the

PN sequence, which is effectively just the PN sequence. The receiver cansimply search for

the strong autocorrelation peak, and thus synchronize its local PN generator with that of the

transmitters. Since the PN sequence is being transmitted at the spread-spectrum chipping

rateof 64 MHz, suchsynchronization also determines bit- and chip-level timing recovery for

the receiver; if this pilot tone is continually tracked, any timing deviation can be monitored

by chasing the correlation peak, using a delay-locked loop in the receiver. The benefit of a

long PN sequence is clear: the effective processing gain on the pilot tone canbe significantly

larger than 18 dB, since correlation over intervals longer than 64 becomes possible. As the pi

lot tone is the key to timingfor the entire receiver, immunityto multipathdistortion and

noise isparamount, and the larger effective processing gain greatly reduces the probability of

false lock, or spoofing in the receiver.

The length of the PN sequence employed in this system is 32768, or 512 times longer than

the Walsh sequence. Beyond the obvious answer of "as long as possible to achieve best code

performance", a number of factors contribute to this choice:

• Implementability:

The length of the PN sequence should be an integer multiple of 64, to give a

direct relationship between the PN timingand the Walsh timing; furthermore, it

should be a power of two, to employ shift-register techniques.

• Lock time:

Ostensibly, search-and-lock times for receiver synchronization are directly

impacted bythe length of thePN pilottone. An infinitely longPN sequence takes

an infinite amount of time to synchronize, as the receiver must step through each

PN code phase to determine if lock has been achieved. One might conclude that
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since lock is only measured at startup, a lock time on the order ofseconds could

be tolerated. However, if lock is lost, due to channel noise or a severe multipath

fade, lock reestablishment time isalso critical; a user cannot idlywait for seconds

in the midst of a full-motion video stream, or a voice conversation. From the

applications envisioned for the broadband downlink, a maximum worst-case lock

time of 150 milliseconds was considered tolerable (five video frames at 30 fps).

Soft Handoff and Cell-to-Cell Code Reuse

Up to this point, no mention has been made ofcell-to-cell code performance, in

terms of code reuse. While simple reallocation ofWalsh codes ispossible, it is far

more efficient if the cells are simply designed to be orthogonal to one another.

Each base station in the K=7 reuse pattern uses the same PN sequence; if a time

offset is enforced between the autocorrelation peaks of each base station, the

transmit streams from each base station become naturallyorthogonal to one

another, given thestrong autocorrelation properties of the PN code. Furthermore,

this time offset enables the mobile unit to detect nearbybase stations: after the

mobile synchronizes against the cells pilot tone, anothercorrelator iskeptscan

ning for autocorrelation peaks. If peaks are detected at time offsets greater than

the delay spreadof the indoor channel, theymust correspond to adjacent base sta

tions. Furthermore, the detected energy in the offset peaks isan indication ofhow

strong, or howclose by, the other base stations are. This is the concept of soft

handoff [Viter95]; the mobile make an assessment of the relative received power

from adjacent base stations, and thus can assist the system in the decision to make

a handoff. In order to achieve this soft handoff, the time offsets between base sta

tions must be guaranteed, bysome sortof timing tone on the backbone network.

Due to networklatency and delays, a synchronization ofno better than 2 millisec

onds can be achieved, assuming a delay through a single network bridge

[Trew90]. At the 64 MHz chipping rate, it implies that a minimum of 4096 chip

periods in the PN sequence is necessary to guarantee offset.
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From the channel fading statistics, a conservative processing gain of 30 dB isneeded for the

pilot tone, implying a code length ofat least 1024. However, 1024 does notprovide enough

time offset slots to accommodate the K=7 reuse pattern, given a 2 millisecond synchroniza

tion error between base stations, at 64 MHza minimum code length of 28000 isneeded;

from rounding to the nearest power of two, a code length of 32768 is dictated.

The issue of lock time, however, remains. Assuming a single correlator in the receiver, corre

lating over the full 32768-long code across 32768 possible code phases, would require a

worst-case time of 16seconds to achieve lock, far too long to be useful. One obvious solution

would be to use 100parallel correlators to achieve the required lock time; however, this rather

sorely violates any reasonable power and implementability constraint in the receiver. Some

parallelism is quitepossible - as will bediscussed in chapter 8, four parallel correlators are nat

urally available in the receiver architecture for code search. The key to achieving lock time,

however, is the realization that a sufficiently longsubsequence of the PN sequence, statistical

ly, should also be nearly white. Instead of correlating over the full 32768-longsequence, cor

relating over 1024-long subsequences is sufficient, provided that thespectral characteristics of

the subsequences are indeed flat. As will beshown in chapter 4, the subsequence is nearly

white (figure 4.4); the autocorrelation function exhibits a peak of 1024,asexpected, with

worst-case autocorrelation error performance 20 dB below the peak.Four parallel correlators,

correlating over 1024-long subsequences across possible 32768 code phases, requires a worst-

case time-to-lock of 128 milliseconds, which is wellwithin acceptable parameters.

3.2.3. Channel Estimation and RAKE Reception

The pilot haseven greater functionality than simply providing timing recovery for the mobile

and mobile-assisted handoff: it can provide the channel estimates necessary to achieve RAKE

reception. As described in chapter 2, direct-sequence spread-spectrum has the ability not only

to reject multipath at the receiver, but to coherently combine detected energy from multipath

arrivals to increase overall SNR performance with a RAKE combining algorithm. The key

drawback from using a RAKE is the need to have accurate estimates of the impulse response
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of the channel, since the relative phasing and amplitude of the arrivals are needed for coher

ence. In a pilot-tone assisted system, such estimation can beeasily performed, withoutneed

for adaptive feedback techniques.

The first question that arises is the order, or size, of the RAKE. This isdetermined by the

number of resolvable multipath arrivals, which iscontrolled bythe spreading factor and the

delay spread [Linn95], given as:

N =1+^isLresolvable T
chip

Intuitively, the time resolution of thespread-spectrum system canbe no better than the chip

ping period T^jpj the total number ofresolvable multipath arrivals is simply the delay spread

overT^p. For the indoor broadband downlink, T^jp =16 nsec, Tjei =30 nsec, implying

that a third order RAKE is achievable.

To illustrate multipath resolution, a typical multipath profile for a channel isshown in figure

3.8, along with the transmitted and received waveform using just the pilot tone (no user

Walsh data). As in chapter 2, this signal can be thought of as the linear combination of time-

shifted and attenuated copies of the transmitted pilot tone s(t), in particular:

r(t) =^\kTs(t-kT)
k

where the {anj, n= 0..2} are the resolvable multipath coefficients at delay t=nTrelative to the

first arrival. To resolve the nth multipath coefficient, a 1024-length correlation is performed

using a copy of the pilot tone shifted by nT:

t

MPath(nT) =J^4 £ s(^-nT)XakTs(T"kT)
t = t-1024T k

=anT+i024XakCrr((n"k)T)
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where err(t) is the autocorrelation sidelobe noise at offset t (figure 4.4). To emphasize, this

noise isdue to the fact that weare taking correlations over a 1024-long subsequence of the

32768 PN code. Figure 3.9a also shows the resulting estimated output; the first and second

estimates are quite good, whereas the thirdestimate is quite poor. This is to be expected; Z2j

isquite small compared to the first two arrivals, and theestimate is being overwhelmed byin

trinsic noise in the code. The 20 dBsidelobe performance of the PN subsequence implies

that arrivals that are less than 0.1 in amplitude of the first arrival cannot be resolved. This per

formance is acceptable; from previous research [Teus94], multipatharrivals weaker than

10 dB relative to the primaryarrival are insignificant in the RAKE coherentcombiningalgo

rithm, given the quadratic nature of theSNRimprovement. If improving the noise perfor

mance of the estimate is required, a simple moving-average filter is quite effective in

minimizing the sidelobe noise, given that it is effectively white in nature. In figure 3.9b, a 4-

tap MAfilter has been applied to the multipath estimates; SNR has been globally improved

by6-10 dB,even estimating the lastmultipath arrival. It should be mentioned the conditions

that the simulation was executed: no intercell interference was present, and a fixed frequency

offsetbetween the transmit and receive carriers was assumed (no carrier recovery is performed

in the hardware, forpower and complexity considerations, thus leading to a significant worst-

case carrier offset). The estimation strategy is that described for the receiver DSP in chapter 7,

using relative subcorrelations to compensate for the carrier offset; its output is the non-MA

filtered estimate of figure 3.9.

Lastly, the performance benefit of employing a RAKE is illustrated in figure 3.10. Using the

Ptolemy simulator, the two channels from figure 2.5 have been simulated for BER as a func

tion of the number of users in the channel, with and without a RAKEcombiner. Clearly, as

the numberof users increases, the multipath interference becomes moreand moresignificant,

as an individual users energy becomes smaller proportional to the multipath reflections. Fur

thermore, in the case of a severe in-band null, the BER even for small numbers of users be

comes unusable, without employing a RAKE combiner. The centercurve is the case of the

deep-fade channel with a RAKE combiner - for moderate numbers of users in the cell (less

than 20), the performance has been dramatically increased, with a decrease in BERbyover 4

orders of magnitude. As the number of users increases beyond 20, the RAKE becomes less
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Figure 3.8: Sample multipath channel for channel estimation. ISI is fairly severe in
this case.
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Figure 3.9: Multipath estimator output: (top) direct output; (bottom) MA filtered
1024-length subcorrelations, 32768-length sequence, Nominal outputs are 1024, 512, 102.4

MA filtering yields -6-10 dB SNR improvement.
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and less effective, owing to increased noise inthe channel estimate itselfand loss ofcoherency.

For the typical deployment conditions as described in section 2.1, 12 users will beserviced by

each base station; aRAKE architecture will be critical in achieving channel capacity and per

formance.

1e-1 -

1e-2 -

1e-3 -

1e-4 -

1e-5 -

1e-6

BER vs. Number of In-Cell Users

20 30 40

Number of Users

Figure 3.10: Plot ofsimulated BER versus number ofin-cell users, no intercell
interference, for the channel profiles shown in figure 2.4, including RAKE

combining. It is clear that with no combining, under worst-case fading, self-
interference severely limits the achievable BER performance for even 1user.
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3.3. An Open-Ended Architecture

As it stands, the system design and specification of the broadband downlink has achieved its

stated goal: a system capable of providing high-speed, indoor picocellular data services to

large number of users. However, a number ofopenquestions have been raised to improve

performance and capacity, to be answered in future research:

• A RAKE receiver isonlytrulyeffective with small numbersof users, when a good

channelestimate can be found. Is therea better combiningstrategy than a simple

RAKE? Can the estimates be used in some type of adaptive equalizer architecture

that is superior in performance to a RAKE?

• Spread-spectrum easily accommodates users at thesame data rate; can it be

extended to easily supportmultiple data rates? The research behind the IS-95 dig

ital cellular standard has shown that multiple data rates can be accommodated by

modulating user power as a function ofdata rate; at this point, 6 bits of linear

power control is provided in thespecification, although this may be excessive.

What is the optimal power-control algorithm as a function of the application?

However, thesingle most important question that remains is simply "Can it be built?" Can

animplementation be realized insilicon CMOS, achieving the performance constraints of

64 MHzwhile remaining small enough consuming low enough power to beportable? It is to

this question that the remainder of this thesis is dedicated.
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3.4. Appendix: Ptolemy Simulation

In this chapter, system verification has beenalmost exclusively demonstrated using the U.C.

Berkeley Ptolemy simulator [Buck93]. As a dataflow simulator, Ptolemy isextremely flexible,

allowing the userto add newsimulation blocks, or "stars" at will, aswell asallowing for differ

ent simulation engines, or "domains", to beemployed. The two domains employed were the

SDF (synchronous dataflow) domain, and theCGC (C-code generation) domain. The first

employs Ptolemy itselfas the simulation engine; simulations are run within Ptolemy itself.

The second employs Ptolemy moreasa CAD/software engineering tool; the block diagram is

synthesized into an equivalent C-language source file, and then executed "outside" of Ptole

my. Both wereextremely useful:

• SDF is best for "quick turn"simulations, such assimple filtering, FFT, etc.,where

the overhead of generating full C source code plus compilation time is not justi

fied. For example, figure 3.3 was generated thisway; multiple runs could be

quicklygeneratedwith varying parameters, to determine the transmit filter com

plexity.

• CGC is best suited for long Monte-Carlostyle simulation runs, such as those

involving BER (figure 3.10), or multipath estimation experiments (figure 3.9).

CompiledC-code is very efficient; large datastructures need not be passed (as in

SDF simulation), and the sheer overhead of the user interface need not be

incurred.

It shouldbe mentioned that, over the course of thisproject, the simulation efficiency of SDF

has been improved dramatically bythe authors of Ptolemy. It is, of course, up to the judg

ment of the engineer to decide which domain is bestsuited for what simulation task. What

follows is a complete listing of available stars thatwere developed for simulating thespread-

spectrum downlink; they can be acquired bycontacting the author, or on the cd-rom that

contains allof the design files for this thesis.
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4 Transmit Architecture and

The Baseband Modulator Chip

Tobegin the discussion of thesystem implementation, the base station transmitter will bede

scribed in this chapter. The key functional blocks that need to be implemented are the

spread-spectrum digital signal processing (data spreading, PN scrambling, etc.), baseband

pulse shaping, D/Aconversion, filtering, and frequency upconversion to the 1.088 GHz car

rier frequency. The hardware partitioning consists of a custom baseband modulator integrat

ed circuit [Peroul94], along with a semicustom board to implement the analog A/D and

upconversion circuitry [Yee96]. A board level solution suffices for the transmitter - since this

is in the base station, size and power are not nearly ascritical as in the receiver, nor is noise

performance asextreme an issue.

In figure 4.1, the transmit architecture for the base station is shown. Not surprisingly, the

baseband modulatorcircuit mimics the dataflow block diagram of figure 3.7, with a few sub

tle differences. The PN modulator, which provides autocorrelation and spectral whitening,

hasbeen shifted before the user combining adder. The pulse-shaping filter, which controls the

transmit bandwidth, filter is implemented as 4-parallel subfilters instead of a single high

speed one. Choice of number representation is also crucial; the representation changes as the

dataflows through the chip, from bit input to pulse-shaped output. Each modulator IC only

supports 15 users, which is the most common deployment case and minimizes die size; mul

tiple modulators can beganged in parallel to support more users perbase station. A two-stage

frequency upconversion is used, one in thedigital domain, andonein the analog domain.

The impact on hardware complexity of these decisions andothers will become apparent

throughout; each block will be discussed in turn, in terms ofchoice of architecture and im

plementation.
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Off-chip
SSB Modulator

Figure 4.1: Base station transmitter architecture

4.1. The Baseband Transmit Modulator

4.1.1. DQPSK coder

Asthe first block in the modulator, the DQPSKcoder implements the bit-to-baudencoding

shown in figure 3.1. Numberrepresentation here is extremely important: the possible values

for either the in-phase or quadrature symbols are bi-state (+/- 1), and it is natural to map

these twovalues into a single digital "0" or "1".The representation chosen (which isstandard

in the communications literature) is:

+1 maps into digital "0"

-1 maps into digital "1"
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It is akin toa"1-bit" signed magnitude. The ramifications ofthis will become apparent in the

PN andWalsh modulator blocks: multiplies under 1-bitarithmetic can be isomorphically

translated into a digital XOR(e.g., -1 • -1 = 1,or "1"XOR"1" = "0"). Underthis representa

tion, the DQPSKcoder implementation isshown in figure 4.2.

UserbitlO]

Userbitp

For inputs: Ifthe input bit sequence is: 00011011,
then the inputs are presented as two-bit words: {00},{01 },{10},{11}
leftmost bit is Userbitp ].

Qout

Figure 4.2: DQPSK coder schematic

4.1.2. Walsh Modulator

The encoded symbols are then spread, from the 1Mbaud rate up to the full 64 MHz chip

ping rate. Since 64 individual Walsh codes need to be generated, a6b-wide datapath is dictat
ed; the architecture chosen is from [Beau84], which is based on Gray-code generators (figure

4.3). Each bit in the Walsh sequence, which is clocked at64 MHz, is XOR'ed with the com

plex-valued user data symbol, which is clocked at 1MHz, to effect spectrum spreading.
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Figure 4.3: Walsh sequence generator (length 64).
MSB-LSB are indicated on all applicable blocks.

Walsh Out

4.1.3. PN Modulator

After Walsh spreading, the PN sequence is then applied forspectral whitening. As in the case

of theWalsh modulator, the PN sequence is XOR'ed bit-for-bit against the incoming com

plex-valued spread data, at 64 MHz. The key question in this blockis the actual implementa

tion of the generator - in particular, the synthesis of a 32768-long pseudonoise code. As

discussed in chapter2, a lengthof 32768 is needed forsufficient cell-to-cell code isolation, as

well as being a multiple of the spreading factor for timing recovery.

From Galois field theory, a well-known class of PN generators are the so-called maximal-

lengthshift register (MLSR) sequences. They are based on the irreducible polynomials of

GF(2n), synthesizing sequences of length (2n-l), andare easily implemented using n-bitshift

registers in nonlinear feedback (XORs in the feedback path) [Lee88]. Ergo, a 15-bitMLSR

sequence would seem to suffice, generating a 32767-long sequence, and a random bit added

at some point. The additional bit will impact the autocorrelation performance of the se

quence to some extent; however, it should be "nearly" white. Alternatively, a 32768-long sub-
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sequence ofa 16-bit MLSR sequence would also seem to suffice; again, such a subsequence

should be"nearly" white. Quantifying the term "nearly", in terms of impact on system perfor

mance, becomes a crucial issue.

The implementations of these two possible choices are shown in figure 4.4; for comparison,

the implementation of a simple 15-bit MLSR sequence generator is also shown. One of the

keyproperties of MLSRgenerators isexploited here. Since the shift register is n-bits wide,

there are 2npossible words; the MLSR feedback guarantees that each wordwill occur in the

sequence once and only once, with theexception of the all-zero word. In particular, the im

plementation keys offthe "01111 ....111" word; this will occur oneclock cycle before theall-

ones word (theextra delay is needed for control circuitry). In figure 4.4c, an extra clock cycle

is added after the all-one's word, to inject theextra bit; in figure 4.4b, the 32768-long subse

quence is forced to terminate, by parallel loading aseed into the register. The seed is chosen

such that, 32768 cycles later, the all-one's wordwill occuronce again.

In figure 4.5, the autocorrelation function ofeach ofthe generated sequences is shown.

Again, for comparison, the autocorrelation function of the true 32767-long MLSR sequence

is shown. The term "nearly" is now clear; compared to the peak autocorrelation value, the

largest off-peak correlation is less than 512, out of32768. Given that this is 36 dB down

from the peak, from an SNR standpoint utilizing either the subsequence approach or the ad

ditional bit approach has negligible impact. Figure 4.4b was implemented; ithas the property

that the clock to the PN generator does not need to be gated, eliminating problems with

clockskew and glitching.

Lastly, the performance ofthe code under 1024-long subcorrelations needs to be examined.
By "subcorrelation," it is meant that partial sums of the full correlation are taken; since subse
quences are used, two parameters are necessary to specify the subcorrelation, i.e.:

1023

subcorr(t,T) = V pn((T-k)modl024)pn((t-k)modl024)
k = 0
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Figure 4.4: PN Sequence Generators
(a) True 15-tap, length 32767MLSR schematic
(b) 16-tap, length 32768 subsequence schematic

(c) 15-tap, length 32768 schematic
Figure 4.4b was implemented.
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Autocorrelation performance, using 1024-long subcorrelations
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Figure 4.6: Autocorrelation performance under
restriction to length 1024 subcorrelations (taken forX=0;

the curve is similar for X nonzero).

In figure 4.6, the plot of 1024-long subcorrelations ofthe full 32768-long sequence is shown

for X=0; as expected, when the subsequences are synchronized (t=X=0), a peak value of 1024 is

seen. However, the off-peak performance is crucial; when the receiver is searching for the pi

lot tone to indicate lock, tracking the peak for timing recovery, or measuring the multipath

profile, it is this off-peak performance that determines the performance of these functions.

From this, the SNR is approximately 20 dB, translating to 3 bits of dynamic range. The

choice of 1024was driven by the need to minimizesearch-and-lock times, plus the needto

minimize hardware complexity in the receiver; under simulation with the multipath channel,

20 dB was the minimum value necessary to reliably achieve lock and timing recovery.

If greater SNR isneeded, figure 4.7 displays the plot ofSNR as a function of subcorrelation

length - surprisingly, the SNR drops quite slowly, 6 dB for every doubling in the subcorrela

tion length. This translates to a doubling in the peak amplitude, which is expected; however,

the off-peaknoise remains fairly constant in amplitude past a length of256. Hence, for every

6 dB of SNR performance in the autocorrelation code, a doubling of the receiver lock/acqui-
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sition timeis necessary, along with increasing the dynamic range by 1 bit. The moving aver

age filter techniquedescribed in chapter 3 effectively increases the subcorrelation length by a

factor equal to the number of taps.

SNR (dB)
PN Sequence SNR vs. Subcorrelation Length

35.0

10 100 1000

Subcorrelation
10000 Length

Figure 4.7: Plot of SNR due to off-peak nonzero
autocorrelation, as a function of subcorrelation length.

4.1.4. Per-User Power Control

Lastly, the per-user power control needs to beconsidered. At this point, the choice of dynam

ic range is preliminary; research iscurrently underway to determine optimal power control al

gorithms as a function of the application, desired BER, number of users, etc.; 6 bits of

dynamic range (36 dB) is allowed, modulating the user's power in a linear fashion.

Number representation hereagain becomes important.Given that the subsequent stage is the

combiner, where allof the user transmitsignals are linearly added, a two's complement num

berrepresentation is desirable. Although the 1-bit signed magnitude representation has served

well up to this point, the stream now needs to be translated into an equivalent 6-bit two's
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complement representation. Instead ofimplementing a true multiplier, a simple multiplexer

can be used: both the power control value and its negative are presented from registers to the

input of the muxes, and the incoming 1-bit data on the I/Q lines selects the positive or nega

tive value.

From this, it isclear why the PN modulation was moved before thecombining and per-user

power control: had it been left post-combiner, as infigure 3.7, the +/-1 multiply from the PN

code would have required the two's complement negation ofa 10-bit word at 64 MHz. By

simply moving the PNmodulator pre-power control, a simple XOR suffices.

4.1.5. The Pulse Shaping Filter

Atthis point, all 15 user data streams and a6-bit pilot tone are linearly summed; the resulting

10-bit wide datastream is the baseband representation of the transmit signal. The remaining

signal processing consists entirely ofbandlimiting this signal, D/A conversion, and frequency

translation into the 1 GHz transmit band. As described in section 3.1.2, a baseband digital

bandlimiting filter is desirable to implement a 30%-excess bandwidth raised cosine pulse

shape, for zero ISI at the expense ofas little excess bandwidth as possible. Since the incoming

data is complex-valued (in-phase and quadrature), two real-valued filters are needed to imple

ment theequivalent complex-valued filter. Given the rather specialized shape of thedesired

transmit pulse, an IIRimplementation becomes problematical; instead, a straightforward

transversal FIRtopology is used. As theimpulse response will necessarily betime-truncated, a

minimum out-of-band rejection of 40 dB is placed on the filter, which is typical of FCC

emission-masking constraints and sets the 99% power containment bandwidth of the trans

mitsignal. The out-of-band reject specification determines thenumber of taps needed in the

filter structure, aswell as truncation performance of the taps themselves.

In order to perform pulse-shaping on the 64 MHz stream, oversampling is needed to effec

tively interpolate theshape between consecutive data points. With thealready-high data rate,

as small ofan oversampling factor is needed; in this case, 4x, with an effective filter output

rate of 256 MHz. Under this oversampling constraint, from simulation the total number of
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taps needed in the filter is 37 (figure 3.4); after Booth-encoding (canonical signed digitrepre

sentation) of the tap coefficients and truncation, the resulting filter transfer function isshown

(figure 4.8).

Quantized/Truncated Tr
Magnitude ansmit Filter Response
Response (dB) '

20 r

MHz

Figure 4.8: Filter response after truncation and tap quantization

One critical issue here is the dynamic range in the filter; given that digital-to-analog conver

sion needs to bedone at the256 MHz rate, a high-order DAC is out of the question; the

highest-performance commercially available ECL DAC's can provide 10 bits ofresolution at

these speeds, and no more. Given that the input already has 10 bits oftotal dynamic range

(15 users plus the pilot tone, with 6 bits ofpower control each), there is an obvious problem

here: if all users are present, the full resolution ofpower control is not available, given trunca

tion noise in the filter. Clearly, theworst-case situation occurs with 14 users and thepilot set

to maximum power, and one user at the minimum power control value; the pulse shape of

the single user will be nearly at the noise floor ofthe filter itself. In figure 4.9, this situation is

illustrated graphically: since the data streams are orthogonal and uncorrelated, the total signal

power is simply the aggregate sum ofthe individual signal powers. Ifthe filter were to have

sufficient truncation noise performance to maintain the 40 dB out-of-band pulse shape for

the single user, 100 dB ofdynamic range would be required, orover 16 bits. From simula-
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tion, if some performance loss was allowed in terms of truncation noise injection, the single

user couldbe recovered if the truncation noise floor were limited to 72 dB, or approximately

12 bits.

Quantization Noise Impact
under Worst-Case Power Control

Conditions

Magnitude
Response (dB)

20 r

Total powerspectrum

Power spectrum of one of the
14 users at max power

Power spectrum of user 15:
Well below the-72dB
quantization limit

MHz

Figure 4.9: Filter quantization noise effects at maximum power control dynamic range
(14 users with maximum power, one user with minimum power). The -72 dB mark

indicates the minimum quantization performance required to recover user 15.

The ramifications of this, coupledwith the 10 bit limitation in the DAC, imply that the

least-significant three bits of the input signal to the filter are quantized away into the filter

noise floor and are ineffective; if a user is setup such that its signal power is below-42 dB rel

ative to the total signal power, that user will be subject to excessive BER at the receiver. To

control this dynamic range issue, a"multiplier" is inserted before the filter as a form of aggre

gate transmit power control. The multiplier is implemented as a 4-bit shifter; although it is
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only provides power control in fairly crude 6 dB steps, it achieves its desired function. The

multiplier shift control anderror condition check in thebase station should be setaccording

to the following equations:

Shift =floor(\o-log2(YP;Y)

Error = f^\

( \

Pj
201°gio(^r—)

where the Pj's are the users' power control settings (as 6-bit integers) and Pq is the power in

the pilot tone.

4.1.6. Filter Implementation

At this point, the physical implementation of the 256 MHz FIRpulse shaping filter needs to

be discussed. Given the technology available (a 0.8 micron standard digital process), achiev

ing these speeds can only be done with careful consideration of the architecture to be em

ployed. Abasic transversal structure, as shown infigure 4.10a, simply cannot achieve a4 nsec

operational cycle time, especially given that all multiplies and accumulates are done with data

values of at least 10 bits. Parallelism and pipelining need to be taken into account.

4.1.6.1. Upsampling

The immediate optimization that occurs is consideration of the upsampling nature ofthe fil

ter. Thedata samples are incident on the filter at 64 MHz; zero-interpolation is the natural

means ofupsampling the signal. The data stream should be thought ofas a train ofimpulses

being fed into afilter with the desired impulse response; the zero-interpolation simply de

scribes the time in between each successive impulse. Thus, three of every four delay registers

in the transversal filter structure of figure 4.10 will have zero samples at any given sample

point, and their contribution to the output ofthe filter need not be computed. The implica

tion is thatthe structure can be parallelized into four subfilters, running at 64 MHz, and their

outputs interleaved with a multiplexer back to the full 256 MHz rate. It is important to note

that the data is brought off-chip at 64 MHz, with the interleaving multiplexer implemented
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using off-the-shelfECL components. There are two reasons for this: first, driving the output

pad ring ofthe chip at256 MHz is difficult without incurring tremendous substrate injection

and ringing, resulting inquestionable signal integrity; second, bringing off the outputs in

parallel allows more flexibility in the upconversion architecture, as described in section 4.2.

4.1.6.2. Tap Symmetry

From the coefficient assignment plot offigure 4.10, several more optimizations become readi

lyapparent from the structure of the taps themselves. For example, the Nyquist criterion re

duces filter 1 into a simple delay; all of theother tap coefficients are zero, reflective of the

zero-ISI nature. Furthermore, the pulse shape is symmetric, implying that filter 3 is perfectly

symmetric, and filters 2 and 4 are the time-reversed images of oneanother. An efficient im

plementation of symmetric filters can easily be achieved. As an example, in figure 4.11, a 6-

tap symmetric filter is shown, along with two architectural minimizations. In the structure,

thereare6 taps but only 3 different coefficients: Al, A2, and A3. Originally, when calculating

the current output it implements the structure of figure 4.1la - a simple transversal filter.

(a

30% Excess BW raised cosine, 4Xoversample

♦ Filter 1

^> Filter 2

O Filter 3

O Filter 4

Figure 4.11: 4-Parallel Implementationof the Transmit Filter
(c) Tap assignments (b) Parallel architecture (c) System-level schematic of filter structure
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Figure 4.10: Continued.
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-tQtEDtStQtS-

Output Output

(b) (0

Figure 4.11: Symmetric Filter Minimization (filter 3)
(a) Original transversal structure (b) Shared multipliers (c) Pipelined output adder

Bygrouping the multiplications with the same tapweights, a muchsimpler implementation

is produced. At the expense of adding an adder in front of every multiplier, the structure can

be implemented using half as many taps (figure 4.1lb).

Lastly, the addition at the output of the filter needs to be pipelined, since it impossible to

combine add all of the multiplier outputs in a single cycle. The final structure (which was im

plemented), is shown in figure 4.1 lc. The pipelining stages simplify thestructure because the

they also force an extra delay for the input data in each tap. In the figure 4.1lb, x(n-5), x(n-

4), and x(n-3) are fed back; from a layout and routing standpoint, this presents several diffi

culties, especially given thewide datapaths in question. In the final pipelined structure, onlya

single signal has to be routed back.

This structure can beverified bycomparing figures 4.1 lb and 4.1 lc. In figure 4.1 lb, the in

put to the first multiplier is the sumof x(n) and x(n-5); i.e., it mustadd the current sample

along with the sample that appeared five time periods ago. The second tap mustaddx(n-l)
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and x(n-4), combining samples with a delay of 3 between them. It can be seen that 4.1lc is

equivalent; thefirst tapadds x(n) andx(n-5).> maintaining a time delta of5 samples. Similarly,

the second tap combines x(n-2) and x(n-5), maintaining a time delay of 3 samples.

Lastly, it should bementioned that for filters 2 and4, nosimilar optimization canbemade, as

the tap coefficients do not exhibit similar symmetry, beyond the fact that they are time-re

flected versions of one another. However, these filter structures must still be pipelined, espe

cially with regard to the output addition. Theirstructure isshown in figure 4.12.

Output

Figure 4.12: Pipelined output adder filter structure

4.1.6.3. fs/4 Modulation

The final filter minimization employed isone that was originally developed in [Wong91]; it

results in a factor of two reduction in hardware complexity, and is of sufficient merit that it

should be mentioned here. The idea is to utilize a bandpass pulseshape instead of a lowpass

one, with the bandpass centered at 1/4of the oversampling frequency fs. The reason for this

choice of center frequency is clear: a digital fs/4 sinusoid sampled at fs has a waveform that

consists entirely of+/-1, or zero. The modulation can be folded into the FIR filter bysimply

multiplying the filter impulse response by the sinusoid; this is a lowpass-to-bandpass transfor

mation (figure 4.13). By taking advantage of the fact that every othersample of thesinusoid

is zero, half of the filter coefficients can be eliminated, resultingin a 2x reduction in hard

ware. In particular, given theparallel structure developed for the filter, two of thesubfilters do

not need to be implemented. The in-phase pathwill bemodulated bya 64 MHz cosine wave,
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eliminating subfilters 2 and 4, and the quadrature path modulated bya64 MHz sine, elimi

nating subfilters 1 and 3. In comparison to figure 4.10b, the overall complex-valued, band

pass filter structure is shown in figure 4.14.

Chip Boundary

256 MHz 4-1 MUX (ECL)

Premodulated l+Q output
(64 MHz center freq)

To RF section

10 bit ECL DAC, 256 MHz

Figure 4.14: Final minimized filter architecture. One MUX/DAC
can be eliminated due to the interleaved zero values in the addition.

The ramifications on the overall system design of this fs/4 modulation need to beconsidered

carefully. A conventional homodyne upconversion strategy simply multiplies the in-phase

path by acosine at the carrier fc =1.088 GHz, and thequadrature by asine at the same fre

quency. Effectively, by introducing adigital modulation of fs/4, atwo-stage upconversion has

been created, with the first stage at64 MHz and the second stage at 1.024 GHz. The advan

tages of this are numerous:

• Reduction in digital filter complexity by a factor of 2.

• The digital data from the chip has no spectral energy at DC, being centered at

64 MHz.AC coupling can be employed in all of the analog stages that come after

the modulator, especially minimizing factors such as DC offset and low frequency

noise in the subsequent DAC.
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Figure 4.13: (a) Premodulation to 64 MHz (equivalent to alowpass-
bandpass pulse shape transform); (b) Folding the multiplication into the4

parallel filters: filter complexity is halved (grey filters are unnecessary).
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• As in superheterodyne receivers, a two-stage upconversion implies that the second

oscillator will beout-of-band with respect to the transmit signal (1.024 GHz ver

sus 1.088 GHz). Carrier feedthrough performance ofthe upconversion mixers has

been reduced, since it will be filtered to someextent by the post-mixer spur sup

pression filter.

The problem thatarises is the need to perform single-sideband modulation - simply multi

plying by a cosine at 1.024 GHz is not sufficient, since both the positive and negative fre

quency images will be upconverted. The desired signal centered at 1.088 GHz will be

synthesized; however, anunwanted image at 960 MHz will also be present; it is this negative

frequency image that needs to be eliminated, though the use ofsingle-sideband modulation.

Section 4.3 will discuss the ramifications of this, in terms of hardware complexity of the D/A

converter and modulator sections.

4.2. Results

The baseband modulator circuit has been fabricated in a standard digital 0.8 micron HP

CMOS process; the die photo is shown in figure 4.15. Relevant measured die parameters are

also listed there; the die has been fully tested to its full clock frequency of 64 MHz. The out

puts, as designed, are effectively at256 MHz, interleaved by afactor of4. Infigure 4.16a, the

spectrum of the filter output is shown, for just the pilot tone as input. Since the pilot tone

spectrum is white, the output will spectrally be proportional to the filter shape; it achieves the

40 dB out-of-band rejection specification, while maintaining a 30% excess bandwidth pulse

shape. The reconstructed time-domain eye diagram is shown in figure 4.16b; it achieves per

fect opening at the sample point, satisfying the Nyquist zero-ISI criteria.

One key result is the fact that this single die can support 15 users simultaneously, while con

suming only 330 mW ofpower from a 3.3V rail. This includes all spectrum spreading, pulse

shaping, combining, and per-user power control; the benefits ofmultiple access via digital

coding are apparent here. Incomparison, had afrequency-hopped system been employed, 15

separate digital oscillators would have been needed; from work in direct digital synthesis

[Nichol91], the oscillators alone would have consumed 14.4 W of power.
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Transmit Modulator Chip
Area: 9.9mm x 10.0mm

Transistor Count: 112000

Clock rate: 64 MHz

Power/Supply: 330mW@3.3V

Figure 4.15: Modulator Die Photo plus Performance Summary
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Measured Frequency Response (FFT)
Magnitude (dB)

30.00

0.00
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(a)

107.0 Freq(MHz)

Measured Eye Diagram

time (nsec)
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Figure 4.16: Measured modulator output, (a) FFT ofdie output (pilot tone
only; output proportional to pulse shape); (b) reconstructed eye diagram
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4.3. Digital-to-Analog Conversion and Frequency Translation

From the 4 parallel outputs ofthe modulator integrated circuit, they must be multiplexed

back into a 256 MHz serial stream, passed through astate-of-the-art 10bit ECL D/A con

verter, andthen modulated to a carrier frequency bya 1024 MHzcarrier. In this section, sev

eral architectures to perform the required analog signal processing are described, especially

with regards to achieving broadband, single-sideband frequency upconversion. Again, single

sideband is necessary since thefirst stage of upconversion has been performed in thedigital

domain - the output of the modulator iscentered at 64 MHz, not DC.

The immediate question, of course, is why issingle-sideband (SSB) conversion such an issue

in this system; SSB hasbeenemployed in RFcommunications since the early 1960's. The key

issue here is that a broadband SSB conversion is needed, in contrast to conventional narrow

band SSB systems. Conventional systems employ a 90° phase shift network [Koul91] to

achieve an analog equivalent to a Hilbert transform (figure 4.17a);such phase shifters do not

possess flat phase or amplitude response over the entire band of interest - 83 MHz wide cen

tered at 64 MHz - and creation of a 90° phase shift networkwith such characteristics was

found to be nearly impossible. Several alternatives are presented below.

4.3.1. RF Rejection Method

In figure 4.17b, the most obvious solution to the SSB upconversion problem is illustrated -

simply filter out the unwanted negative frequency image at 960 MHz. Although this seems

reasonable, the filter response is a severe issue: all isolation would come from the rolloffin

40 MHz of band (equivalently, slightly under 4% of the bandpass center at 1.088 GHz).

From typical passive filter data sheets [Daden91], no more than about 20 dB of isolation

could be reasonably expected, which is insufficient to meet out-of-band transmission rejec

tion requirements.
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4.3.2. Down-Up Method

Another possibility is to bringthe modulated spectrum back to baseband, bydigitally undo

ing the 64 MHz sinusoidal modulation (again, a simple +/-1 multiply) before the off-chip

multiplexer, and then homodyne modulating the baseband signal up to 1.088 GHz (figure

4.17c). This is probably the least attractive solution, for the following reasons:

• Carrier feedthrough is nowan issue, as well as DC coupling and offsets through

the upconversion circuitry.

• A second DAC running at 128 MHzisnow needed; furthermore DAC droop is

now much more significant.

The advantage, of course, is that this is easily implementable, and is effective provided that

the issues above can be overcome.

4.3.3. Digital Hilbert Transform

The last method that can be employed is to simply perform the Hilbert transform in thedig

ital domain. Unlike analog 90° phase shifters, it is quite possible to perform the required

phase shift while preserving both phase and amplitude flatness across theentire band. In par

ticular, the existing outputs of the die are two signal streams, I(t)cos(C0s/4)t and Q(t)sin(C0s/4

t), where I(t) and Q(t) are the in-phase and quadrature signals respectively. By synthesizing

I(t) sin (u)s/4 t) and Q(t) cos (0)s/4 t) on-chip, in the bandpass pulse-shaping fashion that the

two existing signals are being generated, the true Hilbert transform can be taken, with no

phase oramplitude distortion across the band. Insome sense, the benefits ofhalving hard

ware complexity have disappeared, since eight filters are needed (four for each signal path).

However, the benefits ofACcoupling and minimized carrier injection still exist.

Theshortcoming of this method is, ofcourse, doubling the filter hardware on the transmit

modulator die, as well as requiring a second DAC, as shown in figure 4.17e. Given that most

of the existing 1square centimeter die area is occupied by the current filter design, doubling

the complexity becomes difficult from a strict area standpoint.
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Figure 4.17: SSB Upconversion Strategies,
(a) Analog HilbertTransform; (b) RF rejection filter
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Figure 4.17: SSB Upconversion Strategies (continued)
(c) Down-Up Method; (d) Digital Hilbert Transform

4.1. Epilogue: The Infopad Base Station

The key research and development effort onthe transmit side has been a fully custom base

band transmit modulator circuit, asingle chip capable of synthesizing abroadband spread-

spectrum signal multiplexing 15 users simultaneously. The complexity benefits of using

spread-spectrum are apparent: the hardware necessary tosynthesize each user stransmit signal
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is easily implemented using basic digital blocks, as opposed to traditional frequency division

systems that require one analog oscillator per user. Forthe remaining semicustom analog sig

nal processing - D/A conversion and frequency translation - a preliminary prototype has

been designed using the down-up modulation method, and is currentlyunder test.

The final issue that remains ishowmultiple die canbe ganged togetherto support more users

than 15 in a single base station, if necessary. The keything to note is that onlyone pilot tone

should be present; if n die are to be used in parallel, one should be designated asa timing

masterand bears the pilot tone; the remaining (n-1) shouldsuppress pilot generation. The

most obvious solution would be to take n modulator die, clocked by the same crystaloscilla

tor, and perform a digital addition from the corresponding outputs of all n die (figure 4.18a).

Provided their reset circuitry is released at the same instant, perfect PN and Walsh synchroni

zation is guaranteed, since the combining of the n outputs is done in the digital domain. The

key limitation to this method is the issue with dynamic range in the D/A converter: since

multipledie outputs are being combined pre-DAC, the fixed 10-bit limitation of the DAC

will end up reducing available dynamic range to eachdie.At the other extreme, another solu

tion would be to simply drop multiple complete transmit boards, and powercombine their

RF 1 GHz outputs (figure 4.18b).The key drawback to this in synchronizing the die between

each board - for the pilot tone system to work, the boards need to be synchronized to better

than 0.125 Tchjp, or2 nsec , else the mis-synchronization would be disastrous. The optimal

solution isshown in figure 4.18c; analog combining after the DAC, but before the frequency

upconversion. Since the DACs are clocked from a common frequency reference, provided

careful skewcontrol and layout are done on the board, synchronization is preserved between

the n parallel signals; likewise, no dynamic range islost in the DAC.The obvious drawback is

1. The 0.125 T^jp requirement arises from the worst-case delay-locked loop timing error in

the receiver (chapter 7); it also arises from the timing tolerance in the eye diagram for a 30%

excess bandwidth raised cosine (figure 3.3).
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theneed for multiple DAC's; clock coupling, radiation, and noise while preserving 10-bit lin

earity become challenging board design issues, especially with as many as four DACson each

board.

Given thatasolution has been developed to support multiple users, perform pulse shaping,

and convert the signal into the 1GHz transmit band, the remaining problem, which is also

the most difficult oneof the entire system, lies in the implementation of the mobile receiver.

From a tiny broadband received signal off the antenna, the receiver must amplify this signal,

perform analog-to-digital conversion, and provide sufficient digital signal processing capabili

ty to recover and RAKE combine the multipath arrivals. The next two chapters deal with a

single-chip solution for the analog RF receiver front-end, while chapter 7 describes the in

verse of the modulator chip: the digital spread-spectrum receiver.
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4.2. Appendix: Modulator Electrical Interface

Thissection ismeantto be used as a programming reference for the chip and describes all the

internal registers, theread andwrite timing, reset procedures, recommended usage, etc. In ad

dition, some of the layoutof the internalblocks will also be described.

4.2.1. Pinout

The padson the die are numbered from 1 to 208 starting in the upper right cornerand going

counterclockwise. The diewere mounted in a Kyocera 208 pin PGAwhosepinout is given in

figure 4.17. Note that this is the bottomview and, forreference, pad 108appears as the upper

left pin when looking from the bottom.

17 108 112 113 117 119 122 124 128 132 133 137 139 142 144 147 149 16 1 | 17

16 97 103 107 109 114 118 123 127 129 134 138 143 148 151 153 155 16 | 16

15 95 101 104 106 111 116 121 126 131 136 140 145 150 154 156 159 16 > 1 15

14 92 99 102 105 no 115 120 125 130 135 141 146 152 157 158 161 16 1 | 14

13 90 96 98 100 162 163 166 17 1 13

12 87 91 93 94 167 168 170 17 i | 12

11 85 86 88 89 172 173 175 17 > | 11

10 81 82 84 83 177 178 179 18 1 | 10

9 80 77 79 78 182 183 181 18 i | 9

8 76 75 74 73 187 188 186 18 ' 1 8

7 72 71 69 68 193 192 190 18 ' 1 7

6 70 66 64 63 198 197 195 19 1 6

5 67 62 59 58 209 204 202 200 19 1 1 5

4 65 57 54 53 48 42 37 31 26 21 16 11 6 1 206 203 19 ' 1 4

3 61 55 52 50 46 41 36 32 27 22 17 12 7 2 208 205 19 > 1 3

2 60 51 49 47 44 39 34 30 25 23 19 14 10 5 3 207 20 1 2

1 56 45 43 40 38 35 33 29 28 24 20 18 15 13 9 8 4 | 1

BCDEFGHJKLMNPR

Figure 4.19: Modulator package pinout (209-pin PGA)
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The following tables describe the functionality and pinassignments of the die interface. The

first column indicates the pad number as described above. The next columntells whether this

is an input oran output pad. The nextname indicates the full name of the signal that is con

nected to that pad. The last string on agiven line is an alias for the name. For example,

databus_pins_in[0] is also referred to as diO.

Microprocessor Interface 208 inaddressbus_pins[0] aO

5 maddressbus_pins[l] al 15 1naddressbus_p1ns[2) a2

18 inaddressbus_pins[3] a3 20 1naddressbus_p1ns|4] a4

24 1naddressbus_pins|5] a5 28 1naddressbus_p1ns|6] a6

171 1ndatabus_pins_in|0] diO 169 indatabus_pins_in|l] d1l

159 indatabus_pins_in[2] d12 153 indatabus_p1ns_in[3J di3

144 indatabus_plns_in[4] di4 142 1ndatabus_p1ns_1n[5] di5

139 indatabus_pins_inl6) di6 137 1ndatabus_p1ns_inl7] d17

194 outdatabus_pins_out[0] doO 191 outdatabus_p1ns_out(l] dol

189 outdatabus_pins_out[2] do2 185 outdatabus_pins_out(3] do3

184 outdatabus_plns_out[4] do4 180 outdatabus_p1ns_out[5) do5

176 outdatabus_pins_out(6] do6 174 outdatabus_pins_out{7] do7

196 indb_wr1te_endbwe 205 1ncs_lcsl

99 inwritewr 109 inreadrd

Parallel outputs

59 outiloutlO] 110 64outilout[l) 111

69 outilout[2] 112 74outilout(3) 113

79 outilout[4] il4 84out11out|5] 115

88 out1lout(6) i16 93outilout|7] 117

98 outilout[8] i18 102out11out|9) 119

17 outi2out|0] i20 22out12out(ll 121

26outi2out|2] 122 32outi2out(3] 123

36out12out|4] i24 41outi2out(5] 125

46out12out[6) i26 50outi2outl7] 127

S4outi2out(8] 128 178outqlout[0] qlO

183outqlout|l] qll 188outqlout(2) ql2

192outqlout[3] ql3 197outqlout[4] ql4

202outqlout[5] ql5 206outqlout(6] ql6

2outqlout[7] ql7 7outqlout[8] ql8

12outqlout(9] ql9 131outq2out[0] q20

136outq2out[l] q21 140outq2out[2] q22

145outq2out|3] q23 150outq2out|4] q24

154outq2out(5] q25 158outq2out[6) q26

163outq2outl7] q27 168outq2out[8] q28

173outq2out|9] q29

User Data 1321n1nMSB|l] 1ml

124ininMSB[2) im2 119in1nMSB(3] 1m3

1131n1nMSB|4] im4 95ininHSB[5] 1mS

901n1nHSB[6] 1tn6 85in1nMSB[7) 1m7

80in1nMSB|8) 1m8 72in1nHSB[9] 1m9

671ninHSB|10] IralO 61ininHSB(U) imll

45ininHSB|12] 1ml2 40ininHSB(13] 1inl3

351r»1nHSB[14] iml4 29ininMSB|15] 1ml5

Table 4.1: Modulator pinoutarranged by functional group
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1331n1nLSB[l] 111 128ininLSB[2] 112

1221ninLSB[3) 113 117ininLSB(4] i14

103ininLSB(5] 1l5 92ininLSB(6] 116

871ninlSB|7) 117 81ininLSB(8] 118

761n1nLSB(9) 119 701ninLSB[10] 1110

65ininLSB(ll] 1111 511ninLSB|12] 1112

431n1nLSB|l3] 1113 38ininLSB[14) 1ll4

331n1nlSB(l5] 1115

Test signals 1641ntestloadmulttstlm

2011ntestloadPCwtstlp 4intestDCpulsetstdc

1601ntestnodetestmode

Signals for the PN generator 108instopPN_lstpPN

971nload_PNldPN 126outPN_allones_lPNa

8outPNs1gPNs1g 60inPNreset_lPNrst

Nisc signals

116inphilphl 112instopWalsh_lstpw

121outdataclockdc 56inresetrst

3outloadPCwlp 13outloadmultlra

Core VDD

147Vdd 114Vdd

129Vdd 148Vdd

105Vdd 130Vdd

96Vdd 89Vdd

172Vdd 175Vdd

77Vdd 186Vdd

62Vdd 200Vdd

37Vdd 55Vdd

44Vdd 30Vdd

14Vdd

Core GND 149GND

118GND 134GND

151GN0 110GND

141GND 91GND

170GND 78GND

182GN0 181GND

75GND 195GND

S7GND 25GND

49GND 39GND

27GND 10GND

Padring VDD

123Vdd 138Vdd

lOlVdd 106Vdd

156Vdd 16SVdd

125Vdd 146Vdd

152Vdd lOOVdd

162Vdd 166Vdd

94Vdd 82Vdd

177Vdd 73Vdd

68Vdd 190Vdd

198Vdd 204Vdd

53Vdd 42Vdd

21Vdd 6Vdd

Table 4.1: Modulator pinout arranged by functional group
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52Vdd 199Vdd

34Vdd 23Vdd

9Vdd 71Vdd

Padring GND

107GND 127GND

143GND 155GND

104GND 111GND

115GND 120GND

135GND 157GND

161GND 167GND

86GND 83GND

179GND 187GND

193GND 66GND

63GND 58GND

48GND 31GND

16GND 11GND

1GND 203GND

47GND 19GND

207GND

Table 4.1: Modulator pinoutarranged by functional group

1GND 2qlcut[7]

31oadPCW 4testDCpulse

5a<3dressbus_pins[1] 6Vdd

7qlout[8] 8FNsig

9Vdd 10Q©

11(3© 12qlout[9]

131oadrult 14Vdd

15addressfcus_pins[2] 16(3©

17i2out(0] 18addressbus_pins[3]

19GND 20addressbus_pins[4)

21Vdd 22i2out[l]

23Vdd 24addressbus_pins[5]

25GND 26i2out[2]

27(2© 28addressbus_pins[6]

29inMSB[15] 30Vdd

31CND 32i2out[3]

33inLSB[15] 34Vdd

35inKSB[14] 36i2out[4]

37Vdd 38inLSB[14]

39GND 40inMSB[13]

41i2out[5] 42Vdd

43inLSB[13] 44Vdd

45inMSB[12] 46i2out[6]

47GND 48(3©

49GND 50i2outt7]

51inLSB[12] 52Vdd

53Vdd 54i2out[8]

55Vdd 56reset

57GKD 58GND

Table 4.2: Modulator pinout by pi
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59ilout[0]

61ii*EB[ll]

63(3©

65inLSB(ll)

67inMSB[10J

69ilout[2]

71Vdd

73Vdd

75Q©

77Vdd

79ilout[4]

81inLSB[8]

83(3©

85inMSB[7]

87inLSB[7]

89Vdd

91(3©

93ilout[7]

95iHMSB[5]

971oadJEN

99write

lOlVdd

103inLSB[5]

105Vdd

107(3©

109read

111(3©

113inMSB[4)

115(3©

117inLSB[4]

119inMSB[3]

121dataclock

123Vdd

125Vdd

127(3©

129Vdd

131q2out[0]

133inLSB[l]

135C3©

137databus_pins_in [7 ]

139databus_pins_in[6]

141(3©

143(3©

145q2out[3]

147Vdd

149<3©

151(3©

153databus_pins_in [3 ]

15503©

157(3©

159databus_pinsJn [2 ]

161(3©

Table 4.2:

60ENresetJL

62Vdd

64ilouc[l]

66(3©

68Vdd

70inLSB[10]

72inMSB[9)

74ilout[3]

76inLSB(9]

78(3©

80ii*EB[8]

82V&J

84ilout[5]

86Q©

88ilout[6]

90inMSB[6]

92inLSB[6]

94Vdd

96Vdd

98ilout[8)

lOOVdd

102ilout[9]

104(3©

106Vdd

108stcpBt_l

110(3©

112stot*blslul

114Vdd

116phil

118(3©

120(3©

122inLSB(3]

124iriMSB(2]

126HLiallanes_J.

128inI£B(2]

130Vdd

132inMSB[l]

134(3©

136q2out[l)

138Vdd

140q2out[2)

142databas_pins_in(5]

144databus_pins_in[4]

146Vdd

148Vdd

150q2out[4]

152Vdd

154q2out[5]

156Vdd

158q2out[6]

160testnode

162Vd3

Modulator pinout by pin ordering
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163q2out[7]

165Vdd

167(3©

169databus_pins_in [1]

171databus_pins_in [0]

173q2out[9]

175Vdd

177Vdd

179(3©

181(3©

183qlout[l)

185databus_pins_out [3 ]

187C3©

189databus_pins_out [2]

191databus_pins_ouc[1]

193(3©

195(3©

197qlout[4]

199Vdd

201testloadPCw

203(3©

205cs_l

207(3©

164testloadiult

166Vd3

168q2out[8]

170(3©

172Vdd

174databus_pins_outI7]

176databus_pins_ouc[6]

178qlout[0]

180databas_pins_out [5 ]

162(3©

184databus_pins_out[4]

186Vdd

188qlout[2]

190Vdd

192qlout[3]

194databus_pins_out[0]

196db_write_en

198Vdd

200Vdd

202qlout[5]

204Vdd

206qlout[6]

208addressbus_pins{0]

Table 4.2: Modulator pinout by pin ordering

4.2.2. Microprocessor timing

The next thing that has to be described is the electrical interface to the chip and the relative

timing ofsome of the control signals. Probably the most important of these timing diagrams

is theone that describes how thevarious registers in thechip are written to and read from.

At the time that the chip was designed, bi-directional pads were not available in this technol

ogy and hence, the data bus was implemented with two separate sets ofeight lines. One set

was for input (databus_in) and the other was for output (databus_out). When reading from

various registers from within the chip, one will put the address onthe address bus and observe

the data on databus_out. When writing, the programmer must present the data on

databus_in and then perform awrite. The wiring of this interface is shown below.
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dbw_en v

databusjn v

databus yKdatabus_out> ^
addressbus v addressbus ^

Signals used to
address the restread £ read v

write v write v of the chip

csj v csj K
? ?

Chip Boundary

Figure 4.20: Physical circuitry of the microprocessor interface

As can beseen, the internal databus isa bi-directional line. All the internal registers have

tristates that enable them to conditionally drive theinternal data bus lines. The dbw_en sig

nal is used to drive the internal data bus with the number thathas been placed on the

databus_in line. As a side effect of the above wiring, when the dbw_en signal is high, whatev

er is placed on the databus_in lines appears on the databus_out lines (assuming that there is

no contention between the dbw_en tristate and another tristate that is on the data bus).
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databusjn

databus.out

addressbus

dbw_en

cs_l

read

write

xxx

xxx "\ cont2)fcbnt3 X xxx X cont4

aoW •aHaT * add^ y "aaar

Figure 4.21: Timingof a microprocessor read cycle

The above timing diagram describes the procedure whereby aconstant is read from one ofthe

internal registers. The idea is fairly standard in that you place the address on the address lines,

lower the write signal, and raise the read signal. The contents of the register being addressed

will appear on the databus_out lines.

databusjn datal X xxx

data! X xxxdatabus_out xxx X

X xxxaddressbus xxx y addi

dbw_en 1—

cs I

read

write r 1

Figure 4.22: Timing ofa microprocessor write cycle

This timing diagram shows how awrite cycle is expected. Two things must happen and may

be done in any order. One ofthose things is that the data to be written must be placed on the

databusjn lines and the dbw_en line must be brought high. The second thing that must be
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done is that the address to be written must be placed on the address bus. After these steps

have been performed, the write can proceed. This is accomplished by raising the write line.

The data is stored on the positive edge ofthe write line and hence, after the positive edge, the

data on the databusjn lines, and the address on the address bus, can become unstable.

4.2.3. Clock timing

This section describes the timing ofthe input data, the output data, and the data clock signal

that comes from the chip. Basically, when this chip is inuse, itwill be inafree running mode.

The programmer will have performed various writes that tell thechip which users are active

andwhat their power control values are. After this isdone, the chip will justkeep running

based on the 64 MHz clock that comes into it.

When the programmer wants to change a particular user's power control value, he will do so

by performing writes as indicated in the previous section. The thing to note is that these

writes are asynchronous with respect to the 64 MHz clock. The system designer does not

have to worryabout the state of the 64 MHz clock whenperforming awrite. Synchronization

is performed internally through various means such as double buffering various constants.

Hence, this section does not include any timing diagrams that include a 64 MHz clock and

anymicroprocessor signals (read, write, csj, etc.). This section onlydeals with the timing of

theoutput data, the input data, and thedata clock signal relative to the64 MHz clock (which

is called phil).
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uHi'ouHc out yTout

Figure 4.23: Timing of signals relative to the 64 MHz clock (phil)

With all that aside, the above figure is the timingdiagram. The data clock signal is a 1 MHz

clock that is generated bydividing the 64 MHz clock down by64.This is the clock that is

used to time the user datagoing into the chip. For instance, it is anticipated that the data

coming into the chip will be coming from ashift register. The positive edge of the data clock

line can be used to indicate that a shift must be performed.

Internally, the data is latched on the positive edge ofthis line and hence, by the time the data

clock line goes high, the data has already been strobed. Inother words, the delay induced in

the propagation ofthe data clock signal from inside the chip to the outside is greater than the

hold time for the internal registers.

4.2.4. Description of registers

The following table is acomprehensive list ofall the registers in the chip along with abrief

description ofthe use ofthe particular register. More detail on each ofthese registers can be

found after the table. Note that a star (*) indicates a register or a bit ofa register that is only

useful for debugging the chip and will not be used in the normal operation ofthe chip.
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Address Bits R/W Description

Start End Name

0000000

0001111

PC## 7* R qblt signal internal to the given spreading block

6* R ibit signal internal to the given spreading block

5:0 H Store the power control value that is to be loaded
later.

5:0 R Read the current power control value. This will be
the same as the value written only after a powercon-
trol load has been initiated.

0010000

0011111

WALSH## 7* R PNXORWalsh signal from within spread block

6* R Walsh signal from within spreading block

5:0 H Store the Walsh constant that is to be loaded later.

5:0 R Read the current Walsh constant. This will be the
same as the value written to these bits only after a
Walsh load has been initiated.

1000000 PNseedms8 7:0 R/W Read and write the HS 8 bits of the PN seed. The PN
seed is loaded upon the rising edge of the loadPN pin.

1000001 PNseedls8 7:0 R/W Read and write the IS 8 bits of the PN seed. The PN
seed is loaded upon the rising edge of the loadPN pin.

1000010 multconst 7 R/W 0 indicates normal multiplier operation. 1* indicates
that the output of the multiplier should be the con
stant contained in the altoutput register. This is
used for debugging so that the programmer can control
the data going into the filters.

3:0 R/W Stores the multiplication constant. The input to the
filters will be the output of the combiner times this
multiplication constant.

1000011 multIinMS8 7:0* R Observe the MS 8 bits of the I data coming out of the
combiner and going into the multiplier.

1000100 multIinLS8 7:0* R Observe the LS 8 bits of the I data coming out of the
combiner and going into the multiplier.

1000101 altoutHS8 7:0* W Store the HS 8 bits of the alternate output register
of the multiplier. Used in conjunction with the mult
const register at location 1000010.

7:0* R Read the HS 8 bits of the Q output of the multiplier.

1000110 altouUS8 7:0* W Store the LS 8 bits of the alternate output register
of the multiplier. Used in conjunction with the reg
ister at location 1000010.

7:0* R Read the LS 8 bits of the 0. output of the multiplier.

1000111 mult0.inHS8 7:0* R Observe the HS 8 bits of the 0. data coming out of the
combiner and going into the multiplier.

1001000 Rtult0.inLS8 7:0* R Observe the LS 8 bits of the Q data coming out of the
combiner and going to the multiplier.

1001001 spreadllout 6:0* R Read the ! output of spread block 1

1001010 spreadlQout 6:0* R Read the 0. output of spread block 1

1001011 debugfU 7* R muxout signal of the dcgen block

6* R state signal of the dcgen block

5:4* R state signal of the genl234 block

3:0* R Contents of the phi registers of the genl234 block

1001100 loadREQ 1* R muxout signal of the dcgen block

0* R state signal of the dcgen block

N/A W A write to this register (the value written is irrel
evant) indicates that the power control, Walsh, and
multiplication constants should be loaded on the next
rollover of the PN generator.

1001101 multPCwGat 7* R Read the status of the next pending signal in the gen-
load block.

6* R Read the status of the pending signal in the genload
block.

5* R Read the status of the write_decD3 signal in the gen
load block.

Table 4.3: Description of Registers
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4* R Read the status of the write_decD2 signal in the gen-
load block.

3:2 R/W Set the gating control of the loadmult signal:
00 - No gating
01 - Gate on philretl
10 - Gate on philret2
11 - Gate on philret3

1:0 R/W Set the gating control of the loadPCw signal:
00 - No gating
01 - Gate on philretl
10 - Gate on philret2
11 - Gate on philret3

101110 clksource_
degating

7:4* R Read the LS 4 bits of the counter in the dcgen block.

3:2 R/W Set the clock source of this block:
00 - phil
01 - philretl
10 - philret2
11 - philret3

1:0 R/W Set the gating control of the dataclock signal:
00 - No gating
01 - Gate on philretl

10 - Gate on philret2

11 - Gate on philret3

1001111 multIoutHS3 2:0* R Read the MS 3 bits of the I output of the multiplier.

1010000 multIouUS8 7:0* R Read the LS 8 bits of the I output of the multiplier.

1010001 skewReg 7:0* R This register is used to give the chip tester a gener
al view of the timing of the clock signal in various
places of the chip. By reading this register and tog
gling the phil pin. the chip tester can get a general
feel as to how long the clock takes to get to various
places from within the chip.

7* R Observe the dataclock signal.

6* R Observe the philret3 signal.

5* R Observe the philret2 signal.

4* R Observe the philretl signal.

3* R Observe the qfir2return signal.

2* R Observe the qfirlreturn signal.

1* R Observe the ifirlreturn signal.

0* R Observe the phil signal.

1010010 qlt5LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of ql_qtap5

1010011 qlt6LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of ql_qtap6

1010100 qlt7LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of ql_qtap7

1010101 qlt8LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of ql_qtap8

3010U0 q2t5LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of q2_qtap5

1010111 q2t6LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of q2_qtap6

1011000 q2t7LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of q2_qtap7

1011001 q2t8LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of q2_qtap8

1011010 iltlLS5 7:0* R Read LS 5 of output of il_1tapl

1011011 ilt2LS8 7:0* R Read output of il_itap2

1011100 ilt3LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of il_itap3

1011101 ilt4LS8 7:0* R Read LS 8 of output of il_itap4

Table 4.3: Description of Registers

4.2.4.1. Powercontrol registers PC00-PC15

This is where the power control values for all the users are stored. User 0 (the pilot tone) has

his power control value stored in location 0000000 (PC00). User 1is located at 0000001

(PC01), etc. Because it is desired for the power control settings for the various users tochange
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simultaneously, all ofthese registers are double buffered. Awrite to aparticular user's power

control register simply specifies the next power control value that user should use. Itdoes not

instantly change the power control value for that user.

The idea is that the system programmer will go in, write all the power control constants for

the users, and then tell the system to load them in ata later time. This time has been deter

mined to be the next occurrence of the PNgenerator rolling over. This provides an update

frequency ofabout 2000 times a second. The programmer indicates that the power control

values should be loaded the next time the PN generator rolls over by performing awrite to

register 1001100 (loadREQ).

4.2.4.2. Walsh registersWALSH00-WALSH15

Put simply, these registers behave the same way as the power control registers. The system

programmer must write to these registers to update the Walsh constants. After this is done,

the system programmerindicates that the newconstants should be loaded by performing a

write to the same register described above: 1001100 (loadREQ). Please note that it is not nec

essary to update the power control constants and then update the Walsh constants. In fact,

the programmer can update the power control values, update the Walsh constants, and also

update the multiplication constant before writing to loadREQ.

4.2.4.3. PN seed registers PNseedMS8, PNseedLS8

This set of registers does not have a complicated double buffering scheme since the PN seed

will only be set once and never be touched again. The programmer must write to both of

these registers in order to set the 16bit PN seed. Once this is done, the loadPN pinon the

chip must go through a positive transition. Once this is done, thePN generator has been ini

tialized and will start to generate the PN sequence.

4.2.4.4. Multiplier registers

Since the number of users and their power control values will vary widely, a multiplier was

added between thecombiner andthe filter inputs so as to ensure that thedata going to the fil

terswould be at full scale. The reason for doing this is that the filters will insert a fixed about
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ofnoise into the system. Regardless of the magnitude ofthe data coming into the filters, the

power of the noise will be the same. Therefore, by increasing the magnitude of the data com

ing into the filters, one effectively increases the signal to truncation noise ratio of thesignal

comingout of the filters.

Multiplication constant multconst

The first register to be described and really theonlyone that the system programmer will have

to use is multconst.This register stores the multiplication constant and determines whether

the multiplier is in test mode or not.The least significant 4 bitsof this register store the mul

tiplication constant and aredouble buffered just likethe power control and Walsh registers.

The system programmer must update the multiplication constant and then indicate to the

chipthat the new constant should be loaded in the next time that the PN generator rolls over.

A note mustbe made as to how this multiplication constant should be chosen. Each user has

a six bit power control constant. If all 16users are transmitting at the same time, then the

sum of all their outputs will be an 11 bit number (the power control value is a positive num

ber and hence must be appended by a sign bit before all users are added together. This gives

16 seven bit numbers that must be added and produces an 11 bit result).

Ifall the users are transmitting at full power, then the inputs to the filters would be at full

scale. In this case, the multiplication constant should be set to 1. Any other values would sat

urate the multiplier and have unexpected results. The multiplier becomes useful when there

are fewer users transmitting orwhen the ones that are transmitting are at a lower power con

trol value. The idea is that the multiplier is used to bring up the data to full scale. Ifonly half

ofthe users are transmitting at full power control, then the input to the filters would be at

half scale. In this case, the multiplier constant should be set to 2.Another corner case to con

sider is when there is only one user in the system. In this case, this user's power control should

be set to full scale and the multiplier set to 1111.

Alternate output registers: altoutMS8, altoutLS8

The most significant bit ofthe above register is used to override the output ofthe multiplier
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and force agiven value onto the outputs. This is done to enable the programmer to debug the

filters that appear after the multiplier. By controlling the output ofthe multiplier, the pro

grammer can control the data going into the filters and hence test to make sure that the filters

areoperatingproperly.

If this MSB is 0, then the multiplier will be operating normally and the output will be the in

put times the multiplication constant. Ifthis bit is 1, then both the I output and the Q out

put will be the value stored in the alternate output registers: 1000101 (altoutMS8) and

1000110 (altoutLS8). Thefirst register contains the most significant 3 bits of the alternate

output and the second contains the lower 8 bits. (Both the I and the Q outputs are 11 bits

wide.)

Reading these registers can be used to observe the Q output of the multiplier. The most sig

nificant 8 bits can be read from altoutMS8 and the least significant 8 bits can be read from

altoutLS8.

Observing multiplier input: multIinMS8, multIinLS8, multQinMS8, multQinLS8

The data that goes to the multiplier comes from the output of the adder that combinesall the

streams. Therefore, these registers allow the programmer to observe both the output of the

adder and the data that is going to the multiplier. Theycan be used in conjunction with the

multIoutMS8, multIoutLS8, altoutMS8, and altoutLS8 registers to determine if themultipli

er isoperating properly. These registers can be used to observe the output and the

multIinMS8, multIinLS8, multQinMS8, and multQinLS8 registers can be used to observe

the input to the multiplier.

4.2.4.5.Observing one of the spread blocks: spread1lout, spreadlQout

Thespreading block for user 1 is theonly spread block whose outputcan beobserved. This is

the block that does the DQPSK encoding, Walsh multiplication (spreading), PN multiplica

tion, and finally the power control multiplication. TheI and Q outputof this block can be

observed in the spreadllout and spreadlQout registers. Note that only bits 6:0 of these regis

ters are defined. Bit 7 is undefined but currently set to zero.
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4.2.4.6. Debugging register 1: debugRl

Although this register has thedesignation debugRl, this is theonly register that is dedicated

solely to miscellaneous debugging signals. There is no debugR2 or debugR3. This register

contains thevalue ofsignals at various test points from within the dcgen andgen1234 blocks.

This register onlyhas meaning when used in combination with the source SDLfile to debug

these blocks at a verylow level.

4.2.4.7. Load request register: loadREQ

This is the register that was mentioned earlier in the descriptionof the powercontrol, Walsh,

and multiplication registers. The system programmer will write the newvalues of these con

stants and then initiate a load request. A load request is initiated by writing to the loadREQ

register. The actual value written has no effect since it is the actualwrite operation that indi

cates that a load should be performed. Aftera write is performed to this register, the dcgen

blockwithin the clkgen blockwillwait for the PN generator to rollover. Once it sees that the

PN generator has rolled over, it will assert the loadPCw, and loadmult signals to load the new

power control,Walsh, and multiplication constants.

4.2.4.8. Clock timing registers: multPCwGat, clksource_dcgating

These registers are used primarily to control the clock source of the clock generator and the

gating of the individual clock signals. A definition of the clock source and the clock gating

can be found in section 3.5.

The source of the clock generator is programmed bywriting to bits3:2 of the

clksource_dcgating register. Thegating of the dataclock signal is controlled by bits 1:0 of this

register. Bits 3:2 of the multPCwGat register control the gating of the loadmult signal. Bits

1:0 of this register control the gating of the loadPCw signal.

The other bits of these registers have various meanings and are only to be used for low level

debugging. multPCwGat contains various critical signals in thegenload block and

clksource_dcgating contains the LS4 bits of thecounter in thedcgen block.
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4.2.4.9. Observing clock skew: skewReg

This register was mentioned briefly insection 3.5 where the clock network was described.

This register allows the system programmer to observe the clock signal atvarious points from

within the chip. This allows the programmer todetermine the relative clock skew ofvarious

points from within the chip butcannot be used as an absolute measure ofthis skew. The rea

son that it is not an absolute measure is that byobserving theclock through the register, the

programmer is observing the skew through both a tristate and anoutput driver. There is no

guarantee that thedelay through all 8 tristates and output drivers is thesame.

4.2.4.10. Filter debugging registers: q_t_LS8, il_t_LS8

These registers are used to observe the signal coming out ofsome of the filter taps. The nota

tion indicates the filter numberand the tap number. Forinstance, qlt5LS8 indicates that this

register allows the programmer to observe the least significant 8 bits of tap 5 of filter ql.
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5 The Receiver:

Analog RF Front-End

The challenge presented by the mobile receiver - low-power gigahertz-band analog perfor

mance in addition to digital signal processing in the hundreds of megahertz - is the greatest

barrier that needs to be surmounted, if the vision of a broadband wireless terminal is ever to

be achieved. As an architectural issue, one major design goal is that the analog hardware be

simplified as much as possible; since the carrier frequencies are above 1 GHz, the complexity

and difficulties in implementation imply that simplifying the circuitry or relaxing the re

quired analog performance should be paramount. Given the tremendous levels of digital

computation achievable by today's scaled mos technologies, as much as possible of the re

quired signal processing should be implemented at baseband, in the digital domain. Many

analog transceivers used in todays digital communications systems do not make use of the

fact that the underlying signal is digital, and simply utilize a conventional analog transceiver

after converting the digital bit stream into an analog baseband signal. Use of such techniques

as sampling demodulation and homodyne receiver architectures all present new methods in

developing high-performance demodulators, which take advantage of the fact that digital

data - spread-spectrum digital data- is being transmitted.

Concomitant with the goal of simplification is the desire for monolithic integration of as

much of the analog circuitry as possible. Traditionally, the realm of gigahertz-band rf front-

end circuitry has been dominated bydiscrete gallium-arsenide mesfet s using stripline filters.

Such discrete-element designs consume significant amount of area on a circuit board; given

that separate packages need to be utilized for each component, trace lines must be placed

carefully to minimize cross-coupling, and termination resistors are required to minimize

transmission-line effects from the trace. Likewise, discrete designs are poor from a power con-
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sumption standpoint, since the power required to drive high-speed analog signals across inter

connect lines is directly proportional to the amount of parasitic leakage that mustbe

overcome. Likewise, the requirements of proper termination and impedance control are ne

cessitated at the board level; current mustbeexpended in driving matching 50Q loads. Since

the parasitics for on-chip interconnects are at least an order-of-magnitude lower than board-

level interconnects, and short on-chippropagation distances implythat termination is unnec

essary, the power savings realized bymonolithic circuit integration are considerable

[Bakog90]. To date, most of the applications that utilize gigahertz and higher frequencies

have beenmainly for fixed, nonportable installations suchas groundsatellite transceivers, and

hence power and size have not been a problem. For portable applications, lowpower and

small size are of paramount importance, thus demanding that highly integrated analog tech

nologies be exploited.

5.1. Receiver Architectures

In figure 5.1a, a conventional superheterodyne RF front-end, potentially suitable for use in

thissystem, isshown. Schematically, anti-image filtering is performed, followed by low-noise

amplification and two conversion stages of mixing and filtering. The power breakdown for

this schematic is as follows:

Receiver Power (mW)

LNA/Mixer 65

IF VGA 60

Demodulator 30

RF+IF Osc 110

Buffers 100

A/D Converter:

8b 50MS/sec

770

Total Rx Power 1130

Transmitter Power (mW)

Modulator 120

Buffers 45

D/A Converters:

(8b, 40 MS/sec)
165

Total Tx Power 330
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Thisdesign was fabricated utilizing off-the-shelfcomponents [Behzad95], as a reference point

forwhat the monolithic analog front-end solution needs to achieve, and whatproblems it

mustovercome. The resulting board is shown in figure 5.1b; it consists of slightly over 200

components, mostly off-chip biasing and passive elements, with a dozen small-scale integrat

ed circuits to implement the active functions such as gain and mixing. Furthermore, power

consumption is high: 750 mW, the vast majority ofwhich is consumed in the RF local oscil

latorand the high-speed baseband A/D converters.

Thus, thegoals of the monolithic solution are clear: reduction from 200 components to a

"single" chip; reduction in the number ofconversion stages, i.e., the use ofhomodyne conver

sion instead of heterodyne; and the development ofa low-power, high-speed A/D converter.

As apreview, the final architecture ofthe analog receiver front-end chip is shown in figure

5.2. With the exception ofthe two image/noise-rejection filters, the entire circuit is imple

mented on a single die, consuming a total of 108 mW Frequency downconversion is

achieved inasingle stage; furthermore, it is achieved not with aconventional local oscillator-

mixer configuration, but by directly subsampling the RF signal, using the harmonics ofthe

sampling operation to achieve conversion. Power has been dramatically reduced by the archi

tectural elimination ofseveral components, most notably the RF andIF oscillators. In some

sense, this architecture is the absolute minimum functionality an analog front-end needs to

achieve: amplification, frequency translation, and A/D conversion. It depends entirely on the

subsequent receiver DSP toachieve user channel selection, frequency offset compensation,

and timing recovery - functions that traditionally have been done in the analog domain. To

begin the discussion ofthis architecture, the RF aspects - low noise amplification, filtering,

and homodyne sampling downconversion - will be examined in this chapter. The following

chapter will examine the baseband analog issues - primarily that ofhigh-speed A/D conver

sion andvariable-gain amplification.
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Figure 5.2: Monolithic RF Front-End Architecture

5.2. Silicon CMOS for RF Analog

Given the advances in silicon processing and technology of the past decade, digital technolo

gies have seen a revolutionary breakthrough in both performance and size through the use of

device scaling, especially in the arena of silicon complementary MOSFET s. For micro- and

millimeter- wave IC technologies, gallium arsenide has been used almostexclusively to date,

despite the extra costand processing difficulties, simply because silicon devices have not pos

sessed the necessary performance. However, the same benefits derived from scaling are reflect

ed in analog applications aswell; increases in digital switching speed commensurately yield

increased analog bandwidths.
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While MOS has been regarded in the past as a"slow" technology, the scaling of device feature

sizes has increased MOS performance dramatically over the past decade, and will continue to

do so as devices are reduced into the deep-submicron regime. In particular,

r _ ©m

1 c
gate

=(ft.q.d^Vp-v, ))/(wlcox) =••§< vv,)

where VgS =gate bias voltage,Vt =device threshold voltage, C0x= oxide capacitance, and |Io

=channel mobility; W and L are the width and length of the device channel, respectively.

As the channel length L is reduced bya factor X, the ft thus increases as X2. This is borne out

well by the performance scaling of MOS devices seen over the past decade. In 1980, acon

ventional MOS device was fabricated with a minimum drawn length of 10}1, and yielded a

corresponding ft of around 80 MHz; today, a0.8|I channel length NMOS device can achieve

an ft of 10 GHz, over 100 times larger, and certainly practical for operation at 1GHz. In fig

ure 5.3, the ft of MOS devices as a function of channel length is shown. Below 1|X, short-

channel nonidealities begin to dominate, such as velocity saturation in the channel, which

correspondingly degrades the transconductance gm. Assuming complete channel velocity sat

uration at acarrier velocity vsat, it can be shown [Watts89] that gm and ft are now given by

gm=C0XW vsat, and ft =(vsat / L). Even under this extreme assumption, the analog device per

formance still scales as 1/L- yielding potentially 100 GHz ft devices atadrawn L of 0.2|X.

Given the additional benefit of reduction in parasitics afforded by integration, gigahertz-band

monolithic CMOS circuitry is both desirable and feasible.

With thecurrent generation of silicon technologies, the achievable^ of conventional silicon

CMOS isat performance levels required for effective operation in the low-microwave regime.

In particular, with the technology available for fabrication at this time (a 0.8p. digital HP

CMOS process), operation at 1GHzcan be achieved, and the choice of system carrier fre

quency was set by this. In future versions of this system, when non-experimental deployment

needs to beconsidered, operation at2.4 GHz oreven 5 GHz will bedesirable, necessitating

evengreater device scaling.
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5.3. Low-Noise Amplification

Ostensibly, one key component of any receiver chain is the low-noise amplifier coming off

the antenna; since the signal is comparatively weak, goodgain and noise performance is nec

a1/L2

L(microns)

essary. The overall noise figure of the receiver is given as:
a

NF.
CtCIVCl \ I

"•LNA'
river =(cT"") (NF"iixer" *)+NFLNA

where NF^^ is the aggregate input-referred noise figure of the subsequent amplifiers and

mixing stages, and Glna> Nr^LNA are the gain and noise figure of the LNA itself. All of the

noise figures in the above expression are in linear units, not in dB. The noise of all subsequent

stages is reduced bythe gain of the low-noise amplifier, requiring high gain; the noise of the

amplifier is injected directly into the received signal, requiring lownoise. There are well-
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known tradeoffs in amplifiers between noise andgain; often, one is achieved at theexpense of

the other [Pozar90]. The inherent issues and compromises between these two will be exam

ined below.

5*3.1. System Noise Requirements

The overall required system noise performance can be determined by examination of the

transmission environment, andsimulation of thesystem in thepresence of additive noise. For

the receiver, assuming a microcellular transmit power of0 dBm and0 dBi antenna gains (om

nidirectional antennas), a 1 meter path-loss reference of 30 dB, and a path-loss coefficient of

2.6, the spatial-average received power at the boundary of a 4 meter cell is approximately -

60 dBm; underworst-case fade conditions, a fading margin of-10 dB is added to this , im

plying that the receiver noise performance must recover of a -70 dBm signal, or a zero-to-

peak voltage of 0.1 mV (.07 mV RMS) across a 50£2 load.

Using these values, a plot of required noise figure as a function of QAM constellation size is

shown in figure 5.4, for a constant BER = 10 under the assumption that the primary noise

source is due to receiver noise and not intercell interference. Two opposing factors are seen

here: the decreasing bandwidth (andhence noise power) as constellation size increases, and

the decreasing distance between constellation points; the first serves to lower the BER; the

second increases it. Surprisingly, the peak occurs for an extremely small constellation size —

for constellations larger than this the NF must dropoffquickly to maintain the BER. For the

broadband CDMAsystem in question, a 7 dB noise figure can be tolerated, which is good

from the standpoint of both CMOS implementation and low power consumption, as will be

shown below. In actuality, an even higher noise figure than this may be usable: the assump

tion that intercell interference is negligible is not true underall conditions, especially at the

cell boundaries where cells overlap. In a deep fade, if thedominant noise element is from in-

1. Typical narrowband fading margins are much larger than this; however, due to the power-averaging effect of
spread-spectrum across theband andthe indoor Rician fading statistics, thefading margin is much smaller.
Intuitively, thepeaks anddeep nulls are averaged out ifthetransmit band is much larger than thecoherence
bandwidth [Viter951.
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tercell interference, low-noise design in the amplifier will count for nought; error-correction

coding, soft-handoff, and microcell diversity will play a far greater role in maintaining the

wireless link. However, as a conservative design goal, a noise figure of 7 dB isset.

5.3.2. RF LNA Design and Matching Filter Networks

Low-noise amplifier design, and RF amplifier design in general, can beapproached from one

of two methods: broadbandor narrowband. The broadband methodology is akin to the de

sign ofop-amps - stability, gain, and noise performance are considered across all possible fre

quencies, using Bode/Nyquist plots. The narrowband methodology, on theotherhand, deals

with thestability, gain, and noise performance of the circuit at a single frequency fc, and the

analysis is valid for a small range of frequencies around fc- design byS-parameters and net

workanalysis falls into this category [Gonz84]. Obviously, for the same topology, the two

Noise Figure
(dB)

15.0

10.0 -

5.0

0.0

Bits/Symbol

Figure 5.4: System noise figure versus constellation size,
for constant BER= 10
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methods must come to the sameconclusion; however, when dealing with RF tuned systems,

the band of interest is narrow and centered about a carrier frequency, and hence the S-param-

eter method is usually of greater utility.

As far as matching is concerned, it is obvious why an input match to 50 ohms is necessary in

the LNA: it will ultimately be connected to the off-chip filters and the receiver antenna.

However, one immediate question that arises iswhyan output match to 50 ohms is necessary

in the low-noise amplifier. There are several reasons for this additional requirement. First, in

terfacing to standard testequipment isvastly simplified, since such equipment assumes

50 ohm connections at all test ports. Second, it provided additional flexibility to the architec

ture; suchan LNAcouldwork in a standalone modeat 1 GHz, asopposed to being incapable

of driving anyoff-chip load. Lastly, andmost importantly, the antialiasing requirements of

thesampling demodulator (section 5.4) demand a second filter stage after the LNA, not only

to provide additional image rejection, but to filter the broadband white thermal noise of the

LNA itself. For these reasons, an output 50 ohm match was a critical design aspect of the

LNA topology; as will beshown below, this also proved to beone of the most difficult to

meet.

The general topology of any RF amplifier can be broken down into three stages: an input

matching network, an active transducer (theamplifier proper), and an output matching net

work (figure 5.5). The input andoutput networks are passive, consisting ofstriplines, induc-
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tors, capacitors, and resistors; their role is to achieve optimal gain and/or noise performance

in the system by transforming the source/load impedances into values thatare matched to the

those of the transducer. For thecase of maximizing gain, maximum overall power transfer is

desired. Looking back from the inputof theamplifier, the input matching network should

exhibit a reflection coefficient V^ equal to S^*; i.e., the transformed source impedance

should be thecomplex conjugate of theamplifiers inputimpedance (under the assumption

that S12 is small). Likewise, the same is true for the output: Tqut should equal S22* for max

imum power transfer.

It is useful to gain some intuition as to how the matching networks, being entirely passive,

can add "gain" into the system, and why maximizing power transfer is tantamount to maxi

mizing gain. As an example, consider an ideal transducer, with finite gain S21 = 10, an input

impedance of 500 k£2 and a 50 Q. output impedance, constant for all frequencies. As shown

Rload= 5on

Rload= 50 n

Figure 5.6: Power matching to achieve gain from passive
elements, (a) Prototype case (b) Power matchedcase
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in figure 5.6a, this amplifier could easily be driven directly by the source impedance, resulting

in an overall gain equal to S2i- One might mistakenly equate this with the maximum gain

possible - it is not. The input is accepting effectively zero power: the Sjj of the amplifier is

equal to 1.0. In figure 5.6b, the amplifier plus its ideal matching network is shown: a trans

former with turns ratio equal to 100; looking back from the amplifier, it now sees aneffective

impedance equal to 500 k£2 The overall gain isnow:

1
(S21 • n) = 500

1 +
n250fl
500kQ

representing a boost by 34 dB. The numerator is the effective voltage gain ofthe transformer

times the transducer gain; the denominator comes from the power now being absorbed by the

500 kQ input resistance (resistor divider with the transformed 50Q). This is also easily seen

to be the maximum gain; if the turns ratio is larger than 100, the voltage divider effect de

stroys any further gain. Intuitively, there are two signal-bearing variables: the voltage and the

current. In the case offigure 5.6a, nocurrent signal is being employed; the source can provide

asignificant current signal, but the amplifier cannot accept it. In the case of5.6b, the voltage

and current signals are both being employed by proper adjustment ofthe input impedance:

this is the conceptof power matching.

Thus, there is a maximum achievable transducer power gain [Pozar90], which is controlled

not only by the S2i ofthe amplifier, but also the Sn and S22 as well. With power matched in

put and output networks, it is given by:

.2 1
Gain transducer, max

1- S2 I 1-
lS2l|

s2°22

under the assumption that the amplifier exhibits good reverse isolation (S12 is zero). In the

previous example, an ideal broadband matching element was used: a transformer. Although it

is possible to utilize transformers at RF, it is difficult to achieve any reasonable turns ratio, due

to the interwinding capacitance limiting the frequency response ofthe coils. Broadband

match is preferably implemented using active elements in feedback to achieve controlled im

pedances. However, given that the signal is inherently narrowband, another means ofimped-
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ance matching is available: transformation using resonant circuits. Furthermore, narrowband

resonant matching has another advantage: the required input and output noise limiting filters

can be folded inas part ofthe matching network. Both broadband and narrowband matching

techniques will be examined below; it becomes rapidly apparent that ifproper impedance

matching is needed at both input and output, broadband design is simply not useful from ei

ther a low-power or high-performance standpoint for the available fabrication technologies.

5.3.3. Broadband-Matched Topology

First, a low-noise RF CMOS broadband design will be examined, asa basis for a tuned de

sign, and to explore the advantages and disadvantages inherent in such a design. A broadband

design is desirable, since it can be used at any frequency in its amplification band indepen

dent of the implementation of the noise-rejection filters; the filters and amplifiers become de

coupled design problems. Likewise, it should be mentioned that the original intent of this

design was asa low-noise amplifier for a multichip module [MCM91], in which 50Q match

at the output was unnecessary due to the extremely short transmission distances within the

multichip and the ability to formulate filters within the multichip structure itself. Given the

research issues inherentin the fabrication of the multichip, decoupling the filter and amplifier

designs was critical.

The proposed amplifier topology (figure 5.7a) issimilar to what isdone in conventional GaAs

MMIC designs [LNA81]; it is a transconductance device (Mj) driving a tightly-coupled tran-

sresistance feedback pair (M2-M3). The target fabrication technology is a 1.2 micron non-

double poly HP digital process, and all results below are with respect to this. Although the

output resistance of the transresistance stage is low (effectively l/gm3 = 1.2k£2), it cannot be

made sufficiently low to achieve a 50Q. match; this would require M3 to be resized to aW/L

of 300u7l.2u.,with a higher bias current of 5 mA. Both of these are undesirable, since the

higher W/Lresults in severe loading on the previous stage as well as vastly increasing the pow

er consumption of the amp. Furthermore, given that the ultimate intent of the transconduc-

tance-transresistance design is for a multichip module, such matching is unnecessary as well.

For testing purposes, a pairof source followers are needed to match this impedance to the

50£2 load; theoutput followers would beremoved for themultichip implementation after the
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core amplifier design is characterized. Two stages are used: the first buffer stage is smaller than

thesecond, to minimize loading on the transresistance pair; the second is designed such that

l/gm is equal to 50£1

biasl

Input Bias Amp Core O/P Buffer

(a)

30.0
Transconductance/Transresistance Stage, PRE OUTPUTBUFFER

20.0

10.0

0.0

•10.0

107

—•— 1.2u MCM. simulated

'•»•»•. 1.2u in package, measured

^^^™ 1.2u in package, simulated

UdBgain, -3dB@1.3 GHz

LNA, POST OUTPUT BUFFER (measured, in-package)

108 109
Frequency

(b)

Bias levels
M,: 1.2 mA

M2:0.1mA

Vout M3: °3 mA
M4:1.1 mA

Ms: 0.3 mA

Mbufi: 2 mA

Mbul2: 4 mA
M,ji0: 0.1 mA

Vss = 0V

1010

Figure 5.7: Broadband-matched LNA topology.
(a) Schematic (b) Measured response. The top 3 curves are for the

transconductance/transresistance stage by itself ("MCM-mode"); the bottom
curve is the amplifier with the matching outputbuffers.
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First, the DC bias of the entire topology must be considered, with all bias voltages being in

ternally generated. The most interesting bias problem is establishing the base Vgs ofMi, and

hence itsdesired drain current of 1.2 mA. Given that the RF antenna input is capacitively

coupled into the amplifier at this point, it is important to prevent attenuation ofthe RF sig

nal, as well as prevent the input signal from being injected into the current bias chains. This is

accomplished by using an R-C-R filter, formed by Mra-M^-M^. Mra and Mrb are run in tri-

ode, with aW/L=2.4\l/5\i; their VDs is zero at DC,since no current can flow through them.

Thus, they behave as resistors, with resistance equal to l/[k'(W/L)(Vgs-Vt)] =8kI2 .The cen

ter capacitor M^p is simply a 100|l/100|Ll FET gate, to maximize capacitance per unit area.

With respect the diode chain, the R-C-R network forms a lowpass filter, preventing any RF

signal at the input from being injected into the bias references, while permitting the DC bias

established by M^ to be mirrored in Mj.This is the integratedequivalent ofan RF bias tee,

without the need for inductor chokes. To complete the biasing of the amplifier, standardcas-

coded PMOS current sources setup the bias in M2 and M3 (0.1 mA and 0.3 mA respective

ly); it is important to note that the current in M2 is the difference between the Mj bias and

the current source. Non-cascoded current sources are used to bias the output sourcefollowers

to 2mA and 4mA respectively, since headroom here is a serious issue.

As far as gain performance isconcerned, the transresistance paircan beviewed as a degenerate

shunt-shunt feedback, and from standard analysis has the following characteristics:

Input resistance = l/(gm2 gm3 R^)

Output resistance = l/gm3

Transresistance = l/gm2

where R^ is the aggregate resistance seen at the drain ofM3, being the parallel combination

of g£js3 and the output resistance of the biasing PMOS cascode currentsource.
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Thus, the overall transfer function of the amplifier can then be expressed approximately as:

1

where:

S2l(<») =Iy^r j©(C,Rj) Bml X

A

(gm3 "J°>C2)(gm2 +J«C2) +(gm2 +J^^gL"J®^)

o.5f—L-Y-J—Y 5=4=2 1
U +XbunAi +Xbuf2Agmbufl +o.5jcocnbuf:J

^nl + ^bondingpad +Sil

^2 = ^n2 + ^3

^3 ~ ^PDl + ^PD4 + ^713 + ^Hl + ^7i2 + ^H3

C4 = CPD3 +CM2 +0'5Cn,bufl+CPD5 +Cn5 + Cn3

Rop = ro3//ro5

X

The X parameters are the body effect loss parameters for the FET devices, and it should be

noted that capacitances Cj through C4 are the lumped parasitics at each node in the circuit.

Cprj s are trje parasitic drain/source capacitances, respectively, and the approximations made

here are that the package parasitics are small, the source followers have operational cutoffnear

ft, and the Miller effect onMi is negligible (since it sees the low impedance shunt feedback

input). This agrees with the low-frequency gain, given by:

^•LF" °-5(S)(T+I^Ar+x^)

The -3 dB point can be extracted from this:

CO-3dB

om3om2 op

(Sm3 " Sm2)RopC2 +Sm2RopC4 +CPD1
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which is equal to:

1

CpDi • ( 1 1^i +_rmi—+ «: c2
Sm3 gm3gm2Rop Vgm2 gm3/

Intuitively, this agrees with the results from zero-valued time constant analysis, with a correc

tion for the pole splitting introduced by C2 shunted across the gate-drain ofM3. It is impor

tant to note that the frequency rolloff is controlled primarily by the parasitic capacitances at

thegate ofM3 andat thedrain ofMj (both encapsulated in theCprjj term). M2 and M3 are

necessarily smaller devices, to minimize the impactof their parasitic capacitance; also, it isde

sirable that M2 be small, since the amplifier gain increases with decreasing W in M2. Howev

er, M] is necessarily a very large device (400}l/l .2|i), to maximize gain as well as to minimize

noise; thus, the parasiticperimeter and area capacitance at its drain determines the overall fre

quencyresponse of the amplifier. In order to control this capacitance, a ring transistorstruc

ture is used in M] to achieve a large-Wdevice while reducing drain area capacitance and

eliminating drain perimetercap. For the device sizes shown in figure 5.7a, a -3 dB cutoffwas

designed 1.3 GHz. In figure 5.7b, the simulated and measured frequency response of the am

plifier isshown. The upper 3 curves are the gain up through the transresistance stage; the low

er one is the aggregate frequency response of the amplifier, including the loss through the

output buffers and packaging effects. The 3 curves for just the transresistance stage consist of

the SPICE-simulated frequency response assuming an MCM package, the SPICE-simulated

frequency response assumingthe 52-pin PLCC package that the amplifier was measured in,

and the actual measured data for the gain through the transresistance stage; agreement be

tween the SPICE simulation and the measured amplifier response is quite good. The limita

tions of the output stages are apparent: an enormous amount of gainloss is incurred through

body effect, coupledwith the resistive dividers at the input and output (a total of nearly

20 dB of loss). The 1.2 micron process, being limited in both achievable gm and hence ft,

simply cannot achieve a broadband 50Q active output match without consumingexcessive

amounts of power aswell assignal loss.
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As a broadband amplifier for use in a multichip module, without the limiting output stage,

the transconductance-transresistance topology could have achieved its projected +12 dB of

gain, and would have been quite usable as the first stage of the receiver chain. However, the

multichip module fabrication ultimately proved to be unfeasible, owing to implementation

andcost factors. Given theoverhead in power andperformance required to broadband-match

anoff-chip, 50ohm load, a narrowband redesign is called for. Theamplifier core is reasonably

sound, but a better form of matching - through the use of tuned elements - is needed.

5.3.4. Tuned-Matching Topology

As a second iteration, theoutput stage of the untuned design is replaced bya common source

stage, with an inductor choke plus tuning at the output network. Simply tuning the output

resistance of the broadband stage is hardly optimal; the body effect loss of the output stages

will still be present. Instead, acommon source output stage is used; in and ofitself, it provides

another stage oftransconductance gain, inaddition to the fact that it results inanuntuned

S22 that is nearly equal to unity, and from the maximum unilateral transducer gain equation

(section 5.3.2) this maximizes the overall S21 gain of thestage. Likewise, input match is simi-

Input Bias

Vdd = 3.3 V

Vbiasl

v« = ov

Wideband
Preamp

i-paraIjjvmJ \
Ccoup

O/P Stage

L-section
. matching

networks

Bias levels

M,: 1.2 mA

M2: 0.2 mA

M3: 0.3 mA

M4: 1.0 mA

M5: 0.3 mA
Mbuf: 3.5 mA
Mdi0: 0.1mA

All PMOS current sources
are cascoded

Figure 5.8: Tuned-matching LNA topology
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larly implemented; instead ofwasting signal power by using abroadband 50 ohm match at the in

put, proper termination is achieved by matching against the input bias device Mrb, which appears

to be apassive resistor. The final configuration is shown infigure 5, along with device sizings and

bias levels; the matching networks will bedescribed in detail below.

Basically, the input and output matching networks need to match the large input and output re

sistances to 50ohms, as shown in figure 5.8, while resonating the respective inputandoutput ca

pacitances. Interestingly, both input and output are quite similar: a large Rshunted with a parallel

C, plus a small series parasitic Ldue to the chip-on-board packaging. The chip-on-board parasitic

inductance is extremely small, consisting ofa bondwire contributing approximately 2 nH; specific

details about the chip-on-board design can befound in theappendix to thischapter. The problem

of matching such a network will beapproached from two perspectives: use of standard lumped-el

ement analysis, and the useof the Smith chart.

To examine the matching problem from the lumped-element approach, the standard L-section

matching network isshown in figure 5.9.Lj implicitly lumps the bondwire parasitic, as well as the

parasitic inductance ofaseries ACcoupling capacitor. The effective Zm of the network, looking in

from the 50 ohm side, is equal to:

jcoL2(jcoL1-co LiRC + R)
Req =

R( 1 + (-co (L, + L2))C) + jco(L1 + L2)

Li <h
•IN

L-section

Device

Figure 5.9: TunedL-section, 50 ohm match
(valid for L3 an RFchoke; R large compared to 50 ohms)
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Theresonance point needs to be set to the desired center frequency; i.e., 1/(/yC(L1+L2))

is set equal to 1.088 GHz. At this point, Rgq is approximately equal to:

Rl
L,+L2

= R cq

Surprisingly, this behaves quite similarly to a transformer, with turns ratio equal to

Li/(Lj+L2). Setting R,.q equal to 50Q yields two equations in the two unknowns Lj and L2.

From a Smith chart standpoint, SPICE provides the input/output reflection coefficient plots

as shown in figure 5.10. From the reflection coefficients at 1.088 GHz, the desired locus to

transform this to the origin of the Smith chart (i.e., properly matched to 50ohm) is also indi

cated. As before, this is equivalent to a series L, followed by a shunt L to ground. Both the

lumped-element method and the Smith chart yield the following values for input and output

matching networks, using the0.8|I extracted layout parameters to determine R and C:

Port R C Li L2

Input 1.8kft 3.6pF 5nH InH

Output 3.1kQ l.lpF !6.6nH 2.4nH

With this in mind, the gain at resonance is approximately given by:

S9i(G>rJ =
gm3-J®resC2

(gm3 "JC0reSC2)(gm2 +Ja>re|C2) +(gm2 +J^res^jf- "Kes^)

o-5gmDUfrobu/T L2ou; Yhiiihfc
^L, +L-> 'v Lt^loui 2oui 2in

°P

X

It is similar to that of the broadband case, with the final gmbuf arising from the gain of the

output stage. Since the device is tuned, the basic frequency-dependent terms in the equation

are from the preamp circuit, which bears theonly "untuned" nodes in the circuit.
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Simulated Sjj, untuned Simulated S22> untuned

Simulated Sjj, tuned Simulated S22, tuned

Figure 5.10: SPICE-simulated input and output reflection
coefficients, tuned and untuned. Plotted from 200 MHz to 1.2 GHz
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Lastly, noise performance at resonance must be considered. The input referred noise at the

gate of Mj can be approximated quite well by:

Vfneq =4kT 1 gm2 gm4

gml 2 2V&ml gml gmi;(I)

As expected, given the extremely large size of the input device, the noise is dominated byits

channel thermalnoise; likewise, at these operating frequencies, 1/fnoise is not an issue. From

this, reflecting back through the input matching network the noise figure of the amplifier can

be calculated as:

NF(dB) = lOlog g i 2 + 2
l&ml gml %m\))-eHGfj©\_ v 1in 2in

Measured Results

The design shown in figure 5.8was fabricated and tested as partof the monolithic front-end

receiver test chip; instead of the HP 1.2u process, a more advanced 0.8u HP digital process

became available and was utilized. The measured S^ and S22 plots are shown in figure 5.11;

they agree well with thesimulated Sjj andS22 plots of figure 5.10. From this, thedesign was

tuned using off-chip L-sections; tuning ofSn was highly exacerbated bythe need for small,

high-tolerance surface mount inductors to tune the large inputcapacitance, leading to an im

perfect match. The measured S21 is shown in figure 5.12, along with thesimulated andmea

sured noise figures of the amplifier; the IM3 intercept is -10dBm for this topology.

After the die was tested, it became apparent that the noise figure was approximately 3 dB

high, and thegain was 3 dB low. relative to SPICE predictions. The discrepancy was tracked

down to the input transconductance device of the LNA; theuse of the ring structure resulted

in an effective device W thatwas approximately one-halfofwhatSPICE andhandcalculation

were utilizing, due to corner fringing effects. Using acorrected W model for theLNA, SPICE
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Measured Sjj, untuned Measured S22, untuned

Measured Sir, tuned Measured S-v>, tuned

Figure 5.11: Measured input and output reflection coefficients,
tuned and untuned. Plotted from 200 MHz to 1.2 GHz
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simulation agreed well withmeasured results. Regardless, the agreement gives good indication

that the previous analysis is correct, and that RF operation of CMOS circuits is indeed possi

ble.

The conclusion that can be drawn from this is that the preamp structure provides very little

in the way ofoverall gain, relative to that provided by the matchingnetwork. In some sense,

most of the gain is due to the large input andoutput resistances; proper tuning allows one to

deliver maximum power to these resistors, resulting in maximumvoltage gain through the

overall amplifier. A corrected-W design is currently being fabricated.

5.4. Sampling Demodulation

Beyond amplification, thesecond major function required byany receiver front-end is that of

frequency conversion of the received RF signal to baseband. When considering demodula

tion, one very useful method of analysis is to examine the frequency domain representation of

the signals; essentially, mixing in the time domain is equivalent to convolution in the fre

quency domain. In aconventional (superheterodyne) frequency conversion scheme, illustrat

ed bythe upper signal path in figure 5.13, amixer driven by alocal oscillator equal to the

carrier C0C is used to bring the bandiimited signal from RF down to baseband (of course, in a

S21(dB)
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0.5 1.0
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^ ^
W 4>
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11.5 7.2

12.4 7.3

Figure 5.12: Measured and simulated amplifier S21,
noise figure
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superheterodyne scheme, several stages ofmixing may be employed). The resulting baseband

signal is then sampled at its Nyquist rate C0samp. Mathematically, ifF(C0) is the original (dou
ble-sided) baseband spectrum, bandiimited to C0b =C0samp/2, then the RF received signal can

be expressed as:

i(F(co - coc) +F(co +coc)) = Fmod(co) (eq. 1)

After superheterodyne mixing and Nyquist-rate sampling, the resulting discrete-time signal

has aliases atallmultiples ofthe sampling frequency C0samp, given by:
oo

271

samp/(m-5-) X F(W ~icW\ samo/ *-* r

However, mixing followed by sampling need not be the only solution for achieving this. Sup

pose that the received signal Fmoci(co) (eq. 1) isbandpass subsampled at the Nyquist rate

C0samp ofthe baseband signal. After such sampling, the spectrum ofthe resulting discrete-time

signal has a transform equal to:

oo

- > (F(co-co . - i(0 ) + F( CO + CO . — ico ))2 ^ yxyw carrier samp ; vw carrier ,wsamp"

Making theimportant stipulation that COcarrjer=k-COsamp, where k is an integer, this sum can be

simplified to:

oo

ST^ly F«a-itOsamp)
samp/ *=* v

which is precisely the same result achieved by the original superheterodyne demodulation

structure. The entire demodulation step has been reduced to a single samplingoperation,

sampled at the Nyquist rate for the basebandsignal. A graphical depiction of this process is

shown in figure 5.13; the path indicated by the solid black arrows shows the result of each
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step ofa conventional mixer-sampler structure, and the single path indicated by the large gray

arrow is the result of bandpass sampling the modulated signal. Clearly, both will yield the

same aliased spectrum provided CDcarrjer=k-COsamp.

Another interpretation of this result can be seen as follows. The frequency-domain equivalent

of sampling is the convolution by a stream of Dirac delta functions, i.e., the effect of sam

pling the modulated signal with transform Fmocj(co) yields a signal with a Fourier transform

equal to:

(O,
samp

271

Modulated Fmod (jco)
Spectrum

-co.

Suppose
®carrier-K ^sample
Sample directly at the
Nyquist rate of the
BASEBAND signal

1 Fmod(U-^) ]£ S(ft-iCOsamp) dQ.

Passband

Sampling

Baseband
Spectrum

F(jco)

Nyquist-rate
Sampling

Sampled (j®)

Aliased Spectrum of
Sampled Signal

Figure 5.13: Sampling Demodulation
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Alternatively, this is the same as multiplication in the time domain ofthe received signal by a

sum ofequal-power cosines at all harmonics ofthe sample rate; using the following identity:

i = -oo i = 0

sampling Fmo(j(co) can be equated to:
oo

fmodWXXC°S(iC°samPt)
i = 0

Provided proper bandpass anti-alias filtering is done to isolate the modulated signal at

^carrier =k-u)samp, the required demodulation-and-sampling is thus yielded. Essentially, the

mixer hasbeen shown to be redundant, since the sampling operation itselfcan easily perform

the samemixing function.

Of importance is the fact that the sampling ratedoes not change frequencies, even as the car

rierchanges. The k in the above stipulation was not specified; so long as the carrier frequency

is an integermultiple of the baseband sampling rate, this method works. Hence, a voltage-

controlled oscillator is not needed here, and a high accuracy crystal oscillator can be used in

stead. The hardware cost is minimal: an accurate switch, implementable usingstandard MOS

technologies, and a fixed-frequency crystal oscillator, which is the sameoscillator as used to

reference the transmitter synthesizer PLL. In terms of power, the demodulator is passive, dis

sipatingenergyonly in the crystal oscillator and the resistive channel of the MOS device, and

is certainly much lower than an equivalent full mixer/oscillator configuration.

Theoretically, the sampling demodulator isan excellent implementation for the demodulator

in terms of hardware and power, utilizing an active device as a simple passive switch. Howev

er, before any judgment of real usefulness is passed, its practicality for use in a transceiver for

personal communications must be assessed: it must be able to demodulate a signal centered at

C0C= 1.088 GHz, while sampling in excess ofC0samp=128 MHz for timing recovery. The above

analysis was performed symbolically; the specific choice of carrier frequency and sampling

rate will be examined below.
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5.4.1. Quadrature Recoveryand the ChoiceofSystem Carrier Frequency

Since the sampling introduces mixing with equal-power cosines, the in-phase signal is easily

recovered, as in the above derivation. However, the quadrature phase requires a sine wave in

the mixing operation to successfully recover the information. Clearly, some morework is

needed than just the simple sampling step, since the quadrature data will be lost. One imme

diate method is to utilize an additional sampling operation, shifted in phase by%I2. By doing

so, the time-domain representation of this additional sampling operation is:

;d(t) x £(-iycos(2i<Dsampt) + < (-l)«sin((2i+l)C0sampt)
i • 0 = 0

The proper mixing is yielded ifthe condition is made that CO^,.^,. =k- C0samp, and k is odd.

Otherwise, thesecond sampling step simply yields the in-phase signal again. Thus, use of

such a system with quadrature modulation requires only a second sampling unit offset by a

simple 90° phase shift.

If theparameters of thesystem are considered - a 64Mchip/sec DQPSK spread-spectrum sig

nal, requiring a minimum sampling rate of 128 MHz to perform timing recovery - the above

stipulation thatk be odd places some severe restrictions on the choice ofcarrier frequency. In

particular, near 1 GHzthe only possibilities are 896 MHz and 1.152 GHz. Eliminating this

restriction is critical, since neither of these frequencies is usable for the system. Instead, a car

rier of 1.088 GHz is chosen, with a pair of interleaved 128 MHz baseband sampling switch

es. Since interleaving is performed, there is a 180° phase relationship between the two

switches, instead of 90° as described above. Given that a noninteger, 180°phase relationship

isestablished between the carrier and the baseband sampling rate, the impact of this on the

demodulation process must be considered.

Because ofthe interleaving, the aggregate effective sampling rate of the pair is 256 MHz; rela

tive to 1.088 GHz, the demodulated outputshould have a frequency offset equal to 1.088 -

1.024 GHz =64 MHz. As with the premodulation of the FIR filter in chapter 4, a 64 MHz

cosine wave sampled at 256 MHzyields a sequence {... +1, 0, -1, 0, ...}, whereas a 64 MHz
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sine wave sampled at 256 MHz yields a sequence {... 0, +1, 0, -1,... (.Thus, the interleaving

is correct: due to thezero samples, onesampler outputwill have entirely in-phase informa

tion,with alternating sign bits due to the +/-1, and the otherwill have entire quadrature in

formation. In figure 5.14, the demodulation process is illustrated graphically. The received

modulated in-phase andquadrature datastreams are shown, with the dottedlines indicate the

envelope of the baseband data and thesample points marked for each demodulator. Clearly,

one sampler recovers the in-phase data, whereas theother recovers the quadrature. The sign

alternation, or demodulation from 64 MHz down to baseband, can be removed digitally by

simply toggling the signbit after A/D conversion.

There are two important points that need to be made:

• Since the final 64 MHz demodulation is done in the digital domain, there is

clearly no DC information content in the analog signal. Circuit impairmentssuch

as 1/f noise and DC offsets in the analog circuitry can be filtered out without

affecting the recovered signal.

• The demodulator will have a pairof interleaved sampling switches, one for in-

phase and one for quadrature. However, their behaviour is symmetric: there is

nothing intrinsic in the architecture to determine that one sampling path is "in-

phase" or one sampling path is "quadrature". Such assignments can only be made

after timing recovery has beenperformed in the digital CDMA receiver. This fact

is utilized heavily in the design of the digital CDMA receiver timing recovery

loop: in particular, no timing-recovery feedback is necessary between the digital

and analog sections of the receiver, resulting in several significant hardware reduc

tions (chapter 7).

Lastly, some intuition should be forthcoming, given the elegance of the result. In actuality,

1.088 GHz does maintain an odd-integer, 90° phase relationship with the baseband signal: it

is an odd multipleof 64 MHz. If samples la and 2a of figure 5-14 are considered exclusively

as the output, it is apparent that these will simply be the original data signal, in-phase and

quadrature. The additionof output samples lb and 2b provides in-phase and quadrature data
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outputs at another sampling phase for timing recovery; because of the carrier modulation,
those other samples will be 180° relative to samples la and 2a, requiring asimple digital sign

toggle to correct.

5.4.2. Bandpass Antialiasing

Furthermore, careful consideration needs to be given to the image rejection filtering at RF.

Since the received signal is being subsampled, this image rejection filtering now performs an

antialiasing function above and beyond the typical anti-image function normally found in RF

transceiver systems. The need for this is clear: the demodulator will perform frequency con

version at any integer multiple ofCOsampie, not just the desired one. The 128 MHz oversam-
pled interleaving described in the previous section has asecond benefit: as in baseband analog

systems, oversampling decreases the antialiasing requirements in the system: the nearest fre

quency images that need to be filtered from the system are a 960 MHz and 1.216 GHz, as

opposed to 1.024 GHz and 1.152 MHz. Likewise, the broadband thermal noise introduced

by the LNA will be spectrally folded ifit is not rejected before the sampling switch. As shown

in figure 5.2, two filter stages are used, on either side ofthe LNA. Not only do two filtering

stages increase rejection, but the post-LNA placement ofthe second filter rejects the out-of-

band thermal noise introduced bythe LNA itself. Unfortunately, since neither multichip

module packaging nor on-chip inductors were available, the second filter stage must be off-

chip, nominally matched to a 50 ohm impedance level from the LNA. Given thata typical

RF ceramic filter response [Murata93] has the characteristics as shown in figure 5.15, allow

ing anextra 64 MHz in the antialias rolloff translates to another 30 dB (for two stages) in ad

jacent channel rejection at the first alias frequency, critical if the receiver is to coexist with

high-power cellular phones in the800 MHz band, pagers in the 930 MHzband, and cordless

telephones between 902 and 928 MHz.

Lastly, the overall system design provides additional rejection filtering against interference

from aliased images. As described in chapter 2, the intrinsic property of spread-spectrum is

that of rejecting in-band additive noise: exactly the problem posed by spectral aliasing. With

respect to the signal post-correlation, the effective impact of the aliased images has been less

ened by the processing gain. In other words, the filter skirts in figure 5.15 are effectively
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Figure 5.15: RF ceramic filter attenuation and return loss
characteristics [Murata93]

18 dB lower than whatwould be found in a non-spread-spectrum system employing sam

pling demodulation.The ultimate choice ofusing spread-spectrum in this system was hinged

upon the additional filtering gain provided with respect to aliasing in the sampling demodu

lator: another example of the impact that coupling analog, digital, and system design had on

the overall wireless system architecture.

5.4.3. Frequency Stability and Incoherent Demodulation

To ease thehardware requirements, the necessity ofzero phase andfrequency offsets must be

carefully considered. If possible, carrier recovery should be avoided atall costs, which leads to

the requirement thatvery accurate frequency references are needed in both the transmitter

and receiver, and immunity to nonzero phase offsets.

First, the assumption that C0carrjer =k-C0samp in the transmitter must be examined. Surprising

ly, this is not a difficult requirement for the hardware; as discussed above, a digital PLL syn

thesizer automatically achieves this condition, and does so with extreme accuracy when
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referenced to acrystal oscillator. Second, although the accuracy ofcrystals is extremely good

(typically 1part in 105), it is not perfect: the transmitter and receiver will be frequency (and

phase) offset by some amount. From the data sheets on the crystals to be used in this system

[RFM90], worst-case frequency mismatch between transmitter and receiver is specified as

25 kHz; from physical measurements on pairs ofcrystals, this is in actuality quite pessimistic:

in the sample set available, the worst-case measured offset was actually 3 kHz. Using the

25 kHzvalue, for a baud rate of 1 MHz this translates to a worst-case phase error of 9° from

baud-to-baud, assuming no carrier recovery in the receiver whatsoever - a very small error,

considering the impediments of intercell and intracell interference in the overall system.

The simplest solution to this problem is to utilize a phase-differential QAM scheme, which

encodes the transmitted information on the transition betweenconstellation points instead of

the constellation points themselves - hence the choice of DQPSK for the system modulation

format. For voiceband systems, carrier recovery is absolutely necessary: 25 kHz is an enor

mous offset relative to a 32 kHz voice channel. Forhigh-speed data communications, 25 kHz

is minuscule compared to the 1 Mbaud channel signalling rate, and simplistic solutionssuch

as differential phaseencoding are viable, leading to both power and complexityminimiza

tion. This is an example of how a digital encoding at baseband allows the elimination of cost

ly analoghardware; removal of the absolute phasedependence requirement is achieved with

only a minor expense in digital processing, and no expense in bandwidth.

Lastly, the phase noise of the crystal oscillator itselfmust be considered. Such jitter can be

modeled as a phase error in the recovered/sampled output signal, given that it arises from ran

dom fluctuations in both the transmitter and receiver crystal output frequencies. As a first-or

der analysis, supposing that the signal to be sampled is given by \*cos(2n* 1.024 •109t),

sampling at 128MHz with zero phase difference should yield a constant (DC) output.To

compute the impact of phase noise on the recovered signal, theworst-case will beat thepoint

of maximum slew, or at the zero crossing of the sinusoid (figure 5.16).Theoretically, the out

put should beconstant zero; instead, it yields some random output noise signal, whose ampli

tude can beapproximated as being linearly related to the jitter, resulting in an SNR due to

jitter noise equal to 20log
CO t--

c jitter
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Figure 5-16: Translation of phase noise into additive signal noise
in the demodulation process.

Thus, a worst-case estimate on the allowable jitterwindow can be realized. Fora sampling jit

ter SNR of30dB1, at 1.024 GHz with a 128 MHz sampling rate, this translates to an allow

able jitter of+/- 28 psec about the true sampling point, or approximately 1 part in 300.

Although it seems like a simple matter for acrystal oscillator to achieve this, the design chal

lenge arises in maintaining this accuracy through the necessary on-chip clock buffering, espe

cially in the presence ofsupply bounce, substrate injection, and capacitive coupling effects.

1. The linearity ofthe A/D converter is only required to be 4 bits from system simulations, due tothe spread-
spectrum nature ofthe signal; see chapter 6. The sampling jitter SNR is chosen to be 6 dB beyond this, hence
the 30 dB requirement.
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5.5. MOS Sampling Demodulator Design

Ofcourse, the sampling described in the above theory isan idealization; no device can ever

achieve "delta-function" precision in sampling, since it takes a finite amountof timefor the

sampling switch to close. In this section, the practical aspects of designing such a demodula

torwill beaddressed, from theperspective ofswitch track bandwidth, noise performance, and

distortion. The sample-and-hold (S/H) itselfmust have be able to track input waveforms

with a bandwidth exceeding the carrier frequency, which lies between 1 and 2 GHz, For a sil

icon MOS sample-and-hold, there are several significant nonidealities that must be consid

ered. In figure 5.17, a basic MOS S/H isdisplayed, along with a plot of a signal to besampled

and the output of the S/H. Essentially, the MOS device is a simple on-offswitch, passing

charge to the sampling capacitor when in trackmode,and preserving the charge when in hold

mode.

First, when the S/H is in track mode, the switch isclosed and thevoltage across the sampling

capacitor should ideally equal the input voltage. However, the drain-source resistance Rjs of

the MOS device is nonzero, equal to:

uCox(w)(Vgs-Vt)

wherethe device parameters are the same asdescribed in the discussion offt above. The effect

ofRjs is to create an R-C lowpass filter with Csampie, hence limiting the bandwidth that the

system can track accurately. Likewise, the acquisition time tacq needed toswitch from hold to

track mode is determined by this lowpass filter, and thus tacq=(l/Track BW)= Rds*C. For a

samplingdemodulator, this must bewell in excess of the desired carrier bandwidth, requiring

that both R^j and C be significantly smaller thanwhat would normally be done in a sampling

array. Both of these implications are rather dire. A small R^ implies that the samplingswitch

needs to be large for a fixed supplyvoltage, exacerbating the charge injectionand feedthrough

effects described below. What is more important is that a small C results in a proportionally

larger kT/C noise, impacting the effective noise figure of the demodulator. Both of these will

be discussed in detail with regard to the final design of the sampling demodulator.
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Second, as the switch moves from track mode to hold mode at the sampling instant, two

mechanisms enter to degrade the signal: feedthrough from the sampling clock, and charge in

jection from the switch itself. Feedthrough from the sampling clock is aresult of the gate

overlap capacitance Covj and thesampling capacitor forming adivider; if the sampling clock

edge is falling from asupply voltage Vjj to ground, this results in asampling error equal to:

AVfeedthrough =~\q JVdd
sample'

Basic MOS S/H

Clock, fsampie

i
V:

in n out

T
'sample

Figure 5.17: MOS Sample-and-Hold Characteristics
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Likewise, charge stored in the channel of the MOS switch must be removed, and hence is in

jected directly onto thesampling capacitor. Assuming that the charge divides evenly between

the source and drain of the switch, whichis reasonable given the fast switching edge necessary

for demodulation, this results in a sampling errorAV equal to:

-Qchan ~WLCox( Vdd - Vin- V, )
AV i = =

charge Of",, . -jp
xv^sample ^^sample

It is important to note that both ofthese effects are inversely proportional to Csampie, and

proportional toW. Given that W needs to be large for asmall R^s, and Csampie needs to be

small to achieve the trackbandwidth, the system must be able to tolerate a large AV at the

sampling instant.

Of course, the above discussion is highly dependent on the fabrication technology. Ignoring

the constant sampling error due to clock feedthrough for the moment, the above analysis

yields the classical figure-of-merit for a MOS device [Gray89], known as the speed-accuracy

product, equal toAV^^g^t^, and can be simplified to2L /|i. Since minimizing this is the

key goal, and like^ is proportional to the square of the channel length, as devices scale the

performance of MOS devices improves dramatically. For 4-bit accuracy on a 1V swing, a

track bandwidth of 1.8GHz, and \i =200 V/(cm2 -sec), a minimum drawn Lof0.25 microns

is required.

Obviously, a 0.25 micron process is not readily available at this time, and would thus seem to

preclude the useof direct subsampling asa means of RF demodulation from a carrier of

1 GHz. However, the above result isquite pessimistic: it assumes that the charge injection

pedestal AV onto the capacitor isentirely signal dependent, with no simple means of elimina

tion.An improved sampling switch topology isshown in figure 5.18; a technique known as

bottom-plate samplingis employed to remove the signal dependence in the error term. The

operation can be understood as follows: At first, Sj and S2 are closed, allowing the input sig

nal Vin to be sampled onto the capacitor C$. When Sj and S2 areopened, an amount of

charge proportional to the signal voltage and to the size of capacitor C$ is left floating on C$

exactly as in the previous circuit. However, if S2 isopened slightly before SI, then the S2
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switchdeterminesthe sampling instant. Since both the drain and sourceot transistor S2 areat

ground, no signal dependent charge injection is introduced. When SI is subsequently turned

off, the charge in the channelsees an open circuit on the other sideof C$ and therefore all the

signal-dependent chargethat is injected must flow to the other sideof the transistor to the in

put source (and again no error is introduced).Thus, the injection pedestal can be made con

stant; by employing differential signalling, this constant offset simply becomes a harmless

common-mode shift; it also eliminates the constant offset due to clock feedthrough. In effect,

the performance limits of such a differential bottomplate sampling topology are established

by second-order effects, most notably differential mismatch [Lin90]. The switch accuracy

does remain quadratically dependent on L: however, it isvastly improved over the simple to

pology of figure 5.17 by the differential bottomplate natureof the switch. Given careful lay

out, a sampling demodulator operatingat 128 MHz, demodulating a 1.088 GHz carrier

signal is quite possible with the 0.8 micron technology available today.

5.5.1. The Bottomplate Sampling Demodulator

The sampling demodulator that wasdesigned and fabricated is shown in figure 5.19. Also

shown is the operational transconductanceamplifier (OTA), required to effectcharge transfer

from the sampling capacitors and buffering into the nextstage. Furthermore, the sampling

capacitor has been divided into two separate capacitors, Cmt and Csamp, with Cmt serving a

dual role as the integrating capacitor for the OTA, and Csamp can be switched in and out of

the switch array by FET switches. This "splitting" of the samplingcapacitor allows a variable-
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Figure 5.19: Variable-gain, bottomplatesampling
demodulator topology
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gain function to be achieved by the sampling switch; with C$ present, the conversion gain of

the mixer is +3 dB, without C$, the conversion gain is 0 dB. Since the issues of variable-gain

amplification, frequency response, and settling characteristics of the OTA are really baseband

analog issue, discussion of its design is relegated to the next chapter; the design of the switch

array is the principle focus of the following discussion, with regard to trackbandwidth, mixer

noise figure, and linearity.

To determine the track-mode bandwidthof the switch, the track mode configuration of the

sampling demodulator is shown in figure 5.20. Both capacitors are assumed to be present,

giving the worst-case bandwidth condition due to the additional parasitics involved, and the

equivalent linearized model is shown in figure 5.21. From extracted device parameters, the -

3 dB bandwidth (voltage transferonto the capacitors) is 2.1 GHz, both by hand calculations

and SPICE simulation: the overdesigned track bandwidth is to account for extraction errors

(especially with regard to analog parameters such as gm), aswell as provide some margin for

phase balance between the each legof the differential switch array. The penalty paid for the
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Figure 5.20: Sampling demodulator,
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lack ofa second polysilicon layer is evident here; thecapacitor is formed by a metal l-metal2-

metal3 stacked structure (figure 5.22), with theparasitic capacitor associated with the metal1-

metal3 top-plate being approximately halfof the main capacitance. As a result, the design val

ue for C must besignificantly smaller than what would be possible in a double-poly process,

impacting the kT/C performance dramatically; the design values for the integrating and vari

able-gain sampling capacitors are 0.4 and 0.2 pF respectively.

The noise figure of the mixer is thus straightforward to determine: the noise mechanism is

simply the well-known kT/C noise of the switch itself[Gray89]. Given that the capacitors

need to be extremely small to admit the 1 GHz received signal, it is not surprising that the

noise figure of the mixer is poor. For the design values of C$ +Cj =0.6 pF , this results in an

equivalent total mean-square voltage noise equal to 6.9#10~ ir. Conservatively assuming a to

tal signal bandwidth of 128 MHz (to account for filter rolloff), thekT/C noise can berefer

enced to the total in-band noise of a 50Q resistor, leading to an equivalent noise figure of

18.1 dB. To compensate for this, the architecture of the receiver in figure 5.2 places an addi

tional 16dB low-noise buffer stage justbefore the demodulator. The extreme noise figure re

sulting from kT/C noise is perhaps the key disadvantage ofemploying a direct-sampling

scheme for RF downconversion - the total broadband noise in the switch is admitted into the

Via

Metal 3 (topplate)

0 5 C •primary-]- Metal 2 (bottomplate)

pnmary ' Metal 1(topplate)

^parasitic ~°5 cprimary

Polyshield (ground)

Figure 5.22: On-chip capacitor structure
HP 0.8u non-double-poly process:

Area cap (Ml-sub,Ml-M2, M2-M3): 0.035 fF/sq.micron;
Perim cap (all metal layers): 0.049 fF/micron.

1. This is assuming the weakest signal situation (maximum gain), where both C$ and Cj will be employed in the
demodulator.
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system. Ifsome means were available to filter out the switch thermal noise, potentially by us

ing an on-chip inductor to realize abandpass network, the noise figure ofthe mixer could be

reduced tremendously. Alternatively, with CMOS technology scaling, the R^ ofthe switch

could be made commensurately smaller, allowing larger Cs to be used in the sampling opera

tion.

Lastly, distortion in the sampling demodulator needs to be considered. Surprisingly, the de

modulator is quite linear; thelinearized model offigure 5.21 applies over a large inputrange.

Intuitively, thedemodulator reduces to a FET switch and a capacitor; a high track bandwidth

implies that theoperating frequency is such thatvery little voltage is lost across the nonlinear

resistance of the switch. Thus, until the input signal is large enough that the switches them

selves begin to turn off, the demodulator should behave in a extremely linear fashion. The

capacitor of figure 5.22 is a strictly linear device; the onlycircuit nonlinearity is that of the

samplingswitches themselves. The aboveanalysis agrees with simulation, as shown in

figure 5.23: the simulated input referred IP3 of the modulator is20.4 dB.

Demodulator Power Transfer Function

-70.00 — ^

-10.00 20.00

Figure 5.23: Simulated distortion characteristics of the sampling
demodulator. Two equal-power input tones were used for the IM3 test.
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5.5.2. On-Chip Clock Buffering and Layout Issues

Lastly, the issue of howthe sampling clock is generated must be addressed, with respect to the

28 psecjitter accuracy needed in the sampling operation. Asdescribed previously, this re

quirement can easily be met by the off-chip crystal oscillator; however, preserving this phase-

noise performance on-chip is critical. In particular, properbuffering, coupled with careful

layout considerations, is required to insure that the clock edges remain asjitter-free as possi

ble, aswell as minimizingsubstrate injection from the clockedges themselves.

First, for system-level considerations, a 128 MHz off-chip clockoscillator ischosen; sampling

isdoneon both rising and falling edges, with the in-phase demodulator clocked on the rising

edge and the quadrature demodulator clocked on the falling edge. Furthermore, the off-chip

oscillator signal is chosen to be a differential sinusoid instead of a square-wave pulse. The dif

ferential nature of the signal minimizes radiation and coupling at the board level; the sinusoi

dal nature minimizes the harmonic energy at 1 GHz, important given that a high-sensitivity

LNA ison the same die. Of course, this signal must be converted to a square wave before it

can be utilized on-chip, requiring a differential analog input clock buffer. The clock buffer for

the chip is shown in figure 5.24; it is embedded as partof the clock input pads. The center

pad is used to bias the differential buffer; the nominal external bias for this node is 1 mA, for

operation at 128 MHz. Likewise, the three sampling edges required by the differential bot

tomplate sample/hold must besynthesized from theconverted clock signal, by the NAND-

based nonoverlapping generator circuit shown in figure 5.25- Again, symmetric layout is em

ployed, with signals switching differentially between thephil and phi2 clock phases.

In addition to the buffering, the layout of thesampling switches themselves is crucial.

Figure 5.26 shows the die fabricated to test the sampling demodulator by itself (a portion of

the full analog test chip described in chapter 6), along with several important features of the

layout. First, the clock lines are run down the centerline of the design, with the in-phase and

quadrature demodulator blocks on either side. This digital "no-mans land" isheavily shield

ed, with grounded metal-3 and poly shields above and below to minimize coupling through

theair, as well as coupling into thesubstrate by the clock lines. Second, to guarantee thehigh

speed falling edge on the sampling switches, very large local clock buffers are placed next to
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414/;ah
CLK L

183/3Wi 208/3Jb-|208q[>T *sUjUfl j-cjJ208/3r-cj|208/3 r-c|[t83/3 r^F14^

400/2 400/2 b-CLK-
-CLK H

174|p 60|P 80||
CLK+ |̂

80/2 80/2

II™2 Ht^/3 Ht^4/3

Clk L

Figure 5.24: Schematic and layout of differential
input clock buffer. Device sizes are in lambda

(0.5 micron = 1 lambda)

Clk H

each switch array; the sizingof the final inverter is a 78u7l|! PMOS, 30|i/ljl NMOS. A sim

ulated 10-90 fall time of 110 psec (40 psec to switch turn-off) is produced by these local

buffers, necessary to accurately sample the gigahertz-band input signal.

Furthermore, large grounded guard rings are placed around all of the fast digital switching de

vices, as to capture substrate injection as early as possible. Although ground-lead inductance

going off-chip typically limits the effectiveness of the grounded guard rings, all effort was
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made to minimize this inductance, most notably by the presence of a backside substrate

ground contact and direct vias to the ground plane in the chip-on-board packaging (see the

appendix to this chapter). Lasdy, large on-chip MOSFET-gate bypass capacitors (100 pF) are

placed near each demodulator, to minimize the impact of supply bounce on the jitter perfor

mance of the clock buffers.

5.6. From RF to Baseband

In this chapter, the RF characteristics ofacustom, integrated CMOS analog receiver front-

end, suitable for use in the mobile end of the broadband CDMA downlink. Beyond achiev

ing functionality normally relegated to silicon BJTs or GaAsFET s, such as low-noise ampli

fication, the cornerstone of this new integrated architecture is the use of sampling

demodulation to achieve frequency conversion, where the harmonics ofa high-speed, low-jit

ter baseband clockedge are usedto mix down the received signal. Although such a demodula

tor may appear to be asimpleCMOS differential bottomplatesamplingswitch, the particular

characteristics required to sample a 1 GHz modulated signal adds several layers ofcomplexity

and consideration to issues such as trackbandwidth, charge injection, and switch linearity.

CLKH

CLK L

A/Dphi1
(to A/D convener)

A/Dphi2
(to A/D converter)

phi2+

Figure 5.25: On-chip nonoverlapping multiphase clock generator
(3 edges, both rising and falling phases)
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Figure 5-26: Standalone sampling demodulator testchip, illustrating
several points on die layout. The layout of this die reflects thatof the full

analog front-end testchip, as discussed in chapter 6.
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With the opening of the sampling switch, the signal has traversed the boundary from the con

tinuous-time, gigahertz-band domain, into the discrete-time, baseband domain, where

switched-capacitor techniques are dominant. The next chapter describes the second halfof

the analog front-end: the analog hardware required to perform baseband variable-gain ampli

fication, and A/D conversion, completing the list of functions that need to be performed in

the analog domain. Although the results for the prototype LNA have been discussed in this

chapter, the testchip results for the complete demodulator will be deferred until the end of

chapter 6, where the entire analog receive chain can be examined.
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Field Lines

Component layer

Interlayer board substrate
dielectric constant er

Ground plane

Figure 5.27: Board transmission line structure

5.7. Appendix: RF Chip-on-Board Design

This appendix is intended to be an overview of the board design process, especially in consid

eration of gigahertz-band operation and the need for chip-on-board packaging for parasitic

control. It is not intended as a tutorial; it is assumed that the reader has some passing knowl

edge of electromagnetism and board design.

5.7.1. Electromagnetic Effects

To provide a good 50 Q. matched conductor on the board, microstrip and stripline structures

must be employed. Creation of microstrips is relatively easy to do in a multilayer board; if a

ground plane is placed beneath an RF trace, a microstrip is naturally created, as shown in fig

ure 5.27. Since the electromagnetic fields are half in air and half in the board material, an ef

fective dielectric constant £ #• is calculated with respect to the substrate £r:

£r+l £r-l i
+r. eff

2 '—I

Since wave propagation in microstrips can be approximated as quasi-TEM, an effective in

ductance and capacitance per unit length can be assigned, with an equivalent characteristic

impedance Z0equal to:

z0 =
60

Hw+4H
r.eff
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The key thing to note is that Z0 iseffectively controlled by the W/H ratio of the stripline; the

larger the W/H, the lower the impedance. Furthermore, the smaller the £p the higher the im

pedance; alternatively, for a smaller £ra larger W/H ratiowill be needed to keep the same Z0.

Figure 5.28 lists typical materials that are used in board fabrication. Although it ha signifi

cantly inferior loss tangent and higher £p FR4 is the material of choice: Duroid and cyanate

ester isvery brinle, having littlewatercontent, and it is difficult to make boards of anysignif

icant size. Also, at least for the boards that have been designed to test the custom integrated

circuits, the traces are fairly short (around 5 cm maximum length), and there are only a few

RF traces (since the circuits are highly integrated). Thus, signal loss due to skin effect and

nonzero boardsubstrate loss tangentisnegligible; from a practical standpoint, multilayer FR4

is used for all of the board designs.

As far as choice of Z0, 50Q is usually used for the following reasons:

• Standard coax cablingis readily available at 50£1

• All available test equipment will terminate and match in 50£2

• 50Q. is realizable on the board: to achieve 50£2 in FR4, a W of 39 mils over an H

of 19 mils (W/H - 2.0) is needed. This allows tolerance in the board fabrication

process, which is typically +/- 1 mil on H and +/- 0.5 mil on W For example, to

achieve Zo=200Q, W/H = .027 is needed; for W=10 mils, an H of 370 mils is

needed, far too thick to be practical, as well as resulting in higher-order transmis

sion modes along the line.

Material £r loss tangent/
dissipation factor

FR4 4.5 0.019

Duroid 2.20 0.0009

63N cyanacc ester 3.3 0.009

Figure 5.28: Available board fabrication materials
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5.7.2. General Layout Issues

A few rules work well:

• Keep RF traces as short as possible, and minimize the number ofcorners on RF

traces; each corner will radiate. If trace widths need to change, tapering of the

trace is effective in preventing reflections on theline; this is known as a tapered

transformer [Pozar90].

• Use supply planes whenever possible. For example, the RF test board described

below uses 3 supply planes: Vjj (analog), V^j (digital), Vjcm (common mode bias

voltage). Not only does this minimize supply bounce/ripple by providing a physi

cally short, low-impedance return path, but also simplifies routing on the board

tremendously. Separate digital and analog supplies to minimize coupling, either

bysplittingthe planes, or by using separate planes.

• The order of the board layers is important: make certain that the second layer of

the board is a ground plane, otherwise the microstrip structure does not exist.

Even if the second layer were a supply plane, supply planes tend to have more

noise than ground planes, due to nonzero source resistance andinductance. Shield

the RF traces from any digital switching lines bythedigital lines on thesolder side

(bottom) of the board. By placing several supply planes between the critical ana

log traces and the digital output lines, better shielding is achieved (see board layer

listing in figure 5.33).

• Route the RF traces by hand before anysort of automated routing. This is cer

tainly CAD-tool dependent, but as a general rule hand routing will result in

shorter RF traces and fewer corners.

• Use coaxial connectors to bring thesupply voltage on-board. RF signals tend to

couple into everything unless shielded; a long unshielded wire coming from the

bench power supplyis a perfect antenna, and can result in excessive RF noise

comingfrom the supply.

• Capacitor bypass DC supply and control pins as much as possible. As discussed

below, the choice of capacitor size varies critically with the application.
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5.7.3. Discrete Inductors and Capacitors

Dueto high-frequency effects, special consideration must begiven to passive inductors and

capacitors for use in RF boards. Notonly are such devices needed for supply bypassing and

AC coupling purposes, but they also become necessary for filter design: at 1 GHz, thewave

length (30 cm free-space) is still large, making striplines unattractive as a means of filtering

while maintaining a small form factor. Fortunately, at 1 GHz, discrete passives can still be

used; parasitic effects have not become dominant. The key issue is theself-resonance frequen

cy of thedevices: capacitors form a series tank circuit with the bondwire inductance of the

package, whereas surface-mount spiral inductors have an intrinsic self-capacitance from

winding turn to winding turn (figure 5.29).

Figure 5.30 lists several commercially available surface-mount inductors, along with their self-

resonant frequencies (SRF). For operation at 1 GHz, an SRF in excess of 2 GHz isneeded,

which limits the usable inductance value for designs to around 10 nH. Another issue is that

of inductor tolerance: small values of L are also not possible, owing to the parasitic induc

tance introduced bythe solder ball on the surface mount board itself(on the order of 0.25-

0.5 nH of inductance). Due to this, and the limitingparasitics involved with gettinga signal

on-and-offof a silicon chip, on-chip inductors are highly desirable. Unfortunately, on-chip

inductors were not realizable in the available silicon fabrication technology, and thus signifi

canteffort was expended in "hand-tweaking" the board to achieve the accurate inductances.

para

L

HHH H H
Distributed C para

Figure 5.29: Parasitics in surface-mount
discrete capacitors, inductors
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L(nH) Nominal Q
@ 500 MHz

Series R

(ohms)
Self-Res. Freq

(GHz)

4.7 20 1 2.0

6.8 20 1 2.0

10.0 20 1 1.0

15.0 20 2 1.0

22.0 20 2 1.0

33.0 10 5 0.850

Figure 5.30: Table of commercially-available surface-mount
inductors

An even more critical issue is the choice ofcapacitors, since they provide both AC signal cou

pling and DC bypass for the supply and control lines. The usual "low-frequency" design

mentality is to use as large of a capacitoras possible for both functions; at RF, this is not via

bleowingto the limitations placed by the SRF. Shown in figure 5.31 is a plot of measured

SRF asa function of capacitance value, for three families of capacitors (1206, 0804, 0603 size

form factors). The dependence illustrated here is interesting; since SRF = 1/ J^ &C , one

would expecta square-rootdependence on C and similarly dependent on the package size

(controlling Lpara). From the measured plot, size has little impact, whereas the SRF is inverse-

linearly dependent on the capacitance value. The reason for this lies in the fabrication of the

surface mount capacitor itself: to achieve highvalues of C, manylayers arewound within the

package itself, thus leading to larger parasitic L's. Thus, the parasitic L in the SRFiscontrolled

by the capacitance value, not by the physical package size.

Thus, usinga large capacitor is hardly optimal, since at 1 GHz the capacitor willappear to be

strongly inductive. However, for both AC coupling and DC HF-bypassing, the capacitor

needs to appearas a zero impedance. Since AC coupling applications only require a zero im

pedance at the operating frequency, the parasitic series resonance can fortuitously be used to
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achieve this, since it results in anear-zero impedance at the SRF, as shown in figure 5.31b.

Furthermore, theQis fairly low; SRF tolerance is not critical; thus, by choosing capacitors

with an SRF near the operating frequency of 1GHz, agood AC couple can be achieved. For

the RF testboard described below, all AC coupling capacitors were 0603 form factor, 10pF

capacitors. DCbypass applications, onthe other hand, are more difficult. Although the SRF-

Measured Capacitor SRF Data

Capacitance (pF)
le+031e+01 1e+02

impedance 1OpF 0603 Capacitor Self-Resonance
(magnitude, ohms)

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

0.00

Operating
Point

0.80 0.90 1.00 1.10 1.20

Figure 5.31: Impact of inductive parasitics on discrete
capacitors at RF.
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technique will provide a low impedance for a range of frequencies at RF, bypassing at lower

frequencies isstill necessary. Thus, two or more capacitors are usually used in parallel as

shown in figure 5.32, with one capacitor providing low-frequency bypass and the second pro

vidingRF bypass. However, care must be taken: there isa parallel LC formed by the parasitic

L ofCj and the actual capacitance of C2. This implies that, at some resonant frequency, the

bypass network itself isa nearly open circuit, andwill besubject to ringing at that frequency.

Damping of thisparallel LCwith a shunt R is necessary to prevent this.

Vpp Supply Plane

damping R £ v°'a £ C| |p

I
CND Plane

Figure 5.32: Board-level bypass strategy. Typical values are:
CLF = 0.1 M.F, CHF = 10 pF, R=500n

5.7.4. Chip-On-Board Design

For large pin count die, the packaging itself limits circuit performance tremendously: package

inductance, plus large lead inductance, sets fairly low upper bounds on themaximum operat

ing frequency, especially when the circuit input capacitance is large.

• High integration implies high lead count, and hence large packages. Since the

entire analog section was to be integrated into asingle die, the RF sections plus

the baseband analog processing required a 132-pin CQFP package to accommo

date all of the necessary signal, control, and supply/ground lines. Such packages

were measured to have a worst-case package + bondwire inductance of 20 nH,

and a lead frame capacitance of approximately 2 pF.
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• For CMOS,a large input capacitance isnearly unavoidable, especially in light of

the 0.8u process available: the LNA input device, a 600u/0.8u NMOS, exhibits a

Cgs of0.96 pF, while the bonding pad results inanother 0.5 pF ofadditional

input capacitance.

The result of this is that the packaged version of the design limits the LNAmaximum operat

ing frequency to approximately 600 MHz (the self-resonance point of the effective series L-

C). Furthermore, supply and groundlead inductance effects are similar; substrate injection

and on-chip coupling cannot be minimized at 1 GHz, since the board ground planeis sepa

rated from chip ground by the package inductance.

Obviously, a better packaging technology is needed. Multichip modules are certainly one so

lution; however, a viable manufacturing process couldnot be obtained. "Good" high frequen

cy packages have 50 ohm controlled microstrips for the leads, as well as local supply bypass

capacitors on the physical package itself; unfortunately, these packages are prohibitively ex

pensive. The final solution is particularly elegant: eliminate the package [Lau94]. Direct die-

attach to the surface mount board is quite possible, easily integrated into the regular surface-

mount process, and inexpensive. The details of the chip-on-board process usedwill be de

scribed below.

5.7.5. RF Testboard

The following documents the surface mount board that was developed for testing the entire

monolithic analog front-end, as described at the end of chapter 6. The physical fabrication

specifications of the testboard are as listed in figure 5.33. In figure 5.34a, the board layout is

shown, with several salient features marked. A magnified view of the bonding site for the an

alogfront-end testchip isshown in figure 5.34b; for bondability, a 4 mil wide line is used for

the board bonding lands, with the minimum allowable 3 mil space between them. Likewise,

these board bonding lands are pitch-matched one-to-one against the pads on the die. This

makes bonding particularly simple, aswell as makingcertain that every pad has the same

1. From contact with various board fabrication/assembly houses, 4 mils is the minimum
width that can be reliably bonded with technologyavailable at this time.
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(minimum) bondwire length and associated parasitic inductance. With a7 mil pitch, this de

termined the pad pitch on the die of 150 microns. Furthermore, it isnot sufficient just to be

able to bond to the board; the signal must be able to connect to other components on the

board; thus, an interleaved setof vias (figure 5.35) is incorporated on the board to provide

connection points. In particular, these vias can directly contact theground and supply planes,

providing veryhigh-performance, low inductance (< 1 nH) connections. The geometry indi

cated in figure 5.35 represent theminimum spacings allowable byourboard fabrication tech

nology.

As far as the actual die attach site goes, it comprises of asingle square plane of gold-copper

metal; with a die size of280 mils by 280 mils; the actual bonding sitehas a 20 mil overhang

on all sides to allow some tolerance in die attach (attach area is 320 mil by 320 mil). Further-

1) BOARD FILM SET DEFINITION

Layer! | Component Signal, SEE BELOW

Layer2 | Power Plane GND, loz CU

Layer3 | Power Plane 1 (analog VDD), 1oz CU

Layer4 | Power Plane 2 (analog VICM), loz CU

Layer5 | Power Plane 3 (digital VDD), loz CU

Layer6 | Signal 4 (digital signals only), loz CU

Layer7 | Ground Plane (digital GND), loz CU

Layer8 | Solder Side (digital signals only), loz CU

SMC | Solder Mask, Component Side

SMS | Solder Mask, Solder Side

SILKC | Silk Screen, Component Side

2) SIZE: 5500 mils x 4700 mils

3) MINIMUM LINE/WIDTH SPACING: 3 mils

4) Laminate is FR-4 (Green)

5) Overall board thickness is 0.075 +/- 0.008

6) Comments/Special Handling

This is a chip-on-board design; since the die needs to

be attached and bonded directly to the component lay

er, the comp layer needs to be plated with wirebond-

able gold on the component layer, 50 microinches

thick with 150 microinches of nickel, 0.25oz foil

Also, layers 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 are gnd/power planes;

hence, the gerbers are negative images. Interlayer

spacing between component layer and powerplane

GND should be 21 mils, all other spacings should be

minimum.

All dimensions are in English units unless otherwise

specified

Figure 5.33: Board fabrication parameters
(as submitted to the fabrication facility)
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Figure 5.34: RF testboard layout, (a) Layout;
(b) close-up of the chip-on-board bonding area.

(Test jigfor the analog front-end prototype die)
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15 mils

2 mils 41 mils

24 mils

This represents threeadjacentbonding landson the
chip-on-board. The vias arestaggered, since the
vias are significantly larger than the land-land spacing.
Land pitch is 7 mil (4 mil line, 3 mil space)

c
o

CD

Figure 5.35: Interleaved vialayout geometryof the chip-on
board bonding lands.

more, a direct ground via is connected atone corner of the bonding site; this provides a solid

grounddirectly underneath the die; by usingconductive epoxy to attach the die, a good back

sidecontactcan be formed between the ground plane and the silicon die substrate. This is

critical in minimizing the effects ofon-chipsubstrate injection, since a path to a solid low-im

pedance ground is provided through the back-side. The fabricated board photo is shown in

figure 5.36.
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Blowup of
chip-on-board
die attach region

Figure 5.36: Fabricated board photograph
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6 The Receiver:

Baseband Analog Processing

With RF amplification and demodulation performed, the remaining functionality of the re

ceiver front-end consists of automatic gain control, and analog-to-digital conversion. As dis

cussed in chapter 5, the ability to leverage off" complex digital processing results in an

architecture that favors moving the analog-to-digital converter as early in the receive signal

path as possible: in effect, creating an "A-to-D front-end". Of course, this implies that an ex

tremely high-speed, high-performance A/D converter is necessary; concomitant with this is

the need for variable-gain capability in the analog domain. The explanation for this require

ment is simple: the mobility of the terminal within a fading environment implies large and

rapidly changing shifts in the received signal amplitude. A moving terminal may bephysically

very close to the transmitter (and therefore receiving a strong signal), and then move very far

away (where it receives aweak signal); it may also suddenly move into a fading null, or a loca

tion where there is no line-of-sight path between the base station transmitter and the mobile.

Therefore, implementation of an automatic gain control circuit (AGC) is required, to auto

matically adjust the gain of the receive path so that the signal presented to theA/D converter

circuitry appears to beofconstant power regardless of the actual signal size at the antenna. In

other words, the AGC and the A/D combine to detecta signal with a wide dynamic range.

While it is true that bitsin theA/D may be traded offforgain in theAGC (i.e., increased res

olution in theA/D, beyond the minimum required for SNR, allows it to detect a smaller sig

nal), higher resolution converters rapidly become prohibitively cosdy, in terms of power, area

andcomplexity: given thata conversion rate of 128 MHzis needed for timing recovery of the

baseband spread-spectrum signal, andwith the limited 0.8 micron CMOS technology avail

able, 4-5 bitsof resolution isall that can be achieved by the A/D converter. Furthermore, the
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digital processing that follows the A/D (the spread spectrum demodulator in this case) must

also process anyadditional bitsadded to theA/D - further increasing power and area. Every

AGC contains two critical blocks - a variable gain amplifier (VGA) and the power detector

circuit that feeds back the control signal used to adjust thegain of theVGA. At the time of

thiswriting, the power detection loop for theAGCblock has not been implemented. Howev

er, the VGA has been designed and implemented with the eventual addition of the detector

and the control loop in mind. Given that a sampling demodulator is used to convert the con

tinuous-time RF signal to a discrete-time baseband signal, the architecture and implementa

tion described below is a significant departure from traditional VGAand A/D designs for

wireless systems.

Thus, to complement the discussion of the RF circuitry in chapter 5, this chapteris devoted

to discussion of the design and implementation of the baseband variable-gain amplification

and analog-to-digital conversion circuitry required in the analog front-end; moredetailed

documentation of the circuits discussed below can be found in [Lynn95].

6.1. System Dynamic Range and Linearity Requirements

Of course, the immediate question that arises is, "How many bits?" To answer this, system-

level simulationsof the overall receiver were performed, with respect to the impact on quanti

zation noise on the ultimate system BER. Shown in figure 6.1 is the BERcurve as a function

of users, under statistically severe fading conditions and varying bit-quantization in the A/D

converter. Clearly, no improvement in the curve is seen for greater than 4 bits of resolution:

given that the desired user's signal is already "buried" in the multipath noiseof other users,

beyond 4 bits the quantization noise ceases to be significant. Thus, a baseband linearityre

quirementof 4 bits isestablished for the entirediscussion of thischapter; aswill beseen, even

4 bits of linearity is quite difficult to achieve given the technology limitations.

However, it seems counterintuitive that a system that can intrinsically accommodate 64 users

only requires 4 bits of resolution in the A/D converter itselffor proper operation.The answer

lies in the processing gain provided by the spread-spectrum decorrelation: in somesense,

high-speed A/D conversion is traded against resolution requirements. Morespecifically, the
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Figure6.1: BERvs. Number of in-cell users, as a
function ofA/D bit quantization (extreme fade

condition, no error correction)

18 dB of processing gain provided by the spreading translates into another 3 bits of effective

resolution at the output of the spread-spectrum correlators in the digital back-end. Ultimate

ly, with respect 1 MHz baud decisions being performed by the receiver, a 7-bit converter is

being employed.

Lastly, the overall system dynamic range, from channel measurements and simulations dis

cussed in chapter 2, is 45 dB. Part of theVGA functionality isembedded in the RF elements

of the front-end: the LNA itself can be turned offor on, providing an extremely coarse two-

setting (+16 dB or-2 dB) form ofgain control. Likewise, a second "off-on" RF buffer stage is

provided at the input to thesampling demodulator, again providing a coarse form (+17 dB or

-2 dB) ofgain control. The remaining 12 dB, however, must bemuch more precise than this:

thevariable gain topology described below is to implement this fine-grain control, being dig

itally controllable from 0 to 12 dB in 3 dB steps.
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out

Figure 6.2: Bottomplate sampling topology (single-ended)

6.2. Variable-Gain Amplifier Topology

As mentioned before, thedesign of the receiver VGA isa significant departure from tradition

al designs. Because of the inherent sampling incorporated into the mixing operation, a multi

stage cascade ofdiscrete-time amplifiers is used to replace a standard continuous-time VGA.

Therefore, what was once an amplifier design problem involving a trade-offbetween gain and

bandwidth becomes a sample-and-hold design requiring anop-amp and a set ofswitched ca

pacitors that can settle to four bits ofaccuracy within one clock period. As described inchap

ter 5, figure 6.2 shows a basic bottomplate sample-and-hold amplifier: however, such a

simplistic design is inadequate for practical use. First, the design must be made differential. A

differential circuit is necessary not only to reject the charge injection from theswitches, but

also to reject common-mode noise coupling into the analog signal path. Figure 6.3 shows

how digital switching can cause common mode ringing on analog lines. If the sample is taken

V m+,

V
in-

T

1 No error
I I differentially

I single ended error

time

Figure 6.3: Coupling of digital ringing
into differential signalpaths.
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single-ended, a large error would result - an error often larger than the signal itself. However,

a differential design with careful layout, with balanced parasitic capacitances, can maintain a

small differential signal amidst such large common mode noise.

When performing bottom plate sampling, the operational amplifier shown in figure 6.2 is

used to buffer and drive the output to the correct value, proportional to the input voltage.

However, settling is a critical issue: when the circuit is in trackmode, the output no longer

follows the input voltage. Therefore, when the hold phase arrives, the output must settle to

the correct output voltage from some reset value, nominally zero. If the amplifier is appropri

ately designed with adequate phase margin, the settling curve follows an exponential curve

with a single RC time constant. Typically, only halfof the clockcycle time is dedicated to the

holdperiod (theotherhalfgoes to the tracking period). Therefore, the output has halfofone

cycle (T/2) to exponentially approach its final value. Unfortunately, an infinite amount of

time is required for an exponential curve to reach its final exact value, given by
—t/T

Vout = A(1 - e ) , where A is the final output value and Tis the time constantof the

circuit. Therefore, there will always be an error introduced into thesignal due to incomplete

settling. Fortunately, the situation is notquite as grim as it may seem. Thesettling error,

Ae"r T, is linearly proportional to the final value Aift is constant. In other words, ifgiven the

same amount of time to settle, the circuit will always settle to the same percentage of its final

value. Therefore, the gain ofthe circuit will always be reduced by the constant factor e"t/T- As

long as t is constant, this gain compression does notintroduce a real error into the signal. The

actual exact value ofthe gain is rather unimportant since the negative feedback from the AGC

control loop will try to force the output ofthe VGA to be constant regardless of the gain of

each stage, although the compression still causes a loss ofgain in the signal path. However, a

real error does enter the signal path when the allowed time, t, is notconstant. Timing jitter in

the sampling instant provided by the edge ofa clock causes t to vary somewhat from sample

to sample, resulting in anerror that is proportional to the jittervariation, Dt,andto the slope

of thesettling curve at thesampling instant. Given enough time or a very fast circuit, this er

ror can be quite negligible (since the slope ofthe curve decreases with time). Unfortunately,

the receiver design has neither of these luxuries. The 128 Msample per second requirement

translates into a 7.8 nanosecond clock cycle time. At most halfof this (and in reality, much
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Figure 6.4: Non-overlapping clock phases
used to control sample & hold.

less than half) can be used for settling time. Figure 6.4 shows the clock phases for the circuit

in figure 6.2. The hold period (and therefore, thesettling time) is reduced in length bythe

non-overlapping period between phases (necessary for proper sampling) as well as by the fi

nite rise and fall time of the clocks edges. The hold period for the receivers clocks is about

2.5 ns. In order to both avoid degrading the SNR ofthe signal, as well as to avoid significant

gain attenuation, a the settling error in the receiver VGA should be kept smaller than half the

LSB of the 4 bit converter. In other words, the errormust be less than 1 part in 32 (3.125%)

of the signal level:

e"r/T = 0.03125

t/T = lnf._J_ls3.47
V0.03125>/

The above show that settling to this level ofaccuracy requires approximately 3.5 settling time

constants. With t= 2.5 ns, this gives Ton the order of0.7 ns. However, since the VGA design

consists ofmore than one stage, each settling error will add to the others, resulting in a larger

error. For example, in order to keep the error lower than one-half LSB for a four stage VGA,

each stage would need to settle to less than 1 part in 128 (-0.8%) ofthe exact value. The re

sult is a T on the order of 0.5 ns, or over 310 MHz of bandwidth.

Therefore, a careful design ofthe amplifier is required with settling time (and therefore,

closed loop bandwidth) as a primary design constraint. One ofthe main limiting factors in

the design ofahigh speed sample-and-hold amplifier (SHA) is the operational amplifier used
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Figure 6.5: Two-port representation of the
operational transconductance amplifier

to drive the output to its final value. In order to achieve the fastest possible circuit, a single-

stage transconductance topology has been chosen for the op-amp.The details of the design of

this operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) are described later in this chapter; howev

er, for the purposes of this section, it issufficient that the OTA can be modeled as a Gm

transconductance with a highoutput impedance Ro, as illustrated in figure 6.5.

Figure 6.6 shows the SHA during theevaluation phase of itsoperation. Cj encloses the OTA

in a series-shunt feedback loopwith feedback factor:

f. c.
cI +cs +cp+cin

where Cp is the parasitic capacitance atthe summing node, Qn is the input capacitance ofthe

op-amp, and Cl is theoutput load being driven. Given that theopen loop gain of the ampli

fier is GnjRo, the closed loop gain and bandwidth ofthe circuit can be determined. Including

vm

*V0ut

V A>

Figure 6.6: Amplifier in hold mode (evaluation phase).
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the capacitive divider before the input to the OTA, the closed loop gain becomes:

____Y__J =f_____Y_2-_LV
+CP +Cin +C,Al +AOL() ^Cs +CP +Cin +C,Al +GmR0fJ f

ACL -
Cs

GnjRof is the loop gainT of the circuitand f is the feedback factor as above. Substitution

yields the expression:

ACL ~
=f Cs YCi +Cs-rCD +CinY T 1=Csr T )

VCs +Cp +C^ +CjA Cj Ai+t/ C,M+T/

The loop gain term in the above equations is close to unity for large values ofT. However, in

anAGC, a small reduction in thegain is quite irrelevant since theoverall gain in the receiver

is affected very litde by this variation because ofthe negative feedback of the control loop.

Therefore, lower values ofT are acceptable, and the closed loop gain of the amplifier in is

close to (but notexactly) C$ / Q. The settling time at the output node is determined by the

output impedance ofthe closed-loop amplifier and by the output load. Therefore, the RC

time constant at the output of the amplifier isgiven by:

-McL =_.
•CR.f' Gmf

mo

Clearly, inorder to maximize the speed ofthe amplifier, the feedback factor, f, should be

made as large as possible, and the transconductance, Gm, should also be increased ifpossible.

Gm is an op-amp parameter, and its optimization is discussed below. However, the feedback

factor relates directly to Cs and Cj. Inorder to achieve again greater than one, the closed

loop gain ofthis topology, Cs / Q requires that C$ be larger than Q, reducing the feedback

factor by the same increase in gain. An alternative topology is shown in figure 6.7 in which

the integrating capacitor is not only used to close the feedback loop around the OTA, but is

also used as a second sampling capacitor to capture a sample ofcharge from the input. Dur

ing the track mode (as shown in figure 6.7) the two capacitors are shorted together in parallel,

effectively making one large sampling capacitor. When the hold, orintegration phase arrives,

the switches shown in the figure are reversed and the charge on C$ is transferred to Cj. The
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c + cclosed loop gain ofthe circuit is now —*L—I. In other words, the new topology achieves a

larger loop gain for the same feedback factor and bandwidth (a gain ofone has been added to
the old Cs / Cj gain term). Alternatively, the sampling capacitor can be made smaller for the

same closed loop gain, but higher bandwidth, (e.g. Cs must equal Q to effect again oftwo in

the new topology, but in the previous design C$ had to be twice as large as Q - decreasing the

feedback factor.) The final design of the SHA for the VGA is shown in figure 6.8. The center

sampling switch across the op-amp's inputs and an extra clock phase, <t>s2, have been added to

provide better charge injection matching from the sampling operation (charge injection from

the center switch willbe less dependent on geometry matching than charge from two separate

switches). Also shown in figure 6.8 is the control for changing the gain of this stage. When

the indicated switch is closed, then the circuit is essentially the same as the circuit in figure
C + C6.7 whose operation was just described as having aclosed-loop gain of —^ *. However,

1
when the switch is opened, C$ is removed from the circuit. The closed-loop gain ofthe circuit

now becomes C\ I Q. Therefore, each stage of the final VGA consists of a SHA providing a
C + Cgain ofeither —^ I, or again ofunity. This capacitive ratio can be chosen to be any value

.*
desired; however, increasing C$ also decreases the feedback factor and therefore the band

width. Due to the extremely high speed requirements, stages implementing only3 dB each

have been cascaded together to provide 12 dBof total gain. Three dB of gain (or approxi

mately 1.4x) requires a C$ equal to alittle less than halfofCj.

Figure 6.7: Sample-and-hold topology for sampling onto
Cj as well as C$.
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Finally, thesample-and-hold design, being fully differential, requires common mode feedback

to ensure that the common-mode voltage at theoutput remains fixed. Figure 6.8 shows the

capacitive common-mode feedback thathas been added with aswitch for reset during the

sampling phase. This feedback is essentially the same technique used when the Q loop is

closed (except, of course that it is common mode), since the capacitors feed backthe com

mon mode output to the tail current source of the OTA, as will be seen in the next section.

^s3 <J>eval
I=Gain control FET (switches in/out Csamp)

Figure 6.8: Final sample-and-hold topology

I I <J>eval

<J>s2

Relative Clock Phasing

6.3. Operational Amplifier Design

The heart ofthe sample-and-hold amplifiers described in the last section is the operational

amplifier. Clearly, the high-speed requirements ofthe system dictate asimple, high-band
width design for the OTA. While most CMOS sample-and-hold amplifiers (for use in apipe

line A/D for example) use two-stage amplifiers to achieve higher gain, the receiver VGA

design does not have this requirement. Interstage gain amplifiers in apipeline A/D require

gain accuracy on the order ofthe resolution ofthe entire converter (in other words, each stage

ofan N-bit pipeline A/D must have gain precisely controlled to one part in 2 ) [Conroy94].

However, the negative feedback provided by the overall control loop compensates for any er

ror in the gain ofindividual stages ofthe AGC. Therefore, in the trade-off between gain and
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Figure 6.9: 2 bit-2 bit pipeline with small interstage gain error introduced

bandwidth, a lower-gain-but-higher-bandwidth design has been chosen. The effects of gain

compression from finite OTA gain are illustrated in figure 6.9 for a pipeline stage and in fig

ure 6.10 for the receiver VGA.

A single-stage telescopic cascode topology is the fastest known op-amp topology available in

CMOS technology. The use of common gate cascode transistors eliminates the Miller effect

at the inputs, and the lowimpedance seen looking into the source of a cascode transistor

means the circuit is essentially a single-pole system. While a folded cascode has the advantage

of increased headroom capability, the inclusion of PMOS transistors in a folded design ad

versely affects the non-dominant poles. This lower PMOS fT limits the bandwidth when

feedback is applied. Therefore, the telescopic cascode circuit in figure 6.11 has been designed

»ain compressed
lue to finite gain

of op amps.
VGA

AGC control
senses value too
small and adjusts

gain

Figure 6.10: AGC compensation ofgain errors in the feedforward receiver path.
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Figure 6.11: Telescopic cascode amplifier. All device sizes are in microns.

for use as an operational transconductance amplifier [Uehara93J. The input transistors and

cascode transistors (Min+, Min_, Mncasc+, and Mncasc.) are n-type devices to maximize the

bandwidth ofthe amplifier. The width ofthe input devices is determined by asettling time

optimization analysis presented later in this chapter. PMOS transistors Mpsrc+, Mpsrc_, Mp_

c^^, and Mpcasc. form apair of active current source loads in order to achieve ahigh output
impedance and therefore ahigh DC gain. The size ofthese devices is determined primarily by

the required signal swing at the output ofthe OTA. The devices down the middle ofthe dia

gram infigure 6.11 represent ahigh-swing bias circuit for the two NMOS cascode transistors.

M3 and M4 are simply acascoded PMOS current mirror to bias the two NMOS transistors.

Mj is forced to operate in the triode or linear range ofoperation by the diode connected tran

sistor M2. Therefore, Mj acts as asource degeneration for M2, and the W/L ratio ofMj is

chosen so that the voltage drop from drain tosource will match the desired V^ across the two

input devices. This value, Vdsinput should be as low as possible without pushing the input de-
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Figure 6.12: Bias generation circuitry for the OTA

(shared between all OTA stages)

vices into the triode region ofoperation. Therefore, the final bias voltage at the gates of the

NMOS cascode devices is designed so that the input transistors Mjn+ and Mjn. have drain to

source voltage: V^jn?m =Vds_! =Vdsat +Vmargin. Avery aggressive margin of 150 mVhas

beenchosen so that the available headroom for the signal to swingin the negative direction is

maximized as long as M2 is designed properly to match the Vgs drop of the cascode transis

tors. Therefore, the design equations for Mj and M2 are:

w/l2=y^cwi^j

Idi =MC,»(W/L,)((Vi,I-VT)Vd,I-lviI)

The above can be solved for W/L] since Iqj ,V„s - Vj, and the desired Vdsl are known. The

bias circuitry for the PMOS current sources have been designed with the same technique, as

shown in figure 6.12. Figure 6.12 also shows the tail current source bias generated from an

off-chipcurrent source flowing into an NMOS diode. This diode serves as a reference for all
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currents used bythe OTA's. The tail current source of the amplifier simply mirrors the cur

rent reference, and transistors M5, Mg, M- and M8 also mirror the reference current for use

in generating bias for the PMOS current source loads. My and M8 help to match thecurrent

being mirrored into the PMOS currentsources with the current flowing in the tail source of

the OTA bymatching theVds across M5 and M5 to theexpected V^ across the tail source

(this is critical for matching the currents through the devices - theextremely poor Xof the

process means 1^ depends strongly on Vds). The tail current source, formed from transistors

Mj^u andMtaji2, issplit into two parts sothathalfofthecurrent source can be used for com

mon mode feedback during the evaluation phase of operation (during the reset phase, both

Mtaju andMta;i2 are connected to the reference voltage). The use ofonly halfthe transistor in

the common mode feedback loop brings down the loop gain around the loop, and helps en

sure stability. It also helps protect the circuit from charge injection and ringing from turning

on and off the reset switch Mcmft,.

6.3.1. Optimizations

Almost anywireless system isdesigned with the expectation that the received signal will be

small. The loss in signal power suffered from transmission through the air usually means that

thesignal seen by the antenna issignificantly smaller than the baseband circuitry (theA/D)

candetect. Invariably, amplifiers must be inserted in the receive path of the signal in order to

gain thesignal up to a detectable level. At the time of this writing, a typical A/D converter

might expect an input signal thathadbeen amplified to a maximum range of about +/- 1volt

or even larger. However, sustaining such a large signal swing, especially in a switched-capaci

tor circuit, requires extra power and area. Also, slewing may begin to hinder thespeed ofop

erationfor the circuit, and headroom limitations in the OTAmaybegin to cause distortionor

clipping unless awide-output swing topology is chosen (e.g. a folded cascode). Therefore, it is

clearly advantageous to apply onlyenough gain to thesignal so that it meets the minimum

power level so that theA/D can accurately resolve it.Adding more gain than this minimum

amount can help relax theaccuracy requirements for theA/D, but might incur all thepoten

tial headaches justoutlined. Therefore, in a somewhat backwards design approach, the signal

swing at the inputof theA/D has been chosen to just meet the minimum detectable signal
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given the estimated offset characteristics of the A/D (allowing, of course, for some extra mar

gin). The entire receive path has thus been designed for amaximum signal swing of+/-250

mV (differentially, -0.5 V to +0.5 V).

Figure 6.12 shows the relative sizing of the devices used to implement the OTA; the design

process that yields the device sizing shown proceeds as follows:

2IDRecall that gm = ttt—_v x for an MOS transistor. Therefore, in order to achieve maxi-
8s T . .imum gm (and therefore, maximum speed) for aconstrained Ir> the current density of the

device, Vgs -Vj, should be minimized without forcing the transistor into the subthreshold re

gion of operation. For the OTA used in the receive chain, aV— - Vj =150 mV has been cho

sen. Once the currentdensity has been fixed, the drain current through the device,
UC W 2ID = —oS^T'C^os ~^T") »becomes proportional to the transistors W/L ratio. Increas

ing the width of the input devices certainly improves the gm of the OTA, but unfortunately

the input andoutput parasitic capacitances also increase —resulting in loss of feedback factor

and an increased load that needs to be driven by the OTA. The following equationshows T as

a function of the input device sizes without taking the dependence of partofCm on W/L.

CL CL(C, +Cs+Cp +Cin)
T =

Gmf C,[nC0X(W/L)(Vgs-VT)]

By taking the increased self-loading ofa large device into account, the above becomes:

CL(CI +Cs +Cp +WLC0X)
T =

C,[|lCox(W/L)(V -VT)]
gs

Taking the derivative with respect to W, andsetting the result equal to zero, results in aW/L

that corresponds to a local minimum for T [Conroy94]. The result of the optimization per

formed for this process isthe two 300/0.8 micron input devices presented in figure 6.12.The

1. Current density maybe somewhat of a misnomer heresinceV-j - Vj does not have the units of currentper
unit area. Itdoes, however, refer to the fact that the Vgj - VT ofaMOS transistor is proportional to the square
root of the draincurrent, Ir> divided by theW/L ratio of the device.
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desired current level in the input devices can now bedetermined from the relation:
U.C V/ 2ID = K ox—(Vgs - VT) . From this analysis, a total tail current of2 mA has been

chosen. The sizes of all other devices in the circuit are simply chosen to meet the headroom

required from the output signal swing. Finally, the tail current source has been designed with

a non-minimum channel length in order to increase its output impedance (and therefore, the

CMRR).

The designs discussed inthe previous sections have been used to implement asmall four-stage

VGA. Each stage introduces again ofeither 0 dB or3 dB into the signal path - resulting ina

netcontrollable gain of0 to 12dB in 3 dB increments. The Cj and C$ used are 400 and

200 fF each respectively, and the transistor sizes are as shown in figure 6.11 and figure 6.13.

The results of this prototype are documented at the endof this chapter.
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Figure 6.14: VGA stage transient analysis showing reduction in setding
time due to signal-dependent kickback.

SPICE simulations of the proposed VGA design (extracted from actual layout) revealed that

thesample-and-hold stage met the speed and accuracy requirements dictated bythe system

while consuming only10 mW of power perstage. However, when two or more stages are cas

caded together, akickback noise problem was encountered. Theproblem stems from the large

parasitic capacitance associated with the bottom (closest to substrate) plate of the integrating

capacitor Cj. At the end ofeach evaluation phase, Q, and its parasitic Cjp, have charge equal

to Cyout stored on them. As illustrated in figure 6.7, when the next track phase arrives, Cj is

switched to the input in order to sample the next value. Unfortunately, the charge stored on

Cj and Cjp is kicked back to the previous stage. The result is asignal dependent signal excur

sion at the beginning ofthe previous stagessettling curve. These kickback excursions severely

reduced the amount of time available to the circuit to settle to its final value. A transient anal

ysis of two cascaded stages ofthe VGA is shown in figure 6.14. Theclock rate has been

slowed to 64 MHz because of the severe error introduced into the signal at full speed due to
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incomplete settling. Simulations show the VGA stages settling tothe required accuracy when

being clocked at 1/2 the original rate (64 MHz); however, measured test results prove this to

be extremely pessimistic (90 MHzwas the measured maximum frequency; see section 6.5).

6.4. The Analog-to-Digital Converter

Ofall the architectures for high speed A/D converters1, the flash architecture is the fastest. An

N-bit flash converter performs conversion simply by placing 2 comparators in parallel and

determining where, among the 2N levels, the input lies. For aresolution as small as 4 bits, a

flash architecture is a feasible option for a 128 Msample/sec converter. Unfortunately, the

amount of hardware and power required for an N-bit flash A/D increases exponentially as 2 ,

making a full flash design less attractive because of the extremely low-power requirements of

thesystem. However, even with avery high speed comparator design, exploration of subrang-

ingand pipeline A/D converters revealed that the7.8 ns cycle time was insufficient for per

forming the extra functions required in these architectures. Furthermore, the addition of a

high speed sample-and-hold amplifier (SHA) in between stages of a pipeline converter in

creases the power consumption due to the static current in the operational amplifier. In fact,

the increase in power consumption added by the insertion of a SHA in a pipeline far out

weighs the power saved by reducing the number of comparators from 15 to 8 for a4 bit con

verter2. The conclusion that might be drawn from this analysis is that the correct architecture

to choose for the A/D converter topology isa flash. Indeed, for astand-alone 4-bit CMOS

converter operating at 128 Msamples/sec, the flash design would almost certainly be the ar

chitecture ofchoice. However, by merging theA/D with theVGA, further improvements are

possible. The final A/D design for theCDMA receiver pipelines oneof the four bits, resulting

in a 1-bitto 3-bit pipeline converter. This design is depicted in figure 6.15. Since the receiver

uses a discrete-time AGC immediately before the A/D converter, each sample-and-hold am-

1. Although certain otherA/D topologies, including delta-sigma andsuccessive-approximation converters, may
have highclock rates, the term "highspeed" here refers specifically to a class of conveners called 'Nyquist rate'
converters. Unlike oversampled converters (e.g. delta-sigma), thisclass ofconverters processes onedatasample
perclock period, achieving the fastest possible dataconversion ratefora given clock speed.

2. Notethat for higher resolution converters, theaddition ofa pipeline stage might very well reduce theoverall
power consumption of theA/D since the number ofcomparators increases exponentially with the number of
bits, N.
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Figure 6.15: Modified 1 bit- 3 bit pipeline A/D architecture

plifier in theAGC looks exactly like the interstage gain amplifier of a pipelineA/D. There

fore, the hardware to perform mostof the pipelining function isalready in place and couldbe

used by the A/D at no extracost. The AGC consists of several stages of gain, some of which

must be small (for a reasonably fine gain resolution). Therefore, the interstage gain in the

pipeline can be made from multiplesample-and-hold amplifiers, allowing the function of

generating of a residue (input signal minusanalog version of MSB output) to be pipelined it

self. It was found that by placing two stages of 3 dB gain (and hence two stages of delay) in

between the first comparator and the remaining 3-bit flash A/D, the residue generation func

tion could be split into two stages, thus permittingenough time to generate a residue at 128

MHz.

The receive path is fully differential; by pipelining a single bit of the A/D, the first stage

(MSB) comparison becomes essentially a detection of the polarity of the incomingsignal.

Therefore, the 1-bit MSB subtraction function in a regular pipeline can be changed to a po

larityswitch (justcross-connected pass gates) based on the results of the first comparator. This

concept is illustrated in figure 6.16, and really represents an absolute value function on the in

put signal, or analog rectification. This seemingly insignificant difference between 1/2 range

subtraction and polarity swapping has a surprising effect - since the magnitude of the signal

has been maintained, the interstage amplifiers of the pipeline can sustain the gain compres

sion described previously without any detrimental effect. In other words, since the absolute
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value function must be performed by the AGC control block in any case, the polarity flip

does not add a non-linearity into theAGC feedback loop - allowing the negative feedback to

reject any gain variation in the amplifiers.

It should be mentioned here that the topology in figure 6.15 is not quitea true pipeline A/D.

A true 1-bit to 3-bit pipeline topology would require a gain of exactly 2 after the first compar

ator stage. The two SHA's are really two variable gain stages (0 or 3 dB each) in theAGC.

Therefore the total interstage gain between the two comparator stages can be either 0 dB (no

gain), 3 dB, or 6 dB (gain of 2) based on the RSSI (received signal strength indicator) detect

ed by the AGC. Indeed, since a fair amount ofgain droop can be tolerated in the system, the

finite DC gain ofthe OTA's may cause the total gain to be even less than 3 or 6 dB. Fortu

nately, the variability of the interstage gain does not have a significant impact on the design.

Since the feedback effect of theAGC control loop tries to force the signal at the outputof the

AGC to be of constant power, the reference ladder for the last stage of theA/D is fixed. The

interstage sample-and-hold amplifiers between the two stages may be set to provide no gain at

times. When this situation exists, offset requirements of the first stage comparator are identi

cal to those of the last stage. However, when 6 dB ofgain exists between the two stages, the

signal (and the allowable offset) at the first stage is half that seen in the last stage. As with a

traditional pipeline, overranging comparators and digital correction could be implemented to
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fix anyerror made by excessive offset in the first stage. However, aswill be described below,

the design of the single sign-bit comparator has a smaller offset characteristic than those of

the other comparators. Thus, even when the signal swing at the input to the first stage of the

pipeline is 1/2 of full range, the converter performs without incorrect codes even without the

benefit of digital correction.

6.4.1. Comparator Design

The heart of any analog to digital conversion circuit is the comparator. The comparator per

forms the quantization function of theA/D by making a decision about the input signal rela

tiveto somefixed reference. The most basic of converters, the flash A/D, simplycompares the

input to each of the 2 possible discrete values between the maximum allowed input and ze

ro. Each of the comparators decides if the input is larger or smaller than one of the reference

levels, resulting in a code of'Is and 'Os that can be decoded into a digital word representing

the inputs magnitude. In this situation, thefactor that fundamentally limits the resolution of

theA/D converter is the minimum resolvable signal that the comparator cancorrectly make a

decision upon. This key parameter is determined byseveral different characteristics of the

comparator design, including speed of regeneration, overload recovery, and random offset.

The primary difficulty in achieving high accuracy in a comparator is the inherent random off

set associated with anydifferential structure. A differential pair ideally has a differential out

put of zero onlywhen the inputs are exactly equal. However, since the devices and parasitics

on each sideof the layout can not match each other exactly, this is never the case. The input

offset voltage, Vos, is the input voltage that compensates for these non-idealities, and brings

the outputs to zero. Vos isdependent on process variations, temperature gradients, and geom

etrymismatches of the design. For a simple MOS differential pair, Vos is given by [Gray84]:

V = AVT +(Vgs - VT)rA(W/L) +ALoad]
VT 2 L w/L Load-I

An error in thecomparator decision can bemade if |Vm - Vref| is less than or equal to |Vos|.

As always, a trade-offexists between speed and accuracy. Therefore, the high speed through

put required of theA/D converters in the receiver prohibits the use of most techniques for
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Figure 6.17: High-speed, low-offset comparator (after [Yin92])

combating the offset problem (e.g. offsetcancellation, largepreamplification). However, a

comparator topology has been proposed that achieves a very good combination of speed and

accuracy and is shown in figure 6.17 (after [Yin92]).

This comparator topology hasa single-ended input and therefore needs to be modified for

the receivers differential signal path.This couldbe accomplished through the use of a capaci-

tive input sampling networkincluded immediately preceding the comparator, suchas the one

shownin figure 6.18. Much like the sample-and-hold amplifiers, the networkcaptures a sam

ple of charge proportional to vm+ - vicm on the sampling capacitors during (j^. When §i clos

es, one sideof C$+ is shorted to vref+, forcing the other sideof the capacitor to

$2 (r.s+
0

in±>f_ o ^27

-s- <j>2
in-

vref+ vicm 'out vicm vrer-

Figure 6.18: Capacitor-based input-sampling network
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vin+ " vicm " vref+- Similarly, the other side of the circuitgenerates vin. - vicm - vref_. Since vicm

is a common modevoltage, the differential pairgenerates a differential output current pro

portional to (vm+ - vin_) - (vref+ - vref_). Therefore, the inclusion of this additional circuit has a

two-fold purpose. Not onlydoes it provide an efficient differential-to-single ended conver

sion for thecomparator, but it also performs a rudimentary sample-and-hold operation that

might beuseful if theA/D is not preceded by an active sample-and-hold circuit. The extra

sampling operation provided by theinputnetwork of figure 6.18 is certainly not needed in

the receiver, since the input signal has already been sampled and held. Furthermore, a net

work that depends on large, very precisely matched capacitors becomes veryunattractive in a

standard CMOS process like theoneavailable. Not onlydoes the addition of large capacitors

severely affect the input bandwidth of theA/D, it also becomes very costly in terms of area

when the process used does not support a second layer of polysilicon. As discussed in chapter

5, precision capacitors for the receiver have been created using thedielectric between thefirst-

to-second and second-to-third metal layers. Thesecapacitors consume so much area, and in

curso much unwanted parasitics, that theprospect of creating 2*2 such capacitors foran N-

bit flash converter is extremely unattractive. Therefore, a modification of the original compar

ator has resulted in a design capable of accepting a fully differential input, and comparing it

to a differential reference without the benefit of an input sampling network. As shown in fig

ure 6.20, the original PMOS differential pair input has been replaced with the modified dou

ble-differential pair topology shown in figure 6.19b. The output of the circuit is given bythe

difference between the two currents Ioutr and Ioutj:

Iou, =(^=)((vin. -vrefJ +(vrrf, -vjj) -(l!2)((vrrf. -vin.) +(vint -vrrfJ)

Therefore, if the bias currents match exactly, the output current is proportional to

(vin+ " vin-) " (vref+ "vref-)> wbich is exactly theoutputgenerated with the inputsampling net

work. Notice that this topology does not use the differential pairs in the traditional manner—

vin+ is not being compared directly with vm_. A more standard topology is shown in

figure 6.19a. Thedifferential output current is identical to thatof theoutput of themodified

circuit, but there isa significant difference between the two. Suppose a full range input signal
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is being compared to the maximum reference (i.e., vm+ - vin. is at its maximum value, as is

vref+ "vref-)- *n orc*er ^or ^c differential pairs to stay in the linear range ofoperation (iout pro
portional to differential input voltage), the Vgs -VT bias for the input devices must be larger
than one-half the differential input. Inother words, ifthe devices in the differential pair were

biased with aV^ -VT =200mV, and 500mV were to be applied across the input terminals,
then one side ofthe differential pair would be completely shut off, while the other would car

ry the entire current from the tail source. Unfortunately, when trading off bandwidth for

power, VK - VT should be kept as small as possible to achieve the highest bandwidth for the
21smallest power (since gm - 7T7—^rj-z , this is really amatter ofmaximizing gm for agiven

vvgs""vTJ
current level). Therefore, making the Vgs -VT bias as large as the full scale input voltage
swing adversely affects either the speed or the power consumption ofthe circuit; likewise, a

large Ves -Vj also reduces the available headroom on the input stage. However, the proposed

design infigure 6.19b does not have this problem. Since vin+ is paired with vref+, and vin. is

paired with vref_, both differential pairs will be well within their linear range ofoperation even

when both the input and the reference are near their maximum values. While it is true that

Figure 6.19: Fully-differential input sampling network, (a) Standard topology;
(b) Modified topology employed by the lb-3b pipeline A/D. Note the change ininputs
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Figure 6.20: Final high-speed differential comparator

the differential pair will becomeunbalanced when the input differs gready from the reference

voltage, this isof little importance because a comparator is onlyinterested in thesignal when

it is near the crossing point with the reference.

The final comparator topology is shown in figure 6.20. As described above, the input stage

performs a conversion from a doubly-differential voltage to a single differential current.

PMOS cascode transistors havebeen added to the input stage to both improve the output im

pedance, as well as to eliminate theMiller effect at the input. The cascode devices also help to

improve the regeneration speed of the comparator since the parasitic capacitance on the

drains of the cascodes can be reduced by undersizing the devices (the input devices must nec

essarily be larger to achieve a higher gm). Therefore, the input stage can be regarded as a sin

gle-pole voltage-to-current converter with a high output impedance. Keeping this in mind,

the operation of the restof the circuit can nowbe analyzed. The comparator requires two

clock phases, as shown in figure 6.21. The two phases must benon-overlapping, a fact which

is common for many A/D converters, but is especially important for the operation of thispar

ticular topology. The clock generation circuitry isslaved off the multiphase clock generator

used for the sampling demodulator (section 5.5.2).
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Figure 6.21: Non-overlap clock phasing for the comparator.

The first phase ofoperation can be called the reset phase and is illustrated in figure 6.22. The

output nodes, which go to the S-R latch, are reset toV^. During this time, the S-R latch

maintains its last value. Nodes 1 and 2 are shorted together by an NMOS switch with on re

sistance Ron, providing a good overload recovery for circuit . Although Mj and M2 are con

nected in a positive feedback loop, the loop gain is forced to be less than 1 by the reset switch

Vdd = 5v

Figure 6.22: Comparator during reset phase of operation ((^ =0, $2=1)

Digital
Output

1. Overload recovery refers to a comparators ability to recover from evaluating a sample and thencorrectly eval
uate a subsequent value.
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- making the two transistors lookdiode connected. However, the input stage is acting as a

differential current source, forcing current down Mj andM2. The differential current flowing

down the two devices will create a differential voltage at the two drain nodes, with each de

vice acting as a l/gm impedance load. Therefore, thevoltage shown as vmjt in thefigure is pro

portional to thecomparators inputvoltage bythegm ratio of theinputdevices to theNMOS

latch devices (Mj andM2). Thefunction ofthereset phase is to provide a good recovery from

the previous sample andto set upan initial voltage proportional to theinput (but smaller) as

thestarting point for regeneration of theNMOS latch. At theendof thereset phase, clock <t>2

goes to zero. After the falling edge of$2, there is a briefperiod of time during which both §2

and <|>i are low. This non-overlap' period is typically regarded simply as a separator between

phases ofoperation thatguarantees thatone phase will not interfere with theoperation ofan

other. However, at such a high frequency ofoperation, the briefnon-overlap period repre

sents a significant percentage of the clock period, and really can not be sacrificed as an idle

period. The state of the proposed comparator during the period when both clocks are low is

shown in figure 6.23. The reset switch across nodes 1 and2 has been opened. Therefore, the

differential current being provided bythe input stage no longer sees two diode-connected

loads. If the voltage vmit issmall, then Mj and M2are biased at about the same level, and act

Vdd = 5v

Figure 6.23: Comparator duringnon-overlap period ((|>i = 0, <t>2 =0)
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as apair ofNMOS active loads. If the initial voltage, vmit, is larger than afew tens ofmilli

volts, then the positive feedback ofthe latch will force the two nodes to split apart further to

wards either supply. However, ifvinit is small (corresponding toan input voltage very close to

the reference voltage) then the currents flowing from the input stage will see theoutputim

pedance, r0, ofMy and M2. Therefore, the voltage gain ofthe circuit changes from

Avl =-{^Jf) » AV2 =-(gnUnp^cu) •VW* the firSt term> SnUnpuc ' gm_l,2 «
actually less than one, the second term represents an amplification ofthe signal. The voltage

across nodes 1and2 will begin to approach vin • \2 unt^cither thenon-overlap period ends

(and the evaluation phase begins), or the voltage between the two nodes becomes large

enough for the positive feedback ofthe latch to begin to regenerate it. It is not uncommon for

comparator topologies to include a pre-amplifier (in the form ofa differential pair) immedi

ately before a latch because the preamp reduces the input referred offset of the latch by its

gain.1 The proposed topology folds the preamp and the latch together by using the gain

achieved during thenon-overlap period to reduce the input referred offset of thelatch once

the evaluation period begins. Theevaluation phase ofoperation begins when $i rises (figure

6.24). The two PMOS switches thatshorted the output nodes to thesupply are opened, and

Vdd = 3.3v

[>< c

1

b

S-R
Latch

o

Vdd_

+ (Vjnit*Av2) "

IIH^C

r"*
(

<

3bar

1 1

Ou
;ital
tput

^

Figure 6.24: Comparator at the beginning of the
evaluation phase ((J)] = 1, <t>2 = 0)

1. Alatch has a fairly bad offset characteristic because the positive feedback regeneration grows exponentially
with time. Therefore, a small signal will startoutwith a slow rate ofchange.
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Figure 6.25: Effect ofcommon-mode shift on the modified input stage

the two NMOS switches connecting the PMOS latch to the NMOS latchare closed. The re

sulting circuit issimply two inverters connected in positive feedback (afull latch), which re

generates the signal to near-digital levels. The S-R latch has been added to both bring the

final output to a full digital swing, as well as to hold the comparator's lastoutput value during

the reset phase. The final combination of doubly-differential input stage, high-impedance

cascode, non-overlap period preamplification, and S-Rlatch results in a comparator with low

offset, good overload recovery, little kickback noise, low power, and high speed [Lynn95].

6.4.2. A/ D Optimizations

The previous section explained the advantages achieved from using the modified input stage

shown in figure 6.19b over the standard double-differential stage of figure 6.19a. With its

limited linear range, the differential pair limits the ability of the circuit in figure 6.19a to

compare a large input to a large reference voltage; the improved design in figure 6.19b avoids

this because it places the comparator switching point exactly in the middleof the differential

pairs linear range. However, if the common modevoltage of the input is different from the

commonmodevoltage of the reference, then the switching point no longerfalls exacdy in the

middle of the differential pair transfer function, and results in an offset in the comparison

point.This conceptis illustrated in figure 6.25.The differential output current isgiven by the

sum of the two currentsgiven by the curves shownin the figure. However, if the difference in

common mode voltage shifts the comparison point outside the linear region of the circuit (as

shown by the light grey arrows in figure 6.25), then the differential output near the switching
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pointwill bezero, regardless of the inputs value. In other words, themodified topology of

figure 6.19b works well even for large signal swings, but begins to fail if the common mode

difference between input and reference varies significandy from zero. Therefore, the Vgs -Vj

bias of the input devices mustbechosen so that thecircuit will remain linear during the larg

est expected common mode excursion. Unfortunately, the input offset voltage of a MOS dif

ferential pair is given by:

'V -V.v =Av+rgs~VtYA(WL>+ALoadl
os r A—2—A W/L ToaTj

Clearly, the offset due to geometry mismatch in the devices increases with V^ - Vt. Further-
2ID

more, the gm of the input stage is r^——«- . Not only can the gm for a given current can be
gs ~~ t

maximized by reducing Vgs - Vp but the offset can be reduced in this manner as well. There

fore, the bias on the input devices must be carefully designed in order to have aminimal Vgs -

Vy, while still ensuring some robustness against common mode excursions. To this end, an

input Vgs -Vj =200mV has been chosen. In order to meet the stringent power budget allo

cated for the A/D, a total tail current of 40 mAwas allowed (10 mA flowing though each in

put transistor). Using the drain currentequation for an MOS transistor,

ID = l_—22__(V - VT) , the W/L sizing for the input devices can be determined. The

choice of 8|l/lU\ geometry inputPMOS s leads to an estimated worst case input offset of 25-

30 mV for the comparator, just below halfof an LSB ( L^ =0.05, AVt =lOmV ).
Once the input device dimensions are determined, the cascode transistors can not be far be

hind, else the nondominant pole at the source of the cascode device becomes significant.

Therefore, the two cascode transistors have been designed to behalfthe size of the input de

vices in order to reduce thecapacitance contributed to the NMOS latch. The sizes of the var

ious transistors used in thecomparator are shown in figure 6.26. The NMOS latch transistors

should be made as large as possible in order to achieve a faster regeneration speed byincreas

ing current drive. However, the parasitic capacitance at the two nodes 1and 2 is partially de

termined bythewidth of transistors MN.Therefore, an optimum transistor width can be

found from the time constant equation:
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Figure 6.26: Comparator device sizing (microns)

T =
Cl total _ Cparasitic + ttWN

SmN 72INuC0X(WN/L)

where a is the capacitance perunit width contributed to node 1 (or node 2) by the two M

transistors. Optimization of the above yields:

C.
1V, parasitic ,, -WN =-^— = I6.5u.rn

The initial voltage from which regeneration will startis determined by:

V- • =-( — 1(V- -V f)
^gmN-(2/Ronrst)>'

Therefore, the R^ of the NMOS reset transistor must be made large enough to ensure a size

able initial signal voltage, but small enough to provide a goodoverload recovery during the

reset phase. Since the primary purpose of the reset switch is to drop the positive loop gain of

the latch below one, the design equation becomes:

(~gmNRonRst)(~gmN^onRst) < 1
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The above evaluates the loop gain around the latch. By taking the square rootofboth sides,

andsubstituting for gm and R^, the relative sizing of transistors M^j andMrst can be deter

mined:

1(V2llCoxIN(W/L)N)(
^Cox(V -Vt)t(W/L)

gs t'rstv 'rst

<1

(W/L)- >*c2<vCJv^ V^7^
H^ox^gs" vtVrSt

For the 0.8 micron CMOS process available, the above becomes:

(W/L)rs,>g)V(WLJ^!

A W/Lrst =4/13 microns was chosen for the reset switch, but probably could have been more

optimally designed as a smaller (i.e., lower W/L ratio) device.

Device sizes for the other transistors in the circuit have less impact on the comparators per

formance. NMOS transistors Mpass were sized to minimize the parasitic capacitive load

placed on the NMOS latch. The PMOS latch devices, Mp were sized to match the current

drive of the NMOS latch transistors as is done in any digital design (once the evaluation

phase arrives, the n-latch combines with the p-latch to effectively make two cross-coupled

digital inverters). The final schematic and device sizings are as shown in figure 6.26.

It should be mentioned here that the sign bit comparator performs acomparison against a

zero-valued reference voltage. In otherwords, this one comparator does not need four inputs,

since it only determines if vjn+ is greater or less than vjn.. The device geometries for this com

parator all remain thesame as for thecomparator just described in this section, but thelack of

the two extra inputs gives this comparator abetteroffsetcharacteristic. It is the increased res

olutionof this design thatallows it to be used in the 1-bit to 3-bit pipeline. Since the two in

terstage SHAs between the sign bit comparator and the 3-bit flash A/D represent a potential

gain of6dB, the sign bit comparator must have more accuracy in order to resolve a smaller

signal.
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SPICE simulations of the proposed comparator design (extracted from actual layout) showed

the comparator performing at the speed andaccuracy requirements for which it was designed.

Figure 6.27 shows a transient output from acomparator simulation. The top panel of figure

6.27 shows the input samples to the comparator. The horizontal line across the panel corre

sponds to the reference voltage. The second panel shows the digital output of the SR latch

switching every time the input crosses the reference voltage. The bottom panel shows the two

non-overlapping 128 MHz clocks used to control the comparator. Simulation of the entire

A/D converter, although too cumbersome to include here, was consistent with the simulation

ofeach individual comparator.

* COMPARATOR
•»/09/l<4 1 9 ! 06 : 25

20 . ON <4 0 . ON SO . ON
TIME CLINJ

- CASC-SR.TRO
_Z V t 1 N_P 3 - VC I N
_ A

= VC RCT_PJ - VCR

COSC-SR .TRO
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CASC-SR.TRO
PHI 1

; P H I 2

Figure 6.27: Singlecomparator transient analysis showing correct digital
output based on comparison of input to reference.

6.5. Results

Three chips have been fabricated in a standard HP non-double-poly0.8 micron digital

CMOS process. The first die, designated "minisporf , consists of the proposed 3-bit flash

A/D structure. A diagram of the 3-bit flash converter layout is shown in figure 6.28, and a
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close-up diagram of one of the comparators is shown in figure 6.29. It is important that the

comparator layout be as symmetric as possible in order to prevent an increase in Vos due to

geometry mismatch. Substrate and well contacts can be seen surrounding the circuits in the

bottom halfof the figure, forming rectangular guard rings to collect as much substrate noise

current as possible. The signal flows from the bottom of figure 6.29 to the topwhere the SR

latch can bee seen (sandwiched between two bypass capacitors). It is also worth noting that

the clock distribution is horizontal across the circuit (and not direcdy above any transistors)

so that inductive and capacitive coupling between the clock and the signal path (which flows

vertically through figure 6.29) is minimized.

sign bit
modulator,
for 64MHz
demod.

bias

resistive

ladde

;'..

Figure 6.28: 3-bit flash comparator layout

digital
decoding
logic

comparator

1. The reader may question theorigin of the name "sporf": it stands for "Sam and Poe's Outstanding RF Chip".
In actuality, it should be "spore", but that doesn't sound nearly as cool.
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A diagram of the 3-bit A/D test chip (which in

cludes a sample-and-hold circuit) is shown in fig

ure 6.30. Large on-chip bypass capacitors can be

seen distributed throughout the die. The signal

enters the chip from the left-hand side of figure

6.30 and the digital outputs exit the chip on the

right of the figure. All pads on the right-hand side

of figure 6.30 are reserved for digital signals (in

cluding digital supply and clocks) and the analog

and digital supply and ground connections are

completely separated on the chip (except for the

fact that the grounds must be connected through

the substrate of the die).

Speed tests on this die have shown that the A/D

functions up to a 150 MHz clock rate (the goal of

the designwas 128 MHz). Beyond 150 MHz, the

converter does not have sufficient time to evalu

ate a signal and convert it to a full digital level.

Total power consumption from the analog cir

cuitry is2.2 mW. Digital powerconsumption for

the converter could not be determined because

the vast majority of digital power consumption on the test chip is created by the buffers driv

ing the outputs off chip at the full 128 MHz rate (which would not exist in a fully integrated

implementation).

The second die (designated minisporf2) was mentioned in chapter 5 with regard to RF layout

of a sampling demodulator; it consists of a standalone I/Q demodulator, with analog outputs

to measure distortion performance and RF analog track bandwidth. Settling performance of

the OTA could not be verified with this die; the output capacitive loading on the OTA is that
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of the pad, board-level parasitics, and thescope probe: far greater than theon-chip load it was

designed to drive. Because of this, the die could not be clocked any faster than 20 MHz; how

ever, this was sufficient to acquire the measurement results that it was designed for.

The die photo is shown in figure 6.31. Measured -3 dB point on the input track bandwidth is

1.78 GHz (compared to a simulated 2.1 GHz), and its IP3 distortion intercept was +22 dBm

(slightly higher than the simulated +20.4 dBm). To measure the distortion intercept, two

equal-power 0 dBm sinusoidal input tones were injected, oneat 1.020 GHz and the otherat

1.021 MHz. Subsampling at 20 MHz, the third order intermod component at 2 MHz was

Figure 6.30: 3-bit flash A/D converter testchip (minisporf)
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measured using an HP 70000-series spectrum analyzer. These results agree well with the sim

ulated results discussed in chapter 5, and are well within the accuracy of the device simulation

models provided by the foundry; a summary table is provided as part of figure 6.33.

Lastly, the final die (designated "sporf") represents the entire analog front-end testchip: it in

cludes the full 1 bit- 3-bit A/D converter, the complete 4-stage VGAchain, the sampling de

modulator, and the RF LNA. Due to time constraints, the AGC control loop has not yet

been designed/implemented; however, the gain is externally controllable, and can be seton

Figure 6.31: Sampling demodulator testchip (minisporf2)
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Figure 6.32: Full analog front-end receiver testchip (sporf)

the testboard. The diephoto is shown in figure 6.32. Excluding the LNA, the top halfand the

bottom halfof the core are symmetric copies of one another; the LNA (being single-ended for

power considerations) is placed as far away from the high-speed switching path as possible.

Again, the die is symmetric with respect to the in-phase and quadrature signals; the centerline

of symmetry divides the I channel and Q channels of the receiver. The signal flows from left

to right across figure 6.32, and the pad ring to the right of the chip has been broken to sepa

rate analog and digital supplies.
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Parameter Value Parameter Value

LNA Baseband VGA

Gain 11.5dB@

1.05 GHz

Maximum Sampling Rate 90 MHz

Noise figure 7.2 dB Digitally Controllable
Gain (4 stages)

12 dB,
3 dB/stage

PowerConsumption 36mW@

3.3 V

PerStage Sample & Hold
Power Consumption

8.3 mW

IP3 -10 dBm

Sampling Demodulator A/D Converter

I/Q Phase Balance 4° PeakSNDR 25.6 dB

Track Bandwidth 1.75 GHz 4bitA/DINL 0.42 LSB

Noise figure
(computed)

18.1 dB 4bitA/DDNL 0.36 LSB

IP3 22 dBm Maximum A/D Conver

sion Rate

150 MHz

A/D Power Consumption
(for two converters on chip)

4.4 mW

TotalMeasured Analog
Power Consumption

106.8 mW

Figure 6.33: Measured results for the analog front-end receiver testchip.
LNA results are from chapter 5;sampling demod track BW andIP3 are from thestandalone sampling

demodulator testchip results (minisporf2). Maximum A/D conversion rate and A/D power are from the
standalone A/D testchip results (minisporf).

The RF chip-on-board high-speed test board described in the appendix to chapter 5was used

to test the integrated analog receiver chip. The final measured results for the complete receiver

chain are listed in figure 6.33, including arecap of the LNA results from chapter 5. Beyond

the LNA, the key test results from this die were the operating frequency and linearity of the

entire baseband chain. The maximum clock frequency of the overall chain proved to be sig

nificantly lower than the 150 MHz top speed of the flash A/D converter, owing to the kick

back problem described previously insection 6.3. The maximum sampling rate at which an

input sinusoid can be recovered without error at the output is 90 MHz; beyond this, loss of

settling time due to the signal dependent kickback noise causes the sample-and-hold amplifi

ers to fail. Lastly, figure 6.34 shows the FFT of the baseband sampling-demodulated output
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subsampled at 64 MHz
Mixer Input power at +6dBm
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Figure 6.34: FFT of baseband sampling demodulator output. Input
signal isa +6 dBm, 1.024 GHz carrier, SSB modulated by a 100 kHz

sinusoid. Output is sampledat 64 MHz; distortion harmonics are
consistent with that of a 4-bit A/D converter.

of an RF signal; in particular, the input was modulated 1.024 GHz carrier modulated in sin

gle-sideband bya 100kHz sinusoidal tone, subsampled at 64 MHz. By integrating the dis

tortion harmonics the SNDR of the entire receiver chain has been calculated to be 25.6 dB

(or slightly over four bits).

Lastly, as a full demonstration of the baseband transmit modulator and analog front-end, the

modulator s output was used to drive a semicustom, broadband single-sideband RF modula

tor [Yee96]; the SSB modulator utilizes thedown-up method described in chapter 4. No off-

the-shelf bandpass filter possessed sufficient bandwidth to pass the full transmit spectrum; a

cascade of lowpass-highpass filters was used to implement crude bandpass filters. Dueto this,

the carrier frequencies were limited to 700MHz; above this, the noise admitted into the sys-
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tem due to the imprecise nature of the filters made testing above this frequency unreliable. To

accommodate the digital acquisition system at the output of the A/D converters, the system

spread-spectrum chipping rate was set to20 MHz. Figure 6.35 shows the received eye dia

gram for atransmitted PN sequence, which is the pilot tone byitself. The eye is clearly open,

with quite abitofboth noise immunity and jitter margin, and the 15 levels of the A/D con

verter are quite distinct at the sampling instants. Furthermore, the off-time sampling point is

clearly saturating the A/D converter, incomparison with the true 30% excess bandwidth eye

diagram of figure 3.2. To test data integrity, asliding correlator test was applied to the re

ceived PN sequence; asingle strong peak should be readily apparent, if no data corruption

was incurred. Indeed, a single peak appears atavalue nearly equal to 7*32768 (maximum

A/D output times the full PN sequence length). Thus, at least for this test, the bit-error rate is

significantly lower than 1 part in 3*10 bits.

1. The sampling rate here was 20 MHz; the arcs in between the sample instants was reconstructed after digital
acquisitionusing an ideal DAC function.
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Figure 6.35: 700 MHz received eye diagram.
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700 MHz Received Data, Sliding Correlation Output
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Figure 6.36: 700 MHz received data, sliding correlation test
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6.6. Appendix: Electrical Interface Specifications

This appendix contains the pad pinout information for the three analog testchips described

in this chapter. Since these die are intended for use in a chip-on-board type package, onlythe

pad-level descriptions are provided. For themost part, high pincount packages have lead in

ductances that are too large to be tolerated (especially by the full analog receiver testchip). If,

for some reason, packaging these die is desirable, the following is a recommended list:

Full analog receiver testchip (sporf): 132-pin CQFP

Sampling demodulator testchip (minisporf2): 44-pin PLCC

Standalone A/D testchip (minisporf): 68-pin PLCC

The full analog receiver will be limited to600 MHz by the CQFP package, so the package is

only truly useful for "low" frequency testing. Obviously, ifthe die are refabricated ina better

CMOS technology, their input capacitances will be commensurately scaled, and can tolerate

more series input inductance.
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Pad Function Description

1 analog GND

2 analog GND

3 analog GND

4 analog GND

5 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

6 Vicm OTA Common-mode Input Bias Voltage, nominal 2.5V
Due to headroom concerns, only +/• 0.2V is tolerable.

7 analog GND

8 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

9 Lagcctrll in-phase path, VGA stage one control (5V digital input)

10 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

11 analog GND

12 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

13 i_agccirl2 in-phase path, VGA stage two control (5V digital input)

14 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

15 analog GND

16 i_agcclr(3 in-phase path, VGA stage three control (5V digital input)

17 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

18 analog GND

19 i_agcctrl4 in-phase path, VGA stage four control (5V digital input)

20 refn External voltage bias input, negative end of resistor ladder (Vicm • 0.25V)

21 refp External voltage bias input, positive end of resistor ladder (V,cm+ 0.25V)

22 adcbias External current input, 20 uA source to ground

23 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

24 digital GND

25 digital Vdd Digital supply, nominal 5V

26 loffH3 Digital output, in-phase sample, bit 03, time position 3

27 lonH3 Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #3, time position 1

28 lonl_3 Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #3, time position 2

29 QonL3 Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #3, time position 2

30 loffl.3 Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #3, time position 4

31 digpadringvdd Isolated Vdd for digital pad ring buffers, nominal 5V

32 digpadringgnd

33 QoffL3 Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #3, time position 4

34 QonH3 Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #3, time position 1

35 QoffH3 Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #3, time position 3

36 loffH2 Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #2, time position 3

37 lonH2 Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #2, time position 1

Figure 6.37: Analog front-end receiver pinout (sporf). Pad numbersare with respect to the
upper-left hand corner of the die photo (figure 6.32).
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Pad Function Description

38 lonL2 • Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #2, time position 2

39 QonL2 Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #2, time position 2

40 loffL2 Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #2, time position 4

41 digital Vdd Digital supply, nominal 5V

42 digital GND

43 QoffL2 Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #2, time position 4

44 QonH2 Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #2, time position 1

45 digpadvdd Isolated Vdd for digital pad ring buffers, nominal 5V

46 digpadgnd

47 clkin- Differential clock input, 128 MHz sinusoidal, common mode voltage between IV
and 3V.

48 clkbias Current bias for clock input buffer, 1 mA source to ground

49 clkin+ Differential clock input, 128 MHz sinusoidal, common mode voltage between IV
and 3V.

50 digpadvdd Isolated Vdd for digital pad ring buffers, nominal 5V

51 digpadgnd

52 QoffH2 Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #2, time position 3

53 loffHI Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #1, time position 3

54 lonHI Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #1, time position 1

55 lonLI Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #1, time position 2

56 QonLI Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #1, time position 2

57 loffLI Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #1, time position 4

58 QoffLI Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #1, time position 4

59 QonHl Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #1, time position 1

60 digital GND

61 digital Vdd Digital supply, nominal 5V

62 QoffH2 Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #1, time position 3

63 loffHO Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #0, time position 3

64 lonHO Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #0, time position 1

65 lonLO Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #0, time position 2

66 digpadgnd

67 digpadvdd Isolated Vdd for digital pad ring buffers, nominal 5V

68 QonLO Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #0, time position 2

69 loffLO Digital output, in-phase sample, bit #0, time position 4

70 QoffLO Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #0, time position 4

71 QonHO Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #0, time position 1

72 QoffHO Digital output, quadrature sample, bit #0, time position 3

73 digital GND

74 digital Vdd Digital supply, nominal 5V

Figure 6.37: Analog front-end receiver pinout (sporf). Pad numbers are with respect to the
upper-left handcorner of the die photo (figure 6.32).
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Pad Function Description

75 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

76 ADC current bias External current input, 20 uA source to ground

77 refp External voltage bias input, positive end of resistor ladder (V,cm + 0.25V)

78 refn External voltage bias input, negative end of resistor ladder (Vicm - 0.25V)

79 q_agcdrl4 quadrature path, VGA stage four control (5V digital input)

80 analog GND

81 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

82 q_agcctrl3 quadrature path, VGA stage three control (5V digital input)

83 analog GND

84 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

85 q_agcctrl2 quadrature path, VGA stage two control (5V digital input)

86 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

87 analog GND

88 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

89 q_agc_ctrl1 quadrature path, VGA stage one control (5V digital input)

90 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

91 analog GND

92 Vicm OTA Common-mode Input Bias Voltage, nominal 2.5V
Due to headroom concerns, only +/- 0.2V is tolerable.

93 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

94 Inagnd Isolated RF ground for the LNA

95 Inagnd Isolated RF ground for the LNA

96 Inarfout RF LNA output; series inductance < 22 nH for 1 GHz operation. Requires shunt RF
choke for operation (DC bias through choke to Vicm).

97 Inagnd Isolated RF ground for the LNA

98 Inagnd Isolated RF ground for the LNA

99 Inagnd Isolated RF ground for the LNA

100 Inavdd Isolated supply for the LNA, 3.3V • 5V

101 ampnbias External current source bias for the LNA, 0.1 mA sink from Vdd

102 Inagnd Isolated RF ground for the LNA

103 Inavin RF LNA input; series inductance < 6 nH for 1 GHz operation

104 Inagnd Isolated RF ground for the LNA

105 analog GND

106 analog GND

107 analog GND

108 analog GND

109 analog GND

110 bufout- Negative output of pre-demodulator buffer; also allows direct input to the sampling
demodulator itself. Requires DC common-mode choke bias to Vicm.

Figure 6.37: Analog front-end receiver pinout (sporf). Pad numbers are with respect to the
upper-left hand corner of the die photo (figure 6.32).
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Pad Function Description

111 analog GND

112 bufin- Negative input to the pre-demodulator buffer; common-mode input voltage at V^.

113 analog GND

114 otabias External current bias for the OTA chain; 0.1 mA current sink from Vdd

115 analog GND

116 bufinn- Positive input to the pre-demodulator buffer; common-mode input voltage at Vjcm.

117 analog GND

118 bufout+ Positive output of pre-demodulator buffer; also allows direct input to the sampling
demodulator itself. Requires DCcommon-mode choke bias to Vjcm.

119 analog GND

120 analog GND

121 analog GND

122 analog GND

123 analog GND

124 analog GND

125 analog GND

126 analog GND

127 analog GND

128 analog GND

129 analog GND

130 analog GND

Figure 6.37: Analog front-end receiver pinout (sporf). Pad numbers are with respect to the
upper-left hand corner of the die photo (figure 6.32).
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Pad Function Description

1 Vicm OTA Common-mode Input Bias Voltage, nominal 2.5V
Due to headroom concerns, only +/• 0.2V is tolerable.

2 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

3 LagcctrH in-phase path, VGA control (5V digital input)

4 analog GND

5 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

6 tout- in-phase demodulator, negative output. Analog common mode at Vicm

7 iout+ in-phase demodulator, positive output. Analog common mode at Vicm

8 anapadgnd

9 anapadvdd Isolated supply for the analog pad ring, nominal 5V

10 digpadvdd Isolated supply for the digital pad ring, nominal 5V

11 digpadgnd

12 digital GND

13 digital VDD Digital supply, nominal 5V

14 clkin- Differential clock input, 128 MHz sinusoidal, common mode voltage between IV
and 3V.

15 clkbias Current bias for clock input buffer, 1 mA source to ground

16 clkin+ Differential clock input, 128 MHz sinusoidal, common mode voltage between IV
and 3V.

17 digital VDD Digital supply, nominal 5V

18 digital GND

19 digpadgnd

20 digpadvdd Isolated supply for the digital pad ring, nominal 5V

21 anapadvdd Isolated supply for the analog pad ring, nominal 5V

22 anapadgnd

23 iout+ quadrature demodulator, positive output. Analog common mode at Vicm

24 iout- quadrature demodulator, negative output. Analog common mode at Vicm

25 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

26 analog GND

27 q_agc_ctrll quadrature path, VGA control (5V digital input)

28 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

29 Vicm OTA Common-mode Input Bias Voltage, nominal 2.5V
Due to headroom concerns, only +/- 0.2V is tolerable.

30 anapadvdd Isolated supply for the analog pad ring, nominal 5V

31 anapadgnd

32 analog GND

33 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

34 analog GND

35 bufin+ Positive input to the pre-demodulator buffer; common-mode input voltage at V,cm.

Figure 6.38: Sampling demodulator testchip pinout (minispor£2). Pad numbers are with
respect to the upper-left hand corner of the die photo (figure 6.31).
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Pad Function Description

36 bufout- Negative output of pre-demodulator buffer; also allows direct input to the sampling
demodulator itself. Requires DC common-mode choke bias to V,cm.

37 otabias External current bias for the OTA chain; 0.1 mA current sink from Vdd

38 bufout+ Positive output of pre-demodulator buffer; also allows direct input to the sampling
demodulator itself. Requires DC common-mode choke bias to Vicm.

39 bufin- Negative input to the pre-demodulator buffer; common-mode input voltage at Vicm.

40 analog GND

41 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

42 analog GND

43 anapadgnd

44 anapadvdd Isolated supply for the analog pad ring, nominal 5V

Figure 6.38: Sampling demodulator testchip pinout (minispor£2). Pad numbers are with
respect to the upper-left hand corner of the die photo (figure 6.31).
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Pad Function Description

1 Vicm OTA Common-mode Input Bias Voltage, nominal 2.5V
Due to headroom concerns, only +/- 0.2V is tolerable.

2 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

3 Lagcctrll in-phase path, VGA control (5V digital input)

4 analog GND

5 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

6 Lsignbitinput MSB of the in-phase A/D (Externally applied for this testchip); digital 5V input

7 analog GND

8 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

9 refn External voltage bias input, negative end of resistor ladder (Vjcm - 0.25V)

10 refp External voltage bias input, positive end of resistor ladder (Vicm + 0.25V)

11 adcbias External current input, 20 uA source to ground

12 anapadgnd

13 digpadvdd Isolated supply for the digital pad ring, nominal 5V

14 digpadgnd

15 loutO In-phase digital output, bit 0 (LSB)

16 loutl In-phase digital output, bit 1

17 lout2 In-phase digital output, bit 2

18 lout3 In-phase digital output, bit 3 (MSB)

19 digital GND

20 digital VDD Digital supply, nominal 5V

21 clkin- Differential clock input, 128 MHz sinusoidal, common mode voltage between IV
and 3V.

22 clkbias Current bias for clock input buffer, 1 mA source to ground

23 clkin+ Differential clock input, 128 MHz sinusoidal, common mode voltage between IV
and 3V.

24 digital VDD Digital supply, nominal 5V

25 digital GND

26 Qout3 Quadrature digital output, bit 3 (MSB)

27 Qout2 Quadrature digital output, bit 2

28 Qoutl Quadrature digital output, bit 1

29 QoutO Quadrature digital output, bit 0 (LSB)

30 digpadgnd

31 digpadvdd Isolated supply for the digital pad ring, nominal 5V

32 anapadgnd

33 adcbias External current input, 20 uA source to ground

34 refp External voltage bias input, positive end of resistor ladder Q/tan + 0.25V)

35 refn External voltage bias input, negative end of resistor ladder (Vjcm • 0.25V)

36 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

37 analog GND

38 q_signbitinput MSB of the in-phase A/D (Externally applied for this testchip); digital 5V input

39 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

40 analog GND
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Pad Function Description

41 q_agc_ctrl1 quadrature path, VGA control (5V digital input)

42 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

43 VlCm OTA Common-mode Input Bias Voltage, nominal 2.5V
Due to headroom concerns, only +/- 0.2V is tolerable.

44 anapadvdd Isolated supply for the analog pad ring, nominal 5V

45 anapadgnd

46 analog GND

47 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

48 analog GND

49 bufin+ Positive input to the pre-demodulator buffer; common-mode input voltage at Vicm.

50 bufout- Negative output of pre-demodulator buffer; also allows direct input to the sampling
demodulator itself. Requires DC common-mode choke bias to Vicm.

51 otabias External current bias for the OTA chain; 0.1 mA current sink from Vdd

52 bufout+ Positive output of pre-demodulator buffer; also allows direct input to the sampling
demodulator itself. Requires DC common-mode choke bias to Vicm.

53 bufin- Negative input to the pre-demodulator buffer; common-mode input voltage at Vicm.

54 analog GND

55 analog Vdd Analog supply, nominal 5V

56 analog GND

57 anapadgnd

58 anapadvdd Isolated supply for the analog pad ring, nominal 5V
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7 The Receiver:

Baseband Spread-Spectrum DSP

Last, butcertainly not least, thedigital signal processing required to recover theoriginal trans-

mined data needs to be addressed. From the output of the receivers analog front-end, two

4-bit, 128 MHzinterleaved streams are emitted: theonly processing that has been done sofar

is to bring the signal to baseband, and A/D converting it into a digital stream. Even beyond

sheer data recovery, the issues of timing recovery andcarrier frequency recovery have not been

mentioned yet, nor has the implementation of the benefits of a spread-spectrum receiver -

channel estimation, RAKE reception, andadjacent cell detection. Noneof these issues are

touched in the analog domain; instead, they are relegated to the baseband signal processor

thatwill bediscussed in this chapter. A more detailed description of the circuit implementa

tion can be found in [Stone95]; the discussion below is intended to focus on the specific sys

tem and circuit design tradeoffs that were made.

As mentioned before, this partitioning of the receiver architecture - an "A/D front-end" cou

pled with a highly complex DSP - has resulted in a low-power solution for theanalog aspects

of the receiver. However, this may place the power burden in the digital domain: the

128 MHz programmable DSP's of today consume literally watts ofpower, andit might be

surmised that a custom ASIC solution wouldbe comparable. Fortunately, this is not true;

from the classic equation for digital switching power, Pdigital =CV £reduction ofthe supply
voltage V is the key to low power consumption, owing to the quadratic dependency. With an

ASIC, algorithm-specific architectural techniques can be applied to preserve theoperating

frequency f, potentially with some expense in the switching capacitance C, and yield tremen

dous net gains in power efficiency [Chand92]. In particular, the total power consumption of

the baseband receiver DSP is a mere 46.5 mW: far lower than if a programmable DSP was
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Figure 7.1: Receiver DSP Block Diagram

employed to provide the same functionality. In general, digital techniques are better suited

than analog in creating circuits that canoperate at highspeed on a lowsupply voltage - a crit

ical aspect of low-power design.

7.1. Receiver DSP Architecture

In figure 7.1,lthe block diagram ofthe receiver DSP is shown. As expected, it implements all

of the functionality delineated in chapter 3 forthespread-spectrum receiver: baseband timing

recovery, adjacent-cell detection, channel estimation, and data recovery. Interestingly, thisar

chitecture isparticularly amenable to low-power implementation: all of thefunctional blocks

run in parallel, with little interaction between them. In particular, this parallel nature allows

the input data (clocked from the analog receiver front-end at 128 MHz =T^p/2) to be im

mediately decimated to 64 MHz (atTchjp), since the sampling instant for the delay-locked pi

lot tone tracking loop (chapter 3) isdecided via an input multiplexer. The "on-time" samples

1. The implementation prototype for the DSP implements a subset of this block diagram; see section 7.6.
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are fed to the data recovery, channel estimation, and adjacent-cell scan blocks; the "off-time"

interleaved samples are fed tothe delay-locked loop for tracking purposes, as will be discussed

below.

However, one crucial block is missing: frequency recovery. Due to theneed for minimal phase

noise in the sampling demodulator architecture, frequency "pulling" of the baseband clock

oscillator driving thedemodulator is highly undesirable; it would render theentire demodu

lating front-end unusable. Digital methods of frequency compensation are thuscalled for.

The moststraightforward - an all-digital phase-locked loop- is also the cosdiest ispower and

complexity, given the 128 MHz input rateand the required ancillary hardware: ROM lookup

tables, interpolators, and digital multipliers. Instead, the high frequency accuracy and stabili

ty of crystals are leveraged: theworst-case frequency offset for the crystal oscillators employed

by this system is 25 kHz. Compared to the 64 MHz spread-spectrum chipping time, the

phase isvarying extremely slowly, and can be compensated in the recovery process. As each of

the functional blocks is discussed below, the impactof incoherent recovery will be made ap

parent.

Lastly, it isalso apparentfrom figure 7.1 that the key blockrequired in the receiver DSP is the

matched-filter correlator. If a low-power implementation can be developed —operating at

64 MHz on as lowof a supplyvoltage as possible - a low-power spread-spectrum receiver is

thus produced. As the viability of the entire "A-to-D" front-end architecture hinges upon

powerefficiency in the DSP back-end, implementationof the correlator is the first concern.

7.2. The Matched-Filter Correlator

In essence, thecorrelator is simply an accumulator, with a PN and/or Walsh sequence modu

latorpreceding it. Its role isto take a 64 MHz, 4-bit signmagnitude input, accumulate it into

a 10-bit word, and then dump its sum and reset at the conclusion of the correlation cycle; ef

fectively, the output is decimated back to 1 MHz from the spread 64 MHz rate. The 10-bit

word length is sufficient for a length64 correlation, corresponding to the processing gainof

the system; longer correlations, suchas those needed for the delay-locked loop,will further

accumulate the output of these length-64 correlators. Asdescribed in chapter3, 1024sample
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correlations areused^by several of the receiver functions; theoutput data, CORROUT, can be

processed and fed into a second 14-bitaccumulator which would be updated 16 times (once

every microsecond) to produce the final 1024-length correlation output.

It should be mentioned that the first design parameter that was decided uponwas the supply

voltage, given theextreme need for low power. Themobile terminal itselfuses 3 supply volt

ages, at 5V, 3.3V, and 1.5V, and the lowest was utilized to minimize power consumption. In

fact, the DSP uses all three supply voltages, as indicated in figure 7.1;higher supply rails than

1.5V are necessary in thecontrol blocks to meet critical path requirements. However, for the

correlators, 1.5V was chosen with power as the overriding constraint. Given the limitations of

a standard HP 0.8 micron CMOS technology, anaggressively low supply rail, and a critical

cycle time of16 nsec, implementation ofeven a "simple 14-bit accumulator" is hardly trivial.

The basic correlator block can be seen in Figure 7.2; this isoneof the two blocks that are

needed to implement a full in-phase/quadrature correlator, and the in-phase and quadrature

blocks are identical. The incoming 4-bitsign-magnitude datum is latched bya register. De

pending on its sign bit, itwill either then be latched from the first register into the POSACC

SIGN-BIT
(To Control)

IN

C
(32 MHz)

Pos Ace

Neg Ace

OUT

-h?

OCLK
(512 kHz)

GATED
CLK

GATED GATED OCLK OCLK
CLK CLK (512 kHz)

• indicates pipeline
latch

Figure 7.2: Basic 64 MHz, length-64 correlator datapath
(one-half of complex I/Q correlator; feeds second 14-bit,

1 MHz accumulator for length-1024 accumulate)
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datapath or the NEGACC datapath. Asimple subtractor cannot be implemented to meet the

16 nsec critical path; instead, the positive data values and the negative datavalues are accu

mulated separately, with thesubtraction being performed at the 1 MHzdecimated rate. As

thepolarity ofthe new input data is being determined, thepreviously accumulated POSACC

/NEGACC SUM and CARRY vectors are latched as well and fed back into their respective

adders, and theaddition is performed between theprevious sum and thenew data Since the

addition is happening ononly one ofthe POSACC or NEGACC datapaths, theunused data

path is not clocked, as to conserve switching activity and hence power.

Clearly, thecritical pathresides in the implementation of theactual accumulator: to meet the

16nsec critical pathrequirement with a supply voltage of 1.5V, a highly pipelined design was

necessary. In effect, pipelining was performed at the bit-level, byemploying a carry-save ar

chitecture instead ofa more traditional ripple-carry approach: the critical pathwas reduced to

that ofa single half-adder and a latch. Tocontrast, had this been implemented using a stan

dard ripple implementation, a 3.3Vsupply voltage would have been required to meet the

critical path: nearly a fourfold increase in power . In a carry-save architecture, a final addition

is required between the carry-save pathand thesum path; like thesubtraction between the

POSACC and NEGACC datapaths, this final addition can be performed at the 1 MHz out

put rate. It should be mentioned thatboth thelow-speed 10-bit adders andsubtractor at the

output use a twos-complement ripple-carry architecture; even at 1.5V, 1000 nsec allows for

plenty ofmargin, even with such simple implementations.

Lastly, thechoice ofsigned magnitude versus twos-complement in the64 MHz accumulator

blockhasserious ramifications in terms of power consumption. Fromsimulations done in

[Chand94], the power consumption ofa two's complement versus a sign-magnitude adder is

strongly dependent on thepower spectral density of theinputdata (figure 7.3). In particular,

for spectrally white inputdata, like thatof spread-spectrum data, a sign-magnitude imple

mentation empirically consumes approximately 30% less power than a twos-complement

adder. Intuitively, this isdue to reduction in the number of bits toggled from input to input:

1. Due to thepresence ofextra registers required for thecarry-save implementation, thepower savings is less
than the 4X predicted by the formula CV f.
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with white data, the input data tends to go from positive-to-negative extremes on a sam

ple-by-sample basis. In a twos-complement representation, allof the bitswill toggle in sucha

transition; in sign-magnitude, only the signbit toggles, resulting in a reduction in power.

Input Pattern

(1024 cycles)

Two's Complement
Power

(3V)

Sign-Magnitude Power

(3V)

constant (IN=7) 1.97 mW 2.25 mW

ramp

(-7,-6, ...,6,7)

2.13 mW 2.43 mW

random 3.42 mW 2.51 mW

min—>max—»min

(-7,7,-7,7,...)

5.28 mW 2.46 mW

Figure 7.3: Comparison of the power dissipation of twos-complement
vs. sign-magnitude representations in adder implementations.

7.3. Timing Recovery and Adjacent-Cell Detection

Arguably, the most difficult and important problem that faces the receiver DSP is that of

baseband timing recovery: without accurate and consistent timing lock, all of the complex

channel estimation and RAKE reception strategies are meaningless. As discussed in chapter 3,

the PN pilot tone, with its strong autocorrelation properties, is used to synchronize the re

ceiver with the base station. The implementation of the acquisition-and-tracking loopused to

trackthe pilot tone in the receiver is the subject of thissection.

7.3.1. Coarse Acquisition

First, when the mobile unit is turned on, detection of the basestation and coarse timing ac

quisition must be performed in the receiver DSP. By "coarse", it is implied that the receivers

internal PN sequence is synchronized to within ±1 T^jp ofthe base stations transmitted PN

sequence. Effectively, coarse acquisition consists ofstepping through each possible phase of

the PN sequence, correlating at each phase, until a significant correlation output isdetected.

The full 32768-length correlation is not necessary at each PN phase; from simulations,

1024-length correlations are sufficient to minimize the probability of false lock, as well as

minimize the timeto acquisition (from chapter 3, theworst-case synchronization-lock timeis
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128 milliseconds). To achieve this lock time, four parallel correlators are used, searching four

separate PNcode phases simultaneously. Adiagram ofthe coarse acquisition block is shown

in figure 7.4; algorithmically, it can be described as the following:

1. Initialize PN generator and reset all correlators. Each correlator is time-offset by 1T^jp
with respect to oneanother, i.e., correlator0 will correlate over phasen, correlatorj over
phasen.i, correlator over phasen_2, and correlator over phasen_3.

2. Correlateat this phasefor 1024 cycles.
3. Latch output of each correlator.
4. Check each the magnitude ofeach output to see if it exceeds the lock threshold. If anydo

so, a positive lock has been achieved, and go to stage 6. Otherwise, continue to stage 5.
5. Reset the correlators to search for the nextgroup of 4 PN phases. Stall the PN generator 4

four clockcycles. This will shiftcorrelatorQ from phasen to phasen_4, correlator! from
phasen_! to phasen_5, etc. Notethatphase.j is phase327<57 (phases are modulo 32768). Go
to stage2 and repeat.

6. A positive lockhasbeen found. Stall the PN generator a number of cycles equal to the
indexof the correlator that found lock; this forces the PN phase on correlatorQ to be the
positive-lock phase for simplicity in control.Thus, if correlatorQ found lock, do not stall;
if correlatorj found lock, stall 1 cycle, etc.

7. PN phasing is set within ±1 Tcnjp ofthe correct value. Switch to fine tracking mode,
delay-locked loop.
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Figure 7.4: Block diagram from coarse lockacquisition.
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Since silicon die areaisat a premium, it would bea waste to expend the fourcorrelators used

in coarse-lock only for this purpose. In particular, these four correlators are well suited to per

form the functions of channel estimation and adjacent-cell detection, whichwill bediscussed

later. However, some hardware multiplexing is necessary to support switching functionality; a

more detailed diagram of the long correlators can beseen in figure 7.5.The signal

CMPTH_L isfed from each of thelong correlators to thelock circuitry, whereas theother

signals, IPQORI andQ are used after lock for the remaining functions.

7.3.2. Fine Timing Acquisition and the Digital Phase-Locked Loop

After coarse lock has been achieved, thesampling point must then be moved as close to the

maximum eye opening as possible, and this point must be tracked with respect to receiver

movement, channel fading, and baseband oscillator offset between transmitter and receiver.

Shown in figure 7.6a is the 1024-length correlator output as a function oftime offset, for an

ideal received transmit pulse (with zero offset being perfect synchronization). As expected, it

is simply proportional to the 30% excess bandwidth raised-cosine transmit pulse. By locking

magnitude
value

LOCK

*— CMPTHJ.

Figure 7.5: Block diagram ofa multipath correlator.
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two separate correlators Eeariy and Ejate on either side ofthe peak (at £T^p/2 relative to the

center), an estimate of the peak location can bedetermined bythe difference between the

two; thesymmetric nature of thepulse shape is critical. If thesampling pointis early, then the

difference in magnitude output between E^y and Eiate will be negative, driving the sampling

point forward. If themagnitude difference is positive, then the sampling point will bedriven

in the oppositedirection (figure 7.6b).

Analog Correlation Output vs.Time-Offset

1 n _

I.U On-time correlation
i I /
i | /

| /
i /

Early correlatioi1 V o Late correlation

\).D "'•

/ ^
0.0 -

i
-4.0 -3.0. -2.0 -1.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

(a)

(b)

time (Tchip)

Figure 7.6: (a) Correlator outputs as a function of time offset (t=0 is synchronized),
(b) Early/Late phase sensing in the delay-locked loop.
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This forms the basis of thefine-tracking delay-locked loop; however, its implementation, es

pecially with regard to the analog front-end, needs to be carefully considered. In theanalog

front-end, the 128 MHz baseband oscillator is used to drive the demodulator, subsampling

the 1 GHz received signal. However, the same oscillator must also be used to drive the base

band DSP: "shifting" thesampling point in the analog domain for timing recovery becomes

extremely difficult, since it will have dramatic effect on the RFdemodulation characteristics.

Fortunately, another solution is available. As discussed inchapter 5, recovery ofboth in-phase

andquadrature signals requires two separate 128 MHzsampling switches, interleaved in time

to effectively form a 256 MHz converter. As far as theanalog front-end isconcerned, designa

tion of one stream as "in-phase" and the otheras "quadrature" is purely notational; at itsout

put, the two streams are effectively equivalent. Thereceiver DSP, on theother hand, can take

advantage of this symmetry: with respect to the 256 MHz data stream, the only needed fact is

that any two consecutive samples will be 90°out-of-phase with respect to one another, re

gardless ofwhich demodulator actually generated which sample (figure 7.7).

Time increasing

xn-2 Yn-2 Xn-1 Yn.1 xn yn xn+1 yn+i xn+2 yn+2

y f 1r i f 1 f ir \ r

c )Digital Multiplexer

WW
• • • n Yn xn+1 Yn+I • • •

. yn.i

'on

'on Qon 'off Qoff

<on

Yn xn+1

'off Qoff

• • • Yn xn+1 y«+i

'on Qon 'off Qoff

Output of Analog
, Front-End

(4-b word pairs;
x-y are 90° out-of phase)

Delay-Locked
Digital Stream

Stream shifted by
-Tchip /4

Stream shifted by
+Tchip /4

Figure 7.7: Mapping of analog front-end outputs into the
four delay-locked digital data streams. The multiplexer

"shifts" the samples appropriately.
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Thus, for the purposes of timing recovery, the data stream is effectively oversampled at 4X

with respect to the chipping rate; no real need exists toshift the sampling phase in the analog

domain. Instead ofdriving an analog VCO, the delay-locked loop instead drives a 256MHz

multiplexer at the input ofthe receiver DSP; it is this multiplexer that decides which sample

is "in-phase" or "quadrature", andwhich sample is "on-time" or "off-time", as shown in

figure 7.7. The resulting granularity in sampling is 2nsec (T^jp/8) in the worst-case, which is

more than sufficient from system-level simulations. One comment needs to be made on no

tation: for the discussion below, the multiplexer outputs aredesignated Ion, Q^,, I0ff, and

Qoff, being the I/Q on-time and I/Q off-time samples respectively. It is the off-time samples

that are used to drive the DPLL, since these represent the early/late samples of figure 7.6.

The two basicbuilding blocks of the DPLL need to be addressed: the phase detector, which

consists ofthe Eeariy/Eiate correlators, and the input multiplexer, which serves the role of

VCO. First, a functional block diagram of the phase detector can be seen in 7.8. One of the

1024-length correlators receives an ^ff/Qoff-pair, while the other receives an I0f}/Q0fjp pair

which has been delayed by Tcmp (the late-correlator input is simply the early-correlator input

delayed by 1Tcmp). Both correlators extract the required pilot tone magnitude information

from the off-time data, over a periodof 1024samples (16 |Isec), and then latched. This deter

mines the phasedetectors update cycle, which is more than sufficient to track both the trans-

mit-receiver oscillator offsets (25 kHz worst-case), aswell as the slowly-varying indoor

channel variations. From the recovered early and late pilot tone energies, a comparison is

made between the absolute value ofthe difference between E^iyand Ejate (|Eeariy-Ejate|) to a

threshold register. If the comparator output CMPTH3 isgreater than the value programmed

in the threshold register, then the timingerror issufficient to warrant a shift in the sampling

phase; the difference (Eeariy-E|ate) is then used to determine the direction ofthe shift

(figure 7.6). By settingan "acceptable" threshold on the difference through CMPTH3, need

less ping-ponging in the sampling phase is prevented when Eearjy and Eiate-have similar values.

1. It is this Tchjp/8 sampling error that gives rise to the timing jitter specification mentioned in chapter 3.Also,
since the sampling-point adjustment is thus fixed, the DPLL tracking isakin to stepadaptation in adaptive
equalizers, with the errorsignal being the difference between the E^u, and Ejate correlators.
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iin

QIN

CMPTH2

CMPTH3

Figure 7.8: Block diagram ofDLL phase detector. CMPTH3 indicates whether
the system clocks phase should be adjusted. CMPTH2 indicates whether the

received tone energy is large enough to stay in lock.

Second, the "VCO" for the DLL- the front-end I/Q data multiplexing - is shown in

figure 7.9. By selecting which sample is in-phase orquadrature, as well as establishing which

sample is designated as being "on-time", it can shift the effective sampling point by the de

sired resolution ofT^jp/4. From an architectural standpoint, there are four registers at the in
put to the DSP, designated Ion, 0^, Ioff, and Q,^ The two 4-bit samples from the analog

front-end are first passed through a 2x2 digital switching network (implemented with true

digital multiplexers), designating which sample is "I" or "Q". The "on-time" or"off-time"

designation is then made by controlling which register is clocked, latching the appropriate

sample into the appropriate register. By multiplexing the samples with this gated clocking

technique, shifting on-time sampling point by lT^jp/4 becomes amatter of extending or
shortening the clock period for one cycle, instead ofinserting ordeleting samples from the in-
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Figure 7.9: DLL VCO (data multiplexer) block
diagram. All datapaths above are 4-bitswide.

putstream. This is desirable from both acomplexity and power standpoint, since the control

only needs to act on the clock (a 1-bit stream), instead ofattempting to shift 4-bit sample

words around from register to register.

As always, an architectural description is far simpler than its implementation; the T^p/4 ad

justment of4 nsec implies that theclock generators and their control logic must run at

256 MHz, resulting in a key problem with critical path delays andnecessitating asupply volt

age of5V Likewise, when the clock phase is shortened by T^M to perform the timing ad

justment, care must be taken that this shorter cycle time (12 nsec; figure 7.10) does not

impact thecorrelators, which are designed to operate witha 16 nsec cycle time. Thus, short

ening the clock phase by T^jp/4 in actuality is implemented as an extension in time by

3Tchip/4, wim tne obvious loss ofasingle sample. Since the time-phase adjustment can hap

pen only once every 1024 samples, a potential loss of 1sample every 1024 is acceptable, re-
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Variable-phase 64 MHz Clock

Nominal clock

Shift by +Tchip/4

Shift by-Tchip/4

Clock cycle shortened byTch\J4(4 nsec)

Figure 7.10: Variable-phase 64 MHz clock
(adjustable by ±Tchip/4)

suiting in SNRdegradations of0.01 dB in the timing recovery block and0.13 dB in thedata

recovery block. However, the PN and Walsh generators cannot lose a clock edge, otherwise

the entire DLLscheme would be useless; separate clocks are necessary for the correlators and

the PN/Walsh generators, with these generators required to meet the shorter 12 nsec cycle

time.

The implementation of the variable-phase clock generator isshown in figure 7.11, along with

its timing diagram. It consists of two stages, with the first stage generating a variable-phase

64 MHz clock (designated CLKX), and the second stage generating the four required clock

phases (CLKION, CLKIOFF, CLKQON, CLKQOFF) relative to CLKX. It is important to

note that when the clock phase is being reduced by Tcnjp/4, CLKX actually does shorten by

that amount; the second stages KILLPULSE gate control line guarantees that thisshortened

pulse is not fed to thedatapaths on the chip or to the sample latching. As described above, the

clock for the PN/V/alsh generators cannot lose this pulse, and thus theirclock is derived from

CLKX directly, without any gating. The four DETFF blocks in thesecond stage are true dual

1. This requirement isnotsevere; the PN/Walsh generators are fairly straightforward, with only a few gate
delays in thecritical path; their implementation isthesame as thatdescribed in chapter 4.
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edge-triggered flip-flops [Afgh91] being clocked by the T^jp/2 =128 MHz input clock; by

latching the gated version ofCLKX on both edges ofthe 128 MHz clock, aT^jp/4 delay line

is thus formed, generating the four required clock phases.

Lasdy, the implementation of the input data multiplexer isshownin figure 7.12; it differs sig

nificantly from figure 7.9 in twoways. First, the "on-time" and "off-time" designation regis

ters have beenmoved before the I/Q designation mux; this is to avoid critical path problems

with data changing at the mux input and a clock edge attempting to latch the output data 4

nsec later. Second, to simplify clocking in the remainder of the chip, allof the samples are

then time-aligned to the Ion-clock phase, allowing the remainder ofthe chip torun at 1/Tcnjp

(64 MHz) synchronous with CLKION. This resynchronization is performed by a sequence

of three latches; the first latch Rj synchronizes Ion with Qon and I0fjpwith Q^ff, the second

latch R2 synchronizes all four together, and the third latch R3 resynchronizes the datawith

the correlator's clock(CLKION1_5X). One might question the need for the third latch;since

no clock skew can be allowed between CLKION, CLKQON, CLKIOFF, CLKQOFF,

CLKION itselfcannot drive the huge capacitive load presented by the remainder of the chip,

since the other three clocks will not see a similar loading. Thus, CLKION1_5Xis derived

from CLKION through a series of buffers; the third latch minimizes the impact of the skew

between CLKION and CLKIONl_5X.

7.3.3. Carrier-Offset Compensation

Asdiscussed in chapter 5, for the crystals employed in this system, there is a worst-case fre

quencyoffset of25 kHz between the transmitand receive RF localoscillators. This frequency

shift results in a continuous, undesirable phase change of the received baseband signal, i.e.,

the baseband received constellation will beslowly "spinning," in addition to the phasechange

seenbychannelvariations and receiver motion.With a 25 kHz carrier offset, a 64-longcorre

lationspanning 1 Llsec will see a shiftof approximately 9° during the correlation length,

which is acceptable for DQPSK data recovery purposes: the spin is strongly correlated from

sample-to-sample; so long as its impact on the actual correlation output is small, it will tend

to differentially cancel. However, for timingrecovery, all of the blocks described above rely on

a 1024-long correlation: 144°worst-case across its 16 Usee span, and intolerable for purposes
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of accurately estimating the channel peak. The impact of such spin can be seen in

figure 7.13 ; instead of a ramp function, the peak becomes degraded, since the phase change

results in a cancellation of the desired component of the correlation. Likewise, the phase is

constantly rotating in the correlator output; instead of a flat phase output, the constellation is

effectively "spinning". Shorter correlations are not possible, due to subcorrelation noise effects

and reduced processing gain- extremely detrimental to the critical function of timing recov

ery. A method of compensating this phase change must be developed.

For the magnitude estimates needed in both timing recovery and adjacent cell detection, the

compensation algorithm is based on the fact that (afterPN multiplication), the pilot-tone se

quence component of the received data is constant, with additive high-frequency noise from

other users, multipath, and neighboring cells. Effectively, the actual hardware correlator func

tions asa high-order lowpass filter. Thus, provided that the high-frequency noisecomponent

can be damped away, the following Cauchy-Schwartz (in)equality holds:

1024 m

i= 1

-I
j-ii-i

Ii

where n#misequal to 1024, the correlation length. In essence, since the desired component is

constant, the magnitude of the sum is equal to the magnitude of the partial sumswithout

phase rotation. Under phase rotation, the partial (shorter) sumswill have a far smaller error,

and thus yieldan accurate, long magnitude correlation output without beingimpactedby the

carrier offset. Empirically, it was found that there was no difference between n=64,m=l6 and

n=128,m=8; either of these values was optimal. The case of n=64, m=l6 was chosen for con

venience, sincen=64 corresponds to the system processing gain.A plot of the modified corre

lator output isshown in figure 7.14, and a block diagram of the magnitude correlator

structure is given in figure 7.15.

1. Instead of simply showing the correlator output at the dump instant, the entire integration process isshown.
Ideally, it should bea ramp; instead, there issignificant degradation due to the phase rotation caused by the fre
quency offsets. It is importantto note that fora length-64 correlation, thereisno significant deviation; fora
length-1024 correlation, the error becomes severe.
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Figure 7.13: 1024-long correlation output, ideal and under25 kHz
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It shouldbe mentioned that the magnitude estimators are implemented with an Lj norm

(given as (|I| + |Q|)) in thecomplex-valued I/Q space, instead ofa conventional Euclidean L2

norm Jl2 +Q2 . In figure 7.16, the impact of this choice is shown - the unit circle in the
complex plane has been deformed into a cycloid, with aworst-case magnitude error of+3dB.

The reason for thiswas complexity minimization; a true Euclidean L2 normwould have been

extremely difficult to implement in a low-power fashion without consuming excessive die ar

ea; from simulation, the performance degradation due to this was found to be negligible.

7.3.4. Adjacent-Cell Detection

Lastly, the problem of adjacent-cell detection for mobile-assisted soft-handoffmust bead

dressed. It is quite similar to the problem of coarse timing acquisition: the pilot-tone energy

from adjacent cells must be recovered. By maintaining a single sliding correlator, correlating
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over a 1024-long interval and changing its phase by 1T^p every correlation interval, asearch

canbemade forPN-sequence correlation peaks dueto nearby cells (figure 7.17).Peaks within

±4T^jp ofthe current cell's PN correlation timing peak must be discounted, since they are

most likely caused bymultipath effects. As described in chapter 3, with the longPN se

quence, there exists a sufficient number of code-phase offsets to accommodate a K=7 cellular

reuse pattern, even accounting for PN code synchronization errors between cells. Since only

the magnitude of the correlation is necessary to determine if an adjacent cell is present, the

carrier-offset compensation technique described in the previous section can be employed.

However, once this slidingcorrelator has found an adjacent cell (decided when its 1024-long

correlation output has exceeded a certain threshold CMPTH4), the issue remains of how to

store where these peaks occurred, so a soft-handoffcan be performed quicklyby the mobile.

In essence, somekind of "register file" would be needed to store the PN codephase; three re

lated methods have been devised to perform this.

sin0| + |cos0|

Figure 7.15: Graph comparing the absolute value Lj norm
against the true L2 norm.
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• Seed storage. After detection of an adjacent cell, the PN code phase of the sliding

correlator is no longer adjusted. When the code phase of the primary PN genera

tor (locked to the current cell s pilot tone) reaches the all-one's state in itsshift reg

ister, thestate of the sliding correlators shift register is parallel-stored into a

register file, along with the measured strength of the adjacent-cell pilot and the

Walsh code counter value at that instant1. The advantage ofthis is clear; very litde

digital hardware is necessary to store thephase relationship of the adjacent-cell

pilot. Shifting the primary PN generator over to the new phase is simple: when it

reaches the all-ones statein its shiftregister, the adjacent-cell's seed stored in the

register file is parallel-loaded into itsshift register, thus forcing it into coarse syn-

MN-(X

PNout

QIN -f**- £
PNout

Shift-Register
PN Generator L

StallPN

DumpSeed

CMP_ADJ_L

Control

16

-• PN Seed

Figure 7.16: Block diagram of the adjacent-cell detector
(sliding correlator)

1. Thestorage of theWalsh code isrequired to guarantee thatboth PN andWalsh are synchronized when hand-
offoccurs. Otherwise, a large timepenalty maybe incurred to recover theWalsh start point (all onesstatein the
shift-register PN generator).
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chronization with the adjacent cell. The disadvantages are that fine-lock acquisi

tion is still necessary, and moving "back" to thecode phase of theoriginal cell is

difficult, as its codephasing is lost.

• Multiple PN/Walsh generators. Instead ofsimply storing the seed, a second strat

egy would be the implementation ofmultiple PN/Walsh generators, all running

independently. After detection bythesliding correlator, the PN andWalsh code

phases are retained bystoring them into another PN/Walsh generator. These sec

ondaryPN/Walsh generators canbeswitched-in to replace the primary generators

when a handoffis necessary. This solves the problem of moving "back" to the

original cell's code phase after handoff, since its code phasing has been retained.

However, the issue of fine-lock acquisition latency still remains, and there is a

larger penalty in hardware overhead.

• Replication of the entire receiver delay-locked loop. Lastly, the solution that over

comes all of these issues is to replicate the entire delay-locked loop to trackthe

adjacent cells [QualC92]. Fine acquisition isaccomplished by default; the track

ing loop is ready to recover data the instant a handoffiscalled. Obviously, the

hardware penalty is enormous - all of the correlators, clock generation, and con

trol circuitry must be replicated .

Clearly, there isa tradeoffbetween the speed atwhich thesoft-handoffcanbeperformed, and

thehardware required to implement such a "phase register". However, in light of the size of

the prototype receiver DSP (which does not implement adjacent cell-scan), a compromise so

lution between simple seed storage and having multiple PN/Walsh generators would seem to

be the clear solution: seed storage of the detected adjacent cells, with two parallel PN/Walsh

generators to allow quickly jumping back to the original cell's PN phase. Although replication

of the entire receiver DLL provides the best performance, it simply is not practical unless a

more advanced CMOS fabrication technology was to become available.

1. 0.9 cm x 0.9 cm, fabricated in a 0.8 micron HP CMOSprocess. The DLLand datamultiplexer blocks com
prise slightly over 30% of this.
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7.4. Channel Estimation

Like the problem of timing recovery, channel estimation relies on the receiver being able to

accurately recover long correlation streams of the pilot tone. As discussed in chapter 3, by uti

lizing correlators with PN sequences synchronized to on-time, +1 T^p, and +2 T^jp

time-sampling instants, themultipath channel profile may beestimated. Since partial correla

tions are used, a moving-average lowpass filter is can be used to filter out thesubcorrelation

noise (figure 3.9). However, the issue offrequency compensation remains: as before, even

with subcorrelations as short as 1024 in length, theworst-case phase change is still intolera

ble. Unlike the timing recovery case, phase information is critical to theoperation ofa coher

ent-combining RAKE receiver. Asimple magnitude estimate will notsuffice; a method to

eliminate the frequency offset of the oscillators must be developed.

The channel estimation algorithm is shown schematically in figure 7.18; it is akin to themag

nitude estimator of figure 7.17, in that correlations are taken over length 64, 1 microsecond

chunks witha small phase error dueto the frequency offset, and the result of the correlations

then averaged over 16microseconds to statistically minimize the noise in theshorter correla

tions. However, instead of averaging the magnitude of the length-64 chunks, the complex di

vision between the first and second correlations, and the first and third are averaged. By

taking the complex division, this provides notonly the relative amplitude of themultipath ar

rival to the primary arrival, butalso provides the phase difference between the two. Thus, fre

quency-offset compensation can be achieved, while preserving the slowly-varying multipath

phasing information that is desired.

Figure 7.19 shows a simulation ofthis estimation technique, and a comparison to the case

where a simple 1024-long correlator is used. A three-path channel is assumed, with tap

weights (1.0, 0.8e^/5, 0.2e']4ri'5). Likewise, a25 kHz oscillator offset between the transmitter
and the receiver is intentionally introduced as a sinusoidal modulation at the input to the re

ceiver block, and a three-tap MA filter is applied after the 1024-long output to minimize the

noise effects due to subcorrelations (chapter 3). The magnitude and phase estimates are

shown for thisestimation technique, as well as the case where the simple correlator is as-
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Division
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Multipath Detect
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(a^an)
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(a2/a0)
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Figure 7.17: Block diagram of multipath estimator.
At the outputof the length-64 correlators, carrier offset isstill present. The complex division removes

the effect of the carrier, while preserving the relative phasing andamplitude between (aj.aj) and
(ao,a2). sin is fully complex-valued, being equal to (Ijn, Qjn).

Likewise, all thick arcs in the blockdiagram are complex-valued.

sumed. The results for this technique are quitegood; even foran oscillator offset of 25 kHz,

the worst-case estimation error (on the weakest multipath arrival) isonly2 dB in amplitude,

and 12° in phase.

7.5. Data Recovery

Lastly, data recovery must be discussed. Given that the sampling instant is being tracked by

the timing recovery delay-locked loop, and that reliable multipath profiles can begarnered by

the channel estimation loop, what remains is the RAKE receiver itself, along with the

DQPSK data slicer block. As described in chapter2, a RAKE coherently combines data re

covered: solong as the relative phasing between the first, second, and third arrivals isknown,

it is sufficient to perform coherent combining. In some sense, thescheme described below is a

differential version of the conventional RAKE algorithm [Dixon84].
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Figure 7.18: Modified channel estimator output (25 kHz frequency offset
between transmit and receive oscillators).
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The proposed modification is shown schematically in figure 7.20; it is akin to figure 2.14,

with adivision by a0* on all three RAKE fingers followed by aDQPSK slicer. The multipliers

on each finger then become the complex conjugate ofthe differential channel estimates de-

scribed in the previous section. In theoriginal RAKE scheme, themultiplication byarj , aj ,

and a2 on each finger eliminates any channel phase rotation associated with each multipath

arrival: the phase is brought back to zero by the complex conjugate, and theoutputcould be

coherendy decoded with a simple QPSK slicer instead. Since absolute phase information is

not available, dividing all three paths by arj removes the need for absolute phase. Instead of

referencing each multipath finger back to zero phase offset, each multipath finger is refer

enced to the primary arrival ag. Thus, a true DQPSK decoder is necessary, since the com

bined data is phase incoherent, anddependent on theprevious symbol for data recovery.

PN(n) Walshn(n)

(X

(a2/a0)*

DQPSK^Dataout
Sheer

Note that (al/aO) and (a2/a0) arethe outputs of the
modified channel estimator.

Figure 7.19: Modified RAKE receiver

Lastly, the DQPSK decoder itself needs to bediscussed. In essence, the phase difference be

tween twoconsecutive received symbols must bedetermined, and the datadecoding scheme

is fairly straightforward, with thecaveat that a sampling demodulator is being used in thean-
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Figure 7.20: Conceptual overview of the DQPSKslicer.

alog front-end. If the delay-locked loop slips the sampling instant, it in effect exchanges the

"in-phase" designation with the "quadrature" designation; i.e., achange ofT^jp/4 at base

band results in a90° phase shift at RF. Thus, the DQPSKdecoder needs to implement a 90°

correction in the phase if achange in sampling instant was made by the delay-locked loop. If

Sn is the current output of the RAKE, and Sn.j is the previous output, then the slicing algo

rithm is as follows:

databits =sgnJRecA-cW)), ^ImfJa-e""*))

where sgn() is thesign function, and (|> is aphase correction. The division of Sn by Sn_j results

in acomplex number witha phase equal to the phase difference between the twosymbols. If

there is no shift in the DLL sampling instant, a (|> of45° translates the DQPSKconstellation

into anabsolute phase QPSK, as shown in figure 7.21. The slicing operation is then particu

larly simple, with the data bitscorresponding to the sign bitsof the real andimaginary parts.

Although it would seem that the phase correction would require a full complex-valued multi

plier, the amplitude-independence of the sgn function implies that the phase correction can

be implemented with two adders, since the multiplication will be against (+1.0,+1.0),

(-1.0,1.0), or (1.0,-1.0), for <|> =45°, 135°, and -45° respectively. However, the key question

that remains is the implementation of the complex division of Sn by Sn.j; well-known itera

tive methods such as CORDIC are well suited to this application.
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7£. Results

In figure 7.22, the die photo of the receiver DSP testchip is shown. It implements a subset of

the functionality described in section 7.1; the block diagram for this die is shown in figure

7.23. In particular, the complex-valued computation (required for channel estimation and

data recovery) is not present; these functions were not necessary to test the full functionality

Figure 7.21: Die photo of the receiver DSP prototype testchip.
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Figure 7.22: Block diagram of the functionality
implementedon the receiver baseband DSP prototype.

of the receiver: the data rate at the output (nominally 1 MHz) is lowenough that it can be

easily acquired in real-time to a Tektronix digital signal analyzer, and then analyzed on a Sun

Sparcstation. Also, since no hard decision on the data isdoneon-chip, this also allows this

chip to be used as a platform for testing soft-decoding error-correction algorithms, such as

Ungerboeck coding [Unger87], as well as more advanced combining strategies [Teus94].

The die has been tested, and is fully functional up to an input clockrateof 80 MHz, consum

ing 46.5 mW; this value isshyof the 128 MHz clock rate it was originally designed for, due

to an errorwith an undersized clock buffer in the clock generation circuitry of figure 7.11.

Since the vast majority off the circuitry on this die is comprised of matched-filter correlators,

a standalonecorrelator wasfabricated and tested for performance verification. Aspredicted by

simulation, the standalone correlator was fully functional at the coreoperatingfrequency of

64 MHz at a supply voltage of 1.5V, while consuming a mere 600 microwatts. The maxi

mum operating frequency on this correlator was 77 MHz before it failed to function. Both
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the standalone correlator and the full receiver DSP testchip bear testament that high-speed

digital circuitry, coupled with careful architectural design, can operate with extremely low

power consumption.
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7.7. Appendix: Receiver DSP Electrical Interface

Thisappendix documents the electrical interface for the DSP receiver prototype described in

section 7.6. More detailed circuit-level documentation can be found in [Stone95].

7.7.1. Input/Output Description

PIN
1/0/

SUPPLY
NAME PIN

1/0/

SUPPLY
NAME PIN

I/O/

SUPPLY
NAME

8 S GND.1 9 S VDD_11 10 1 DATAIN5

11 0 ODATA27 12 1 OSCH 13 0 ODATA10

14 S VDD_1 15 1 CURRBIAS 16 S VDD_6

17 1 ECRSTDUMP 18 1 OSCL 19 0 ODATA9

20 0 ODATA26 21 S GND_5 22 S PWR1.5

23 1 RESETL 24 S VDD_4 25 1 QINX2

26 0 ODATA25 27 O DUMP1024H 28 0 ODATA8

29 1 IINX3 30 1 DATAIN14 31 0 DUMP64H

32 S PWR3J 33 S PWR5_4 34 1 ECDATA2

35 S PWR5_1 36 S PWR3_2 37 0 ODATA7

38 1 IIN3 39 1 UNO 40 0 CMP3THL

41 1 ADDR1 42 1 DATAIN13 43 S GND_8

44 1 ADDRO 45 0 ODATA17 46 0 ODATA6

47 0 ICLK 48 1 DATAIN12 49 S VDD_7

50 0 QCLK 51 0 ODATA16 52 1 ECDATA1

53 S PWR1J 54 1 DATAIN11 55 0 ODATA5

56 S PWR5_2 57 1 IINXO 58 S PWR1_6

59 S VDD_2 60 0 0DATA15 61 0 ODATA4

62 1 CSL 63 S PWR1_8 64 1 QINX1

65 1 WRL 66 1 ECW 67 S PWR3_5

68 1 EC64CLK 69 0 ODATA14 70 S VDD_8

71 1 IIN2 72 0 CMP2THH 73 1 QIN1

74 s PWR1.2 75 S VDD_5 76 1 DATAIN4

77
0 ODATA24 78 0 ODATA13 79 1 DATAIN3

Table 7.1: Pinout of demodulator chip listed in order of pin number.
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PIN
I/O/

SUPPLY
NAME PIN

1/0/

SUPPLY
NAME PIN

1/0/

SUPPLY
NAME

80 I TSTMODEO 81 S PWR5_5 82 1 CLKRST

83 0 0DATA23 84 1 ECDATA3 85 S VDD_9

86 I TSTMODE1 87 0 ODATA12 88 S PWR5_6

89 I IINX2 90 1 DATAIN10 91 s PWR3_6

92 0 ODATA22 93 0 ODATA11 94 s PWR1_7

95 s GND_2 96 1 QINX3 97 s PWR5_7

98 I ECDUMP 99 1 DATAIN9 100 s PWR3.7

101 0 ODATA21 102 s GND_6 103 s GND_9

104 0 LOCK 105 1 QIN3 106 1 QINO

107 s PWR5.2 108 1 DATAIN8 109 1 DATAIN2

110 0 ODATA20 111 s PWR1_3 112 0 ODATA3

113 I OMODE2 114 0 DUMPRST 115 1 DATAIN1

116 I ECPN 117 0 STALLL 118 0 ODATA2

119 0 ODATA19 120 s PWR1_4 121 1 DATAINO

122 s VDD_3 123 s PWR3.3 124 1 QINXO

125 0 ODATA18 126 1 DATAIN7 127 0 0DATA1

128 I IINX1 129 s PWR3.4 130 s VDDJO

131 I OMODE1 132 s GND.7 133 1 ECDATAO

134 I OMODE0 135 1 DATAIN6 136 0 ODATAO

137 I IIN1 138 1 QIN2 139 0 STRETCHSAMP

Table 7.1: Pinout ofdemodulator chip listed in order of pin number.

NAME
PIN

COUNT
DESCRIPTION PIN(S)

CLKKSI 1 Keset signal tor clock generator 113

RESETL 2 Chip reset signal 6

OSCH 3 Positive phase of 128MHz sinusoidal oscillator 46

OSCL 4 Negative phase of 128MHz sinusoidal oscillator 48

CURRBIAS 5 Bias voltage for clock pad 47

DATAIN[14:0] 20 Bus used to load values into registers 52,56,58,60,72,75,78,84,8
7,89,111,112,122,124,126

ADDR[1:0] 22 Register address lines 12,13

CSL 23 Chip select 19

WRL 24 Write signal for register 20

OMODE[2:0] 27 Select which signals to output 36,42,43

TSTMODE[l :0] 29 Determines the type of input to the chip 27,25

IIN[3:0] 33 Input data from ADC or transmitter chip 11,22,44,55

Table 7.2: Pinout for demodulator chip grouped by signal name.
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NAME
PIN

COUNT
DESCRIPTION PIN(S)

UIN13:UJ 3/ input data from auu or transmitter cnip /7,88,11U,I2I

IINX[3:0] 41 Input data from transmitter chip (for testing only) 8,28,41,61

QINX[3:0] 45 Input data from transmitter chip (for testing only) 74,94,107,127

ODATA[27:0] 73 Output data bus 2,5,7,24,26,29,32,35,38,40
,57,59,62,65,68,71,73,90,9
2,95,98,101,104,106,123,1

25.128,131

ICLK 74 unused-connected to ground 14

QCLK 75 internal system clock 15

LOCK 76 high when mobile has acquired lock 33

STALLL 77 low when PN generator is being stalled 81

STRETCH-

SAMP

78 0: Adjusted phase by - Tchjp/4
1: Adjusted phase by + Tchip/4

132

CMP2THH 79 0: No adjustment made to phase of clock
1: Adjusted phase of clock

66

CMP3THL 80 0: Not enough energy to be in lock
1: Still have energy to be in lock

99

DUMPRST 81 Indicates that the MP1 correlator was cleared 80

DUMP64H 82 Indicates when output of data recovery correlator
is valid

96

DUMP1024H 83 dicates when output of long correlators are valid 51

ECRSTDUMP 84 Extra correlator reset latches while dumping 4

EC64CLK 85 Extra correlator clock 21

ECDUMP 86 Extra correlator dump output 31

ECPN 87 Extra correlator PN input 37

ECW 88 Extra correlator walsh input 64

ECDATA[3:0] 92 Extra correlator data 70,97,103,130

PWR1[ 100 1.5V internal power supply 16,23,63.79,82,93,105,117

PWR3 107 3.3V internal power supply 9,54,83,85,108,116,119

PWR5 114 5V internal power supply 10,17,34,53,69,115,118

VDD 125 5V pad power supply 3,18,39,45,50,67,91,102,
109,114,129

GND 132 ground 1,30,49,76,86,100,120

Table 7.2: Pinout for demodulatorchip grouped by signal name.

7.7.2. Programmable Registers

The registers in thedemodulator are two-level latches. This allows the front halfof the regis

ter to beexternally writtenintowithout affecting the internal operation of the chipwhich de

pends on the registers' values. A block diagram ofa register isshown in figure 7.23, along

with its control signals. The signal CLKX (X signifies the register number) isexternally con

trolled by the CSJL,WR_L and ADDR signals. Since there is onlyone set of the ADDR,

CS_L andWRJL lines, only one register can be updated at a time. The backend of the regis

ter is updated when CLK_BACK goes high. This occurs every rising edge of CLK64 during

reset and when the PN generator's output is all ones during normal operation. There are four

registers in the demodulator whose functions and bit-widths are described in Table 7.3.
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DATAIN[14:01 -^-*- RECOUT[X:0]

CLKX CLKBACK
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CS.L 1 r

WR_L 1 r~

CLKX I
CLK.BACK

Figure 7.23: Block diagram of two level registers along with
timing diagram.

J_

ADDR NAME BIT WIDTH FUNCTION

00 WALSH 6 Walsh number

01 THRESA 14 Used to determine whether coarse lock has been acquired

10 THRESB 15 Used to determine whether the Infopad is still in lock

11 THRESC 15 Used to determine whether clock phase should be adjusted byTchip/4

Table 7.3: Describes the demodulators four writable registers.

7.7.3. Observation Modes

The OMODEsignal is a 3-bit signal thatcontrols which signals will be driven onto the

28-bit outputbus. A description ofall eight possibilities along with an explanation of the sig

nals outputted can be seen in figure 7.24.

7.7.4. Test Modes

The demodulator has three functional modes (see table7.4) which are controlled by the 2-bit

TSTMODE signal. One mode is used for regular operation and two are used for testing pur

poses. Independent ofthe test mode, after the data has passed through the testmode block, it

will consist of two 4-bitsign-magnitude interleaved streams at a frequency equal to one-half

OSCH s frequency.
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ST: state bits
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Figure 7.24: Receiver DSP output signals, as a function of
observation mode select.

TSTMODE MODE Inputs Comments

00 normal IIN.QIN Data is unmodified

01 test IIN.QIN Data converted from 4-bit binary (0 to 15) to 4-bit sign magnitude (-7 to
7)

10 test IIN.OIN,
IINX.QINX

Data converted from 4 parallel 2 s complement (-8 to 7) streams at
1/2 OSCH s frequency to two interleaved sign-magnitude (-7 to 7)

streams at OSCH s frequency

11 UNDEF. UNDEF. UNDEF.

Table 7.4: Description of the three operating modes for the demodulator.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

In providing future personal communication services, broadbandmultimedia data services -

the most demandingof which being real-time, on-demandvideo - will be delivered overwire

less transmission systems to high densities of users. Even with the bestvideo and data com

pression schemes available today, thiswouldrequire a per-user sustained data rate in excess of

2 megabit/second —a sustained ratefarhigher thanwhatexisting cellular phones canprovide,

and an aggregate total rate overall users far higher than what existing wireless LANs can pro

vide. In postulating such a scenario, the two obvious questions that then arise arehow to pro

vide the necessary data rate to each individual while maintaining overall system capacity, and

the feasibility of implementing sucha transceiver in a low-power, portable fashion.

In this thesis, one possible answer to these questions hasbeenexplored. Restricting the system

to an indoor environment only, and assuming that overall capacity can be maintained by pic

ocellular deployment, the design described here simultaneously supplies a 2 Mbps/userband

width for up to 50 users in a single cell. This data rate is assumed to be asymmetric; the high

data rate is only available in the downlink, with a lower-rate uplink to support simplecontrol

and user input; developing a downlink capable of an aggregate system bandwidthof

100 Mbps is thus the goal of this project. The use of spread spectrum techniques, in particu

lar directsequence code-division multiple access (CDMA), provides the multiple-access strat

egyto maintain parallel, separate streams of real-time data to all the users. Since the base

station can provide synchronization and serves as a single point of transmission, the near-far

problems and capacity issues with traditional direct-sequence systems can be avoided. Like

wise, the intrinsic noise rejection inherent in spread-spectrum is particularly desirable, as it

can be used to reduce sensitivity to interference and narrow band multipath fades in the radio

environment, aswell as relax hardware performance constraints.
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Since the overall goal is to provide high-speed wireless communications in a low-cost, porta

ble device, a standard digital single-poly 0.8 micron CMOS technology is used in the imple

mentation ofboth the analog anddigital circuitry. Three chips have been designed which

implement most of the transceiver path: the digital baseband modulator; the analog receiver

front-end andA/D; and the digital receiver baseband processor. Since it is assumed that this

set ofchips will be used in a downlink (base station to portable), particular focus has been

placed on the power consumption of the analog anddigital receiver circuits.

The transmit architecture of thesystem is based loosely on thatof the IS-95 digital cellular

standard, scaled to a spread-spectrum chipping rate of64MHz; it uses a hybrid Walsh-PN

code to achieve the desired cross-correlation and autocorrelation properties. To aid receiver

synchronization, thezeroth Walsh code is expended as a pilot tone; this minimizes the proba

bility of false lock, andenables thereceiver to perform continuous multipath profile monitor

ing as well as adjacent cell detection. Amonolithic prototype modulator has been developed

for the base station, implementing all of the baseband processing required before single-side

band upconversion to the RF carrier; this includes spreading each data bitwith a unique 64-

long Walsh code, and then modulating the combined user data streams with the32768-long

PN code. To provide better control of capacity and interference within each cell, theseparate

data streams are combined with provision for individual user power control, as well as an

overall power scaling factor. Lastly, to bandlimit the transmit signal in a controlled, zero-in-

tersymbol interference fashion, a digital raised-cosine filter has also been included on the

modulator prototype; this filter effectively runs at256 MHz, implemented as four interleaved

64 MHz subfilters. Currently, the dieaccepts 15 parallel user inputs, and several diecan be

synchronously connected to achieve up to 50 users operating from a single base station. Last

ly, for analog upconversion purposes, a semicustom single-sideband RF modulator has been

implemented, providing D/Aconversion of the prototype modulators outputand frequency

translation to a carrier of 1.088 GHz.

Clearly, the most critical design issues of the hardware lie in the development of the receiver

radio-frequency components. In addition to the requirement of low power consumption, the

analog RF circuitry is complicated by the need tooperate at frequencies near orabove 1 GHz.
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Such circuitry has been traditionally dominated bydesigns using discrete GaAs, silicon bipo

lar transistors and stripline filters, which consume significant amounts of area on a circuit

board andexcessive amounts ofpower, especially when matching to standard 50Qimpedance

levels. However, bythe use of proper tuning networks, CMOS operation in the 1 GHz band

has been demonstrated to be quite feasible.

At the receiver, the incoming RF signal is amplified bya continuous-time low-noise amplifier,

and the mixed to baseband (actually 64 MHz) via direct sampling of the modulated signal.

This eliminates the need fora conventional superheterodyne mixing and IF processing, and

makes it possible for thevariable gain function of theAGC to be implemented in sampled-

dataamplifiers. The signal is then A/D converted using dual interleaved 4-bit flash converters

at 256 MHz (128 MHz I and Q). The remainder of the processing - timing and data recovery

- isexecuted bythe digital baseband receiver circuit, which performs coarse and fine timing

recovery at 64 MHz using scanning correlators anda delay-locked loopwith a time resolution

of4 nsec. After timing acquisition isobtained, theI andQdata are thendespread at 64 MHz

usinglength 64 matched-filter correlators.

A two-chip prototype receiver - consisting ofa monolithic analog front-end and a high-speed

baseband DSP- has been built and tested running at a carrier of 1.056 GHz; due to technol

ogylimitations, the baseband data rate is limited to 1 Mbps/user instead of the desired

2 Mbps.Thus, functionality has been demonstrated in the receiver with a spread-spectrum

rateof 32 MHz instead of 64 MHz, and an analog sampling rateof 128 MHz (64 MHz I and

Q). However, total peakpower consumption for the receiver prototype (both analog and dig

italintegrated circuits) is 154mW, far lower thanany receiver reported to date, and especially

so in light of the supported data rate.

The large power savings that has been demonstrated arise from the architectural design of the

receiver: the chosen architecture isquite unlike the superheterodyne architectures used in ra

diosystems to date. Channel selection, timing recovery, data recovery, and frequency recovery

are all performed in the digital domain; the analog front-end consists onlyof amplification,

filtering, and a fast, low-resolution A/D conversion. The reason for this is clear: low-power,

high-speed digital signal processing can beachieved through architectural voltage scaling
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techniques in the digital domain - techniques that do not translate easily into the analog do

main. In spite of the tremendous amountof digital processing required, and the minimiza

tion of the amountof analog hardware required bythe system, the power consumed by the

prototype receiver DSP is still less thanonehalfof that consumed bythe analog front-end -

testament to the effectiveness of these techniques. Such an "A-to-D front-end" receiver archi

tecture hinges on this: bypushing the analog/digital boundary as close to the antenna aspos

sible, these digital techniques can bebrought to bear as early in thesignal chain, resulting in a

receiver that can process a broadband 64 Mbps data stream while consuming a total of

154 mW of power.

With this in mind, several directions can be taken for future research. First, the limits of

tuned-CMOS RF can be explored further: there is unlicensed spectrum and newservices

emerging in the 2 GHz and 5 GHz bands. Given recent research in on-chip inductortuning

techniques [Nguyen91, Ou95], onepotential avenue of research is the adaptation ofsam

plingdemodulation techniques to these higher frequencies. While this project has demon

stratedfrequency limits due to jitter of approximately 1 GHz for a 0.8 micron process, 0.5

micron and 0.35 micron processes are becoming readily available, with concomitant im

provements in sampling-edge jitter performance.

Furthermore, it is not clear that the RAKE strategy isoptimal in the case of correlated inter

ference, as what is seen in an indoor environment. Recent research [Teus94] has shown that

there may bebetter multipath combining strategies than a straight RAKE; likewise, applica

tion of trellis codes and Viterbi detection may also yield gains at the system level, especially

with regard to relaxing analog performance requirements. Along these lines, with the high

levels of integration and low power consumption demonstrated, multiple receivers with

phase-coherent combining become quite viable in an integrated implementation. Effectively,

a monolithic, electronically steerable antenna array couldbe formed, further improving mul

tipath rejection and improving SNR at the receiver.

Lastly, there is a great deal of current interest with regard to discrete multitone (DMT), also

known as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) [Ho96, Zogak95, Wu95]. In

some sense, OFDM provides spreading redundancy in the frequency domain: the time do-
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main and the frequency domain are interchanged through theuse of a Fast Fourier Transform

in both the transmitter and receiver. DMT-based systems have become popular in wired com

munications, having been employed in theCCITT v.34 modem standard andemerging

broadband copper services like the asymmetric digital subscriber loop (ADSL). DMT prom

ises the benefits of spread-spectrum, while improving immunity to multipath and narrow

band interference. However, it requires precise knowledge of thetransmission channel profile:

adaptation into awireless environment, where fading is aserious issue, is an open research

question. Inany case, awireless DMTsystem can leverage off the design techniques explored

in this project - compensating for the performance limitations of integrated CMOS RF ana

log bycareful design tradeoffs at the system level, and byexploiting low-power, high-perfor

mance digital techniques as much as possible.
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